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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
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The notion of simulation is central to cryptography: often, to demonstrate that an adversary

did not recover any information about private inputs of other participants, we exhibit the

existence of a simulator that generates the adversary’s view without access to inputs of

honest participants. The primary method used to build simulators is rewinding, where a

simulator resets the adversary to a previous point in the protocol and tries to complete the

protocol tree multiple times until it achieves a favorable outcome.

First introduced in the context of zero-knowledge proof systems and secure computa-

tion, today the rewinding technique is synonymous with protocol security and polynomial

simulation. Prior to this work, all known rewinding techniques in the plain model required

multiple rounds of back-and-forth interaction between participants.

In this thesis, we demonstrate the first rewinding techniques that require only a single

message from each participant. Using these techniques, we overcome several barriers from

literature to construct for the first time, based on standard sub-exponential cryptographic

assumptions, the following core protocols, and several subsequent applications:

• Two message commitments satisfying non-malleability (with respect to commitment).

• Two-message delayed-input weak zero-knowledge arguments for NP. These imply ar-

guments for NP satisfying witness hiding and strong witness indistinguishability.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Secure computation and secure protocols form a core area of cryptography. The security of

cryptographic protocols is often proven via the concept of simulation: to demonstrate that

an adversary did not recover any information about private inputs of other participants,

we exhibit the existence of a simulator that generates the adversary’s view without access

to inputs of honest participants. Usually, the existence of such a simulator constrains the

protocol to require additional messages of back-and-forth interaction. In the standard model,

we will sometimes call each such message sent by any party a round.

The objective of this thesis is to build protocols that remain secure against malicious

adversaries, without setup and with minimal rounds of interaction.

Secure protocols that do not require back-and-forth interaction are useful because they can

be written on public ledgers, or stored offline, and participants need not remain online. We

would like to emphasize that assuming a trusted setup or common reference string makes all

these tasks significantly easier, and indeed there is a huge line of research on building such

protocols while making central trust assumptions. In this thesis, however, we focus on the

plain model and attempt to eliminate such trust.

To illustrate the key challenge in building secure protocols with minimal interaction and

without setup, we will consider the illustrative example of zero-knowledge (ZK) argument sys-

tems. These are protocols that satisfy soundness – meaning that malicious cheating provers

fail to generate accepting proofs of false statements, except with negligible probability. At

the same time, they come with strong privacy guarantees – the zero-knowledge guarantee is

that any malicious cheating verifier learns no information from the ZK argument beyond the
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validity of the statement being proven. This is captured by demonstrating the existence of

a simulator that on input only the statement being proven, simulates the view of a cheating

verifier. In this thesis, we will be concerned with black-box simulators that only make oracle

queries to the adversary. 1

The primary method used to build simulators in the cryptographic literature has been

rewinding [GMR85], where a simulator resets the adversary (in this case, an adversarial

verifier for the ZK argument system) to a previous point in the protocol. Essentially, the

simulator executes the protocol with the adversary just like an honest party would, with the

following exception: it has the ability to fix a prefix of the protocol transcript, and then is

allowed to make multiple attempts at completing the protocol tree by changing its messages

until it achieves one favorable outcome. On the other hand, an actual (cheating) prover

interacting with a verifier is given only a single attempt to complete the protocol and obtain

a favorable outcome. In this way, rewinding provides the simulator an advantage over a

cheating prover in terms of being able to “fool” a verifier. Unfortunately, however, existing

rewinding techniques hit a snag when it comes to protocols with less than three messages of

back-and-forth interaction.

This is because non-interactive protocols or protocols with just two messages of back-

and-forth interaction do not provide any simulator the opportunity to reset the adversary.

In other words, when a simulator tries to rewind or reset the adversary, it must go all the

way to the beginning of the protocol. Therefore, the outcome of resetting is no better than

beginning a fresh execution of the protocol. This intuition has been formalized, in [GO94,

GK96, Pas13, CLM13], yielding impossibility results against meaningful malicious security

without multiple rounds of back-and-forth interaction.

Breaking Barriers in Interaction. As such, prior to the work in this thesis, all rewinding

techniques in the plain model required at least three rounds of back-and-forth interaction

1In contrast, non-black-box simulators make non-trivial use of the actual code of the adversary. Known
non-black-box simulation strategies also require at least three rounds of interaction, and it is a challenging
open question to reduce interaction for non-black-box simulation.
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between participants. In this thesis, we break out of this perceived round complexity barrier

for rewinding, and demonstrate the first non-trivial rewinding techniques that require only

a single message from each participant (or a total of two messages in the protocol).

Using these techniques, we overcome impossibility results from literature to build, based

on standard sub-exponential cryptographic assumptions, new protocols achieving various se-

curity properties against malicious adversaries without requiring back-and-forth interaction.

Two fundamental security guarantees against malicious adversaries are non-malleability

and zero-knowledge. We give general results in both settings, as well as describe a wide

variety of applications in this thesis. Before delving into details of our results, we provide

some background on the basic cryptographic notions of non-malleability and zero-knowledge,

as well as some insight into our results.

1.1 Overview of Non-Malleability

The notion of non-malleability was introduced by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [DDN91] in 1991,

to counter the ubiquitous problem of man-in-the-middle (MIM) attacks on cryptographic

protocols. An MIM adversary participates in two or more instantiations of a protocol, trying

to use information obtained in one execution to breach security in the other protocol execu-

tion. A non-malleable protocol should ensure that no such adversary gains any advantage.

In this thesis, we focus on a key non-malleable cryptographic primitive: a non-malleable

commitment scheme.

A commitment scheme is a two-party protocol between a committer and a receiver. The

committer has a message m as input, while the receiver obtains no input. The two parties

engage in a probabilistic interactive commitment protocol, and the receiver’s view at the end

of this protocol is denoted by com(m). Later, in the opening phase, the committer sends

an opening message to the receiver, allowing the receiver to verify that the message m was

really the message committed during the commitment phase.

In a (statistically) binding commitment, the receiver’s view com(m) should be binding

– this means that with high probability, there should not exist an opening message that

3



would convince the receiver that the committer had used any string m′ 6= m. A commitment

should also be hiding; that is, for any pair of messages (m,m′) the distributions com(m)

and com(m′) should be computationally indistinguishable. Finally, such a scheme is said to

be non-malleable with respect to commitment, if for every message m, no MIM adversary,

intercepting a commitment protocol com(m), and modifying every message sent during this

protocol arbitrarily, is able to efficiently generate a commitment com(m′) such that message

m′ is related to the original message m.

Non-malleable commitments are a core non-malleable primitive since they are the basic

building blocks (and therefore have a direct impact on the round complexity) of many cryp-

tographic protocols such as coin-flipping, secure auctions, electronic voting, non-malleable

proof systems and multi-party computation protocols.

The goal of achieving non-malleable commitment protocols with only two messages has

been particularly elusive. Notably, Pass [Pas13] proved that two-message non-malleable

commitments (satisfying non-malleability with respect to commitment) are impossible to

construct with a black-box reduction to any polynomial falsifiable assumption. However,

another claim from [Pas13] stated that two-message non-malleable commitments are im-

possible to construct with a black-box reduction to any sub-exponentially hard falsifiable

assumptions, seemingly cutting off hope of achieving two-message non-malleable commit-

ments from standard assumptions.

On the impossibility result of [Pas13]. Let us examine the impossibility result of [Pas13]:

it considers the setting where there are only two identities/tags in the system, and discusses

how one cannot achieve non-malleability even in this restricted setting via black-box reduc-

tions to falsifiable hardness. The impossibility builds as a counter-example, a MIM that runs

the reduction in order to break hiding of an honest commitment and carry out a success-

ful mauling attack. If the assumption is with regard to any polynomial-time attacker with

inverse polynomial advantage, then this proof works, and the impossibility holds. It might

appear that this argument should also extend to assumptions that require security against

sub-exponential attackers with inverse sub-exponential advantage. However, we observe that
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an actual MIM only participates in at most a polynomial number of interactions and is re-

quired to break non-malleability in one of them2, whereas a (sub-exponential) time reduction

has oracle access to an adversary – and can therefore participate in sub-exponentially many

interactions.

This gap between the number of sessions that the reduction can participate in, and the

number of sessions in which participation is possible for any adversary that wants to “run the

reduction,” precludes the impossibility claim. Therefore, Theorem 5.11 as stated in [Pas16],

is incorrect3. Indeed, we show how to contradict this statement by achieving several positive

results from standard sub-exponential assumptions.

We stress that when considering a reduction that can run in sub-exponential time, a

reduction that participates in sub-exponentially many sessions is no worse asymptotically

than a reduction that participates in only polynomially many sessions. For example, let

δ < ε, and suppose that we consider a reduction R that runs in time 2n
ε
, and participates

in m sessions with an adversary MIM that runs in time 2n
δ
. Then observe:

• If R participates in poly(n) sessions, then the total security loss is 2n
ε
+ poly(n) · 2nδ =

O(2n
ε
).

• If R participates in 2n
δ

sessions, the security loss is 2n
ε
+2n

δ ·2nδ = 2n
ε
+22nδ = O(2n

ε
).

Thus, it makes sense asymptotically to consider reductions that can participate in sub-

exponentially many sessions.

The state of the art before this work. There has been a long line of work on construct-

ing non-malleable commitments with respect to commitment, in the plain model in as few

rounds as possible (e.g.[DDN91, Bar02, PR05, Wee10, PW10, LP11, Goy11, GLO12, GRR14,

2Alternately, an MIM is required to maul with some inverse polynomial probability in a single interaction.

3We contacted Pass via personal communication, and he agreed that the impossibility result as stated
in [Pas16] is incorrect. As we note above, however, the only case not ruled out by Pass is a reduction that
makes super-polynomially many queries to the adversary.
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GPR15, COS16b, COS16a]). In a major advance, [GPR15] showed how to construct three-

message non-malleable commitments, and subsequently [COS16b, COS16a] obtained concur-

rent three-message non-malleable commitments. These results relied on super-polynomial

or sub-exponential injective one-way functions to achieve general notions of non-malleability

in three rounds. Recently, in [Khu17] we constructed three-message non-malleable commit-

ments based on polynomial hardness assumptions, that are tight with respect the black-box

impossibility result in [Pas16].

1.1.1 Summary of Results

Non-Malleable Commitments with respect to Commitment. We first consider the

standard model, where each round consists of a single message from one party to another.

In the standard model, we work with the stronger of the two standard definitions of non-

malleability, namely non-malleability with respect to commitment (against both synchronous

and asynchronous adversaries). Informally, this definition requires that non-malleability

hold with respect to the underlying message as soon as the commitment phase completes.

Thus, even if an adversary MIM never actually opens its commitment, nevertheless we can

be assured that the message underlying his commitment did not depend on the message

committed to by the honest party.

In the standard model, we obtain the following positive results from standard sub-

exponential assumptions, for non-malleable commitments with respect to to commitment.

• We construct two-message public-coin non-malleable commitments with respect to

commitment, assuming sub-exponentially hard one-way permutations, sub-exponential

ZAPs, and sub-exponentially hard DDH.

• We obtain two-message private-coin non-malleable commitments with respect to com-

mitment, assuming only sub-exponentially hard DDH or QR or N th-residuosity.

Another viewpoint: Non-interactive non-malleability with a tamperable CRS.

If we were willing to rely on a trusted setup that generates a common random string (CRS)
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for all parties, constructions of non-interactive non-malleable commitments become much

simpler [CIO98]. However, a major design goal of all of theoretical cryptography is to reduce

global trust as much as possible. A trusted CRS is a straightforward example of the kind of

global trust that we would like to avoid.

Indeed, we can interpret our result above through the lens of an untrusted CRS: what if

the man-in-the-middle attacker can arbitrarily tamper with a CRS, and convince an honest

committer to generate his commitment with respect to this tampered CRS? For all prior

constructions, in this situation, all bets would be off. On the other hand, our work shows

the first solution to this problem: we obtain non-interactive non-malleable commitment with

respect to commitment, where the honest committer must use a tampered CRS.

1.1.2 Related Work

In less than three messages, the only prior method of achieving non-malleable commitments

with respect to commitment was via the assumption of adaptive one-way functions [PPV08],

which essentially assumes the existence of a one-way function that already exhibits strong

non-malleability properties. Such assumptions are very different in spirit from traditional

hardness assumptions, and are both non-falsifiable [Nao03] and not complexity assumptions

in the sense of [GK90].

We note that constructions of non-malleable commitments in two rounds were not known

even based on indistinguishability obfuscation. In a different work [KS17a], we also showed

how to obtain two-message non-malleable commitments with respect to commitment from an

injective one-way function with very strong exponential hardness beyond 2n/2, while in this

thesis we show how to obtain the same result from standard sub-exponential assumptions.

In a fascinating concurrent and independent work, Lin, Pass, and Soni [LPS17] con-

structed two-message concurrent non-malleable commitments, and non-interactive non-malleable

commitments with respect to commitment against uniform adversaries, based on a variant of

time-lock puzzles. While their assumption falls outside the definition of falsifiable assump-

tions ruled out by Pass [Pas13] and is in that sense non-standard, this result is interesting
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because assumptions of this type were previously used only in time-release cryptography.

On the other hand, we show in this thesis that non-malleable commitments with two mes-

sages can be constructed using the same assumptions as those used regularly for secure

computation.

Finally, we work in the standard asynchronous setting where the MIM adversary can

schedule its messages in any arbitrary manner (in contrast to, e.g., [GKS16], which only

considers synchronous adversaries).

1.1.3 Technical Overview

As discussed, we would like to build protocol that admits a security reduction that can access

the (adversarial) committer a super-polynomial number of times, while an actual adversary

can only interact with the honest committer in polynomially many executions. Any hope

of obtaining a positive result requires us to exploit this disparity between the MIM and the

reduction, otherwise our approach would succumb to the impossibility result of [Pas16].

Main Tool: Extractable Commitments. The crux of this question boils down to build-

ing a special kind of extractable commitment with just two messages. In such a commitment

scheme, informally speaking, there is a black-box extractor algorithm that runs in time T ′,

that extracts the values committed to by any malicious polynomial-time committer. Popu-

lar intuition so far has been that rewinding with only two rounds is useless: whatever the

extractor can do, a malicious receiver can also do.

However, in our new kind of extractable commitment, we will require that the hiding

property of the commitment scheme holds with respect to any malicious receiver that runs

in time T that exceeds T ′. This seemingly contradictory requirement means that a malicious

receiver should not be able to run the extractor on his own. This is the point at which we

will use the disparity in the number of interactions that a malicious receiver can participate

in, versus those that an extractor can participate in. Our techniques will be centered around

the following question for cryptographic protocols between parties Alice and Bob:
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Can extractor E with black-box access to Alice, gain an advantage in just 2 messages,

over (malicious) Bob interacting with Alice in the actual protocol?

As we have already discussed, we do not want to restrict the running time of Bob to be

less than that of the extractor. Prior to our work, achieving black-box extraction in just 2

rounds from standard assumptions eluded all attempts at analysis.

1.1.3.1 Our Approach: Extractable Commitments

We devise a completely new simulation strategy that allows the reduction to gain an advan-

tage over a malicious receiver potentially running in more time than the reduction itself. We

begin by giving a high-level overview of the properties that this strategy should satisfy, after

which we describe how it is implemented.

We will think of every execution of the committer as being analogous to taking one

random walk. The receiver is also allowed one random walk. The receiver is given the

ability to “steal” the committed value, without the committer’s realization, if and only if

the receiver’s path ends up being the same as the path chosen by the committer. We set

parameters up so that this event occurs with probability exactly 1
T ′

, even if one of the parties

is malicious. On the other hand, with probability 1 − 1
T ′

, the committer is “safe” in any

single execution and the committed value remains well-hidden. In fact, the parameters are

set so that the committed value remains well-hidden even against a receiver that runs in

time T that is much larger than T ′, and interacts with the committer in polynomially many

executions (we note that T ′ and T are set to be super-polynomial).

At the same time, an extractor that runs in time slightly larger than T ′ can keep rewind-

ing a malicious committer T ′ times, using honest receiver strategy with fresh randomness

each time. With overwhelming probability, such an extractor will succeed in crossing the

committer’s path in at least one execution – thereby extracting the value committed in this

interaction. It is important that the committer be unable to tell whether the extractor

was able to extract the committed value from a particular execution, to ensure that the

distribution of extracted values is not skewed.
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Implementing extractable commitments. We now turn to describing the construction

of extractable commitments. The commitments will be hiding against T -time receivers, and

yet will be extractable by T ′-time extractors where T ′ is much smaller than T . Formally,

we will write T ′ � T to mean that T ′ is smaller than T multiplied by any polynomial in

the security parameter. At this point in the technical overview, it will be useful to assume

that we have two idealized technical tools. We will in fact make do with less ideal tools, as

we discuss later4. For now, assume that we have the following two primitives that can be

leveraged to be secure against T -time adversaries:

• Two-message two-party computation, against semi-honest senders and malicious re-

ceivers.

• Two-message “ideal” ZK arguments.

The random walk described above will be implemented using secure two-party computa-

tion for the following functionality: F
(
(x,M), y

)
=

 ⊥ if x 6= y

M if x = y


Intuitively, this functionality denotes the committer choosing path x and the receiver/extractor

choosing path y, such that the receiver/extractor learns the committed message M if and

only if x = y.

More formally, the receiver will sample a random challenge ch
$←{0, 1}m and the committer

will sample another challenge r
$← {0, 1}m independently. In order to commit to message

M , the committer and receiver run secure two-party computation for F
(
(r,M), ch

)
. The

committer will also prove, via the ZK argument, that he correctly computed the output of

the functionality.

Note that a malicious receiver, running in time T and participating in only a single

execution, will have probability at most 2−m of guessing the committer’s challenge r. Thus,

the commitment will still be computationally hiding against such a receiver.

4It turns out that two round secure two-party computation with indistinguishability-based security, to-
gether with two-round zero-knowledge with super-polynomial simulation(SPS), will suffice. If uniform re-
ductions are required, the two-round SPS ZK can be replaced with two-round strong WI described in the
second part of this thesis at the cost of requiring private coins.
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On the other hand, an extractor that interacts with the committer super-polynomially

many times, will have a good probability of obtaining at least one “extracting” transcript

where ch = r, and will thus find M after only slightly more than T ′ = 2m attempts. We must

also ensure that the distribution over messages M output by the extractor is indistinguishable

from the actual distribution of committed messages. We will exploit the security of two-party

computation protocol against semi-honest senders, and additional complexity leveraging to

ensure that the distribution of values committed by the committer cannot change between

extracting transcripts and transcripts that don’t allow extraction.

Finally, note that in this construction, the honest receiver is only required to verify the

ZK argument (which will be public coin) – and doesn’t actually need to observe the output

of the two-party computation protocol. Thus, such a receiver can sample uniformly random

coins to compute his message for the two-party computation protocol.

This completes an informal description of our extractable commitment, and we have the

following (informal) theorem:

Informal Theorem 1. Let n denote the security parameter. Assume sub-exponential secu-

rity of DDH, together with sub-exponentially hard one-way permutations and sub-exponential

ZAPs. Then there exists a statistically binding two-round public-coin extractable commitment

scheme, that is hiding against malicious receivers running in time T and extractable in time

T ′ � T .

For technical reasons, our actual construction of extractable commitments is a slight vari-

ant of the scheme outlined above. This construction is described in Section 2.3, Figure 2.1.

In fact, this type of extractable commitment is the main technical tool that we will use to

obtain our results on non-malleable commitments.

1.1.3.2 Two-Message Non-Malleable Commitments w.r.t. Commitment

Model. Our main result is the construction of a public-coin bounded-concurrent two-

message non-malleable commitment scheme with respect to commitment, assuming sub-

exponentially hard ZAPs, sub-exponential one-way permutations, and sub-exponential hard-
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ness of DDH. We also get a private coin construction assuming only sub-exponential DDH

or QR or N th residuosity. Our model can alternatively be thought of as a “tamperable” CRS

model, where the receiver publishes a (tamperable) message, that can be re-used to generate

multiple commitments.

Very roughly, non-malleability requires that a man-in-the-middle adversary participating

in two executions, acting as a receiver interacting with an honest committer in a “left”

execution, and acting as committer interacting with an honest receiver in a “right” execution,

is unable to commit to a message m̃ on the right, that is nontrivially related to the message

m committed by the honest committer on the left.

We require non-malleability against both synchronous and asynchronous adversaries. A

synchronous MIM adversary observes an honest receiver message on the right, and then

generate its own (malicious) receiver message for the left execution. Then, on obtaining

an honestly generated left commitment, it generates a (malicious) right commitment. An

asynchronous adversary is one that completes the entire left commitment, before generating

its own right commitment. Typically (and this will especially be true in our situation), it is

more difficult to prove security against synchronous adversaries than against asynchronous

adversaries.

In this thesis, we consider a setting where parties have identities or tags, typically in [2n]

and only require non-malleability to hold when the tag used by the adversary is different

from the tag used by an honest party. We note that this can be compiled in a standard

way (using one-time signatures) to a notion without tags that requires the MIM’s committed

message to be independent from that of the honest committer, unless the MIM copies the

entire left transcript [DDN91].

We now discuss a basic scheme, secure in a restricted setting where there are only two tags

in the system, and the MIM’s tag is guaranteed to be different from the honest committer’s

tag.

A basic scheme for two tags. The impossibility in [Pas13] is stated for the setting of just

two tags, therefore overcoming it using sub-exponential assumptions is already non-trivial.
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As stated in the introduction, this will require us to exploit the gap between the number of

executions available to the MIM versus those available to the reduction.

Recall that we achieved two-round extractable commitments with Thid � TExt, that

is secure against malicious receivers running in time Thid, while extractable by extractors

running in time TExt � Thid. Having achieved such an extractable commitment scheme, we

obtain a non-malleable commitment scheme for just two tags in the following way.

Let us first consider a one-sided non-malleable commitment: Suppose there are two tags

0 and 1. Then a one-sided non-malleable commitment would guarantee that the commitment

with tag 1 cannot depend on a commitment with tag 0, but it would potentially enable arbi-

trary malleability in the other direction. Pass and Wee [PW09] demonstrated how to obtain a

one-sided non-malleable commitment in this setting, based on sub-exponential assumptions.

We now illustrate how the gap between extraction and hiding of our two-round ex-

tractable commitment scheme can be used to enable two-sided non-malleable commitments,

by appropriately leveraging hardness to exploit this gap. We use a two-round extractable

commitment ext-com with security parameter n, that is extractable in time TExt and hiding

against adversaries running in time Thid � TExt. We also make use of a non-interactive

commitment com leveraged so that it is hiding against adversaries running in time TExt, and

trivially breakable in time Tcom. We set parameters such that Thid � Tcom � TExt. Then

consider the following protocol:

• If tag = 0, commit to the message m using the non-interactive commitment scheme

com.

• If tag = 1, commit to the messagem using the extractable commitment scheme ext-com.

This scheme is represented in Figure 1.1. We consider two representative settings, one

where the man-in-the-middle (MIM) is the receiver on the left, and the committer on the

right (thus, R1 = C2), and second, where the MIM is the receiver on the right, and committer

on the left (thus, R2 = C1).

First, we consider the case where an honest committer uses tag 0 to commit to message m,
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tag 0 tag 1

C1
com(m)−−−−−−−−→ R1 C2

ch
↼−−−−−−−−−−−−−−⇁
ext-com(m′)

R2

Tcom-breakable TExt-extractable

TExt-hiding Thid-hiding

We have: TExt � Tcom � Thid.

Figure 1.1: A simple non-malleable commitment scheme for two tags

while the MIM uses tag 1. A challenger against the hiding of the non-interactive commitment

com, can obtain com(0) or com(m) externally, and then exploit the extractability of ext-com

that is being used by the MIM, to extract the value committed by the MIM, in time TExt.

However, the non-interactive commitment is hiding against adversaries running in time

TExt. Thus, if the MIM’s commitment is related to m, such a challenger can break hiding of

com, by extracting the value committed by the MIM, which contradicts the TExt-hiding of

the non-interactive commitment.

Next, let us consider the complementary case where an honest committer uses tag 1

to commit to message m, while the MIM uses 0. A challenger against the hiding of the

extractable commitment ext-com, can obtain ext-com(0) or ext-com(m) externally, and then

break com that is being used by the MIM, via brute-force to extract the value committed by

the MIM, in time Tcom.

However, ext-com is hiding against adversaries running in time Thid � Tcom. Thus, if

the MIM’s commitment is related to m, such a challenger can break hiding of ext-com, by

breaking the commitment of the MIM using com, and extracting the value committed, in

time only Tcom � Thid, contradicting the hiding of ext-com. We must now extend the

above construction for two tags, all the way to tags in [2n]. Pass and Wee [PW09] noted

that assuming sub-exponential hardness, it is possible to obtain O( logn
log logn

) levels of hardness.
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Thus, simple complexity leveraging, even if it could be used in some way, would not help us

directly go beyond O( logn
log logn

) tags. As a first step, we describe how the construction above

can be extended to a constant number of tags.

1.1.3.3 A construction for constant number of tags

Note that the 2-tag construction relied on extractability of ext-com to achieve non-malleability

when the adversary uses tag = 1. Implicit in the description above, was a crucial reliance

on the non-interactivity of the other (non-extractable) commitment.

Indeed, a problem arises when using ext-com on both sides: the extractor that extracts

from the MIM on the right, naturally needs to rewind the MIM. This may result in the MIM

implicitly rewinding the honest committer, possibly causing extraction even from the honest

committer. If the honest commitment is non-interactive, this is not a problem because it

is possible to send the same externally obtained string to the MIM, every time the honest

committer interaction is rewound. In other words, there is no rewinding allowed in the

left interaction. However, if the honest interaction consists of two rounds, then the initial

challenge of the MIM to the honest committer may change, and require a new response on

the left from the honest committer. How should we simulate this response?

Let us illustrate this issue more concretely: A natural way of extending our 2-tag con-

struction to a constant number of tags is illustrated in Figure 1.2, with parameters of various

extractable commitment schemes adjusted (via leveraging, like in Figure 1.1) to ensure that:

1. For every pair of tags tag > tag′, the commitment for tag is hiding with respect to the

time it takes to brute-force break the commitment for tag′.

2. The commitment associated with each tag is extractable in time less than the time

with respect to which hiding is guaranteed all the tags: thus when tag < tag′ we will

extract the commitment for tag′ while trying to rely on the hiding of tag.

In the figure, by T -breakable, we always mean that the underlying commitment in ext-com

is breakable using brute-force in time T .
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tag = 1 tag = 2 tag = 3 tag = 4

C1
com(m)−−−−−−−−→ R1C2

ch2↼−−−−−−−−−−−−−−⇁
ext-com2(m′)

R2C3
ch3↼−−−−−−−−−−−−−−⇁

ext-com3(m′′)
R3C4

ch4↼−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−⇁
ext-com4(m′′′)

R4

T1-extractable T2-extractable T3-extractable

T1-hiding T2-hiding T3-hiding T4-hiding

T ′1-breakable T ′2-breakable T ′3-breakable

We have: T4 � (T ′1, T
′
2, T

′
3), T3 � (T ′2, T

′
1), T2 � T ′1.

Figure 1.2: Illustrative natural (but incomplete) extension of basic scheme to four tags

We recall (from the two-tag case) that an extractor has two possible strategies, depending

on whether the honest tag is larger or smaller than the MIM’s tag. If the MIM’s tag is smaller

than the honest tag, then it is possible to argue non-malleability by breaking (via brute-force)

the commitment generated by the MIM. This part of the argument goes through exactly as

in the two-tag case.

However, the proof runs into the subtle issue mentioned above when the MIM’s tag is

larger than the honest tag. In this case, the reduction must run the extractor on the com-

mitment generated by the MIM. However, every time the MIM is rewound by the extractor

(using different challenges for the ext-com), the MIM may generate its own fresh challenges

for the honest commitment. Therefore, while extracting from the MIM, we may end up in-

advertently also be extracting from the honest commitment – which would not let us achieve

any contradictions. Recall that the entire point of this experiment was to extract from

the man-in-the-middle while preserving hiding in the commitment generated by the honest

committer.

Our Solution. Our main idea to solve this problem is as follows: We set our parameters

in such a way that we can “modulate” the extractability of the commitment scheme. In
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other words, when the MIM’s tag is larger than the honest tag, the MIM’s commitment will

be extractable in time TExt,tag′ that is much smaller than the time taken to extract from the

honest commitment TExt,tag.

In a nutshell, we will set challenge spaces (for extraction) so that, when the MIM’s tag is

larger than the honest tag, the MIM’s challenge space is also exponentially larger than the

honest challenge space. This is accomplished, in particular, just by setting the length of ch

corresponding to tag, to be (tag× p(n)), where p(n) is some fixed (small) polynomial in the

security parameter n.

Not only this, we will in fact require that the honest commitment corresponding to tag

be hiding even under TExt,tag′ attempts to extract from it. This will be achieved by leveraging

the advantage of the adversaries in SPS ZK and secure two-party computation appropriately.

We will still be careful so that time taken for any extraction will be much smaller than the

time required to break hiding of any of the commitments. The flexibility of our construction

of extractable commitments ensures that we can set parameters appropriately.

Bounded-Concurrent Security. We also prove a stronger security guarantee about the

scheme outlined above, that is, we consider a setting where the MIM participates in `(n)

sessions with honest receiver(s) in which he acts as malicious committer, while obtaining a

single commitment from an honest committer. We require that the joint distribution of the

view and value committed by the MIM is unrelated to the message committed by the honest

committer5.

We prove `(n)-bounded-concurrent non-malleability of the scheme described above for

polynomial `(n)� m, where m denotes the length of the challenge string ch for extraction.

We need to set parameters appropriately for bounds `(n). To ensure `(n)-bounded non-

malleability, in the sessions where MIM commits to messages, we require an an extractor

that extracts the joint distribution of messages committed by the MIM committer.

However, upon careful observation, our extraction strategy turns out to have the following

5This notion is called one-many non-malleability (with a bounded number of right executions), and implies
many-many non-malleability [PR05, LPV08].
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problem: The extractor extracts the value from some “rare” transcripts, and when the MIM

generates multiple transcripts simultaneously, the rare transcripts that the extractor is able

to extract from, may not occur simultaneously at all. We therefore need to modify the

extraction strategy to keep running until it succeeds in simultaneously extracting from all

of the MIM’s transcripts. Note that this only happens when the extractor is able to guess

all the challenges generated by the MIM in all its commitment sessions.

In order for such an extractor to contradict non-malleability, we need to set the parame-

ters large enough so that hiding of the challenge commitment holds even against adversaries

running in time T , where T is the time taken to extract from all the MIM’s sessions simul-

taneously. This helps prove bounded-concurrent non-malleability.

Our techniques for handling a constant number of tags as well as bounded-concurrent

non-malleability are novel and very specific to our construction. Next, we bootstrap a (sub-

exponentially secure) non-malleable commitment scheme for just 4 tags into a scheme for

all tags, in a way that only requires two rounds, and preserves bounded-concurrent non-

malleability. Before this, we will review a new technical tool that will help in our two-round

tag amplification scheme.

1.1.3.4 Two-round ZK with Strong Superpolynomial Simulation

Standard constructions of two round zero-knowledge arguments with superpolynomial simu-

lation can be described as follows: the verifier generates a challenge that is hard to invert by

adversaries running in time T , then the prover proves (via a ZAP) that either the statement

being proven is in the language, or that he knows the inverse of the challenge used by the

verifier. This ZAP is such that the witness used by the prover can be extracted (via brute-

force) in time T ′ � T . Naturally, this restricts the argument to be zero-knowledge against

verifiers that run in time Tzk � T ′ � T .

Thus, if a prover generates an accepting proof for a false statement, the ZAP can be

broken in time T ′ to invert the challenge, leading to a contradiction. On the other hand,

there exists a simulator that runs in time TSim � T to invert the receiver’s challenge and
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simulate the proof (alternatively, such a simulator can non-uniformly obtain the inverse of

the receiver’s challenge). Thus, we have TSim � Tzk.

The notion of Zero-Knowledge with Strong Superpolynomial Simulation (SPSS-ZK) was

defined by [Pas03a] as ZK with super-polynomial simulation, such that TSim � Tzk. At first

glance such a primitive may seem impossible to realize6, but let us revisit the construction

of SPS ZK described above, through the lens of non-malleability.

In order to ensure soundness, what we actually require is that a cheating prover, be

unable to “maul” the challenge sent by the verifier, into a witness for his own ZAP. A simple

way to do this is to use complexity leveraging to get one-sided non-malleability, which is

what the construction described above achieves.

However, this constrains T ′ � T , which in turn constrains TSim � Tzk. We would like

to look for a different way of achieving non-malleability, which potentially allows T ′ � T .

In other words, we would like a more efficient way of extracting the witness from the NIWI

than directly breaking it via brute force. This is exactly the kind of non-malleability that is

supported our basic construction of two-sided non-malleable commitments for two tags from

Section 1.1.3.2.

Specifically, we will just let the verifier use a non-interactive non-malleable commitment

corresponding to tag = 0, whereas the prover will use a two-message non-malleable (ex-

tractable) commitment corresponding to tag = 1. We can now set parameters such that

T � T ′, which allows TSim � Tzk. On the other hand, in order to ensure soundness, we rely

on the extractability of the prover’s commitment in time TExt � T .

We will use this primitive in the next subsection, while performing tag amplification while

preserving bounded-concurrent non-malleability. We also believe that this primitive may be

of independent interest. The construction and analysis can be found in Section 2.3.2.

6We thank Rafael Pass for pointing out that in fact, this primitive was proved impossible to realize
via black-box reductions to sub-exponential assumptions in [CLM13]. However, just like the impossibility
in [Pas16], the impossibility in [CLM13] also no longer holds when the reduction is allowed to interact with
the adversary in superpolynomially many sessions
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1.1.3.5 Two-round tag amplification from 4 tags

While tag amplification has been extensively studied in the non-malleability literature (e.g. [DDN91,

LP09, Wee10, Goy11]), no previous work applied to the case of 2-round protocols. We give

the first tag amplification technique, for non-malleable commitments with respect to commit-

ment, that requires just two rounds and only 4 tags to begin with, and only makes standard

sub-exponential assumptions. In fact, we are able to amplify tags in by bootstrapping from a

bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme for 4 tags to a bounded-concurrent

non-malleable commitment scheme for all tags. Apart from being an important ingredient

of our construction, this result may be of independent interest.

To build our tag amplification mechanism for 2-round protocols, we use some ideas from

previous constructions [DDN91, LP09, Wee10, Goy11], while introducing new ideas to keep

the protocol at two rounds, and to minimize the number of tags that we bootstrap from.

Let us begin by recalling some ideas from previous work. Suppose we had a non-malleable

commitment scheme for tags in [2n]. The popular DDN [DDN91] encoding suggests a method

of breaking a large tag T j (say, in [2n]) into n small tags tj1, t
j
2, . . . t

j
n, such that for two different

large tags T 1 6= T 2, there exists at least one index i such that t2i 6∈ {t11, t12, . . . t1n}. As in other

tag amplification schemes [Wee10, LP11], we will recursively apply an encoding with the

property specified above. However, we would also like to be able to begin with as few tags

as possible. To accomplish this, we first observe that a different encoding also achieves the

same effect as DDN, but with better efficiency.

Suppose we had a scheme for tags in [n]. We will directly obtain a scheme for tags

in

 n

n/2

. Let the tag T ∈

 n

n/2

 itself denote a subset of [n] of size n/2. Let

t1, t2, . . . tn/2 denote the elements in T . These will now represent the small tags using which

the committer must generate commitments. Note that this also satisfies the property that,

given T 6= T ′, at least one of the small tags in the set generated by T ′, differs from every

single tag in the set generated by T , since no two sets of n/2 elements in [n] can dominate

the other. This property is sufficient for the rest of our proof to go through. Furthermore,
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this allows us to begin with just 4 tags and obtain

4

2

 = 6 tags, and keep amplifying

repeatedly thereafter.

Given the property of the encoding scheme, we consider the following construction: To

commit to a value with large tag T , commit to the value multiple times with small tags

t1, t2, . . . tn that correspond to an appropriate encoding of T . Simultaneously, provide a 2-

round ZK argument that all commitments are to the same value. We require the proof to be

ZK against adversaries running in time T , where T is the time required to brute-force break

(all components of) the underlying non-malleable commitment scheme for small tags.

In order to prove `(n)-bounded-concurrent non-malleability of the resulting scheme, we

will focus on the index ij in the MIM’s jth commitment, for j ∈ `(n), such that the tag

t̃ij 6∈ {t11, t12, . . . t1n}. In the real interaction, by soundness of the ZK argument, the value

committed by the MIM is identical to the value committed using t̃ij . Thus, it suffices to

argue that this value is generated independent of the honest committer’s value. Because

the argument is ZK against adversaries running in time T (that is, Tzk � T ), where T is

the time required to brute-force break (all components of) the non-malleable commitment

with t̃i,j, the value committed remains indistinguishable even when a challenger generates

the honest commitment by simulating the ZK argument.

Next, it is possible to switch commitments using tags t11, t
1
2, . . . t

1
n one by one, while the

joint distribution of the values committed using tag t̃ij does not change, because of `(n)-

bounded concurrent non-malleability of the underlying commitment scheme. Note that here

we are running in super-polynomial time TSim, so we require non-malleability to hold even

against TSim-time adversaries. By our constraint on the ZK property of the argument, we

will end up requiring that TSim � Tzk. This is exactly where our two-round SPSS ZK helps.

We note that this amplification can be applied recursively, several times, until non-

malleability is obtained for all tags in [2n]. The resulting protocol for tags in [2n] still

only uses poly(n) commitments with small tags. Furthermore, at each recursion, the ZK

argument we use will require stronger parameters. However, since the tag space grows
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exponentially, starting with a constant number of tags, recursion only needs to be applied

O(log∗ n) times. Thus, we only require O(log∗ n) levels of security for the ZK and for the

non-malleable commitments, which can be obtained based on sub-exponential hardness, as

was also shown by Pass and Wee [PW09]. Apart from minor technical modifications to

ensure that the resulting protocol remains efficient, this is essentially how we construct non-

malleable commitments for larger tags. Our construction is formally described and proved

in Section 2.4, and we have the following informal theorem.

Informal Theorem 2. Assume sub-exponential security of DDH, together with sub-exponentially

hard one-way permutations and sub-exponential ZAPs. Then there exists a constant bounded-

concurrent statistically binding two-round public-coin non-malleable commitment scheme

with respect to commitment.

1.1.3.6 Instantiating the primitives

Throughout the discussion above, we assumed some idealized 2-round primitives, most no-

tably a 2-round ZK argument, and 2-round secure two party computation. We note that

almost everywhere above (except when SPSS ZK is explicitly stated), the 2-round ZK ar-

gument can be instantiated with the work of Pass [Pas03a] that builds 2-round public coin

super-polynomial simulation ZK arguments. At the same time, however, it turns out that

some of our proofs only need a distinguisher-dependent notion of simulation called weak ZK,

which we describe in the next part of this thesis. We also enjoy the ability to instantiate this

2-round weak ZK argument from any of the subexponential assumptions given in the set Y

referenced in our informal theorem statements above. We note that the same construction

also satisfies ZK with super-polynomial simulation.

Obtaining 2-round secure two-party computation is simpler: We can use 2-round OT,

secure against malicious receivers, together with garbled circuits to implement this; OT se-

curity guarantees hiding of the receiver input against semi-honest senders. We additionally

rely on leveraging to ensure that the sender input is chosen independently of the receiver

input. To argue sender input-indistinguishability, we require a way to extract the OT re-
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ceiver’s choice bits, so that we can invoke the security of the garbled circuit scheme. Since we

only require an indistinguishability-based guarantee, we could simply rely on non-uniformity

to extract the OT receiver’s choice bits and obtain a reduction to the security of garbled

circuits. Another option is to adapt the proof strategy coming up in the next section to

provide distinguisher-based polynomial extraction of the OT choice bits that suffice in the

circumstances where we need sender input-indistinguishability.

This concludes our technical overview of new rewinding techniques and results for non-

malleability; the formal proofs appear in Chapter 2. In the next section, we give some back-

ground and summarize our results and rewinding techniques pertinent to zero-knowledge.

1.2 Overview of Zero-Knowledge Arguments

The notion of zero-knowledge (ZK) proof systems [GMR85] is fundamental to cryptography.

Intuitively, zero-knowledge guarantees that the proof of a statement does not reveal any-

thing beyond the validity of the statement. As explained earlier, this seemingly paradoxical

requirement is formalized via the simulation paradigm, namely, by requiring the existence of

an efficient simulator that simulates the view of a malicious verifier, without access to any

witness for the statement.

Over the years, ZK proofs (and arguments) have been integral to the design of numerous

cryptographic protocols, most notably general-purpose secure computation [GMW87], as

well as specific tasks such as coin-tossing, equivocal and/or extractable commitments and

non-malleable protocols [DDN91]. Even protocols satisfying weaker notions of ZK such as

strong witness indistinguishability and witness hiding (WH)[FS90], are typically constructed

only via a ZK protocol7. In particular, the round complexity of ZK determines the round

complexity of known constructions for these tasks.

Goldreich and Krawcyzk [GK96] established that three round ZK arguments for NP with

black-box simulation do not exist for languages outside BPP. Furthermore, all known non-

7The work of Bitansky and Paneth [BP12] constructing 3 round witness-hiding and weak zero-knowledge
from variants of auxiliary-input point obfuscation, is an exception.
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black-box simulation techniques [Bar01] require more than three rounds.8 This has acted as

a barrier towards achieving round-efficient protocols for many of the aforementioned tasks.

In this work, we investigate the possibility of overcoming this barrier.

(When) Is ZK Necessary? ZK proofs are typically used to enforce “honest behaviour”

for participants of a cryptographic protocol. The zero-knowledge property additionally en-

sures privacy of the inputs of honest parties. However, many applications of ZK described

above do not themselves guarantee simulation-based security but only weaker indistinguishability-

based security. As such, it is not immediately clear whether the “full” simulation power of

ZK is necessary for such applications.

For example, strong witness indistinguishability requires that for two indistinguishable

statement distributions X1,X2, a proof (or argument) for statement x1 ← X1 must be indis-

tinguishable from a proof (or argument) for statement x2 ← X2. All known constructions of

strong witness indistinguishable protocols rely on ZK arguments with standard simulation

– and therefore end up requiring at least as many rounds as ZK arguments. Similar issues

arise in constructing input-hiding/input-indistinguishable secure computation, witness hid-

ing arguments and proofs, and extractable (or other sophisticated) commitment schemes.

However, it is unclear whether ZK is actually necessary in these settings.

This raises the question of whether it is possible to devise “weaker” simulation strategies

in three rounds or less that can be used to recover several applications of ZK. In this work,

we implement such a black-box simulation strategy in only two rounds.

Distinguisher-Dependent Simulation. Our starting observation is that for any cryp-

tographic protocol that only aims to achieve indistinguishability-based security, the security

reduction has access to an efficient distinguisher. In such scenarios, one can hope to argue

security via a (weaker) simulation strategy that potentially makes use of the distinguisher

in a non-trivial manner.

8Here we only refer to explicit simulation, and not non-explicit via knowledge assumptions [HT98, BP04].
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The idea of distinguisher-dependent simulation is not new and has previously been studied

in the context of interactive proofs, where it is referred to as weak zero-knowledge (WZK)

[DNR99]9. Informally, WZK says that any bit of information that can be learned by the

verifier by interacting with the prover can be simulated given only the instance. As such,

WZK suffices for many applications of ZK, and in particular, implies meaningful weaker

notions such as WH and WI [FS90].

The immediate question is whether distinguisher-dependent simulation can be realized

in three rounds or less. At first, the answer seems to be negative since the lower bound of

GK also extends to WZK (this was already noted in [BP12]).

A key insight in this work is that in many applications of ZK proofs, the statement

being proven is chosen by the prover from a (public) distribution. Suppose that the proof

system is delayed-input [LS90], namely, where the instance and witness are only required for

computing the last prover message. In this case, it is to an honest prover’s advantage to

reveal the instance to the verifier only in the last round. This does not violate correctness

due to the delayed input property, but “weakens” a malicious verifier, and in particular,

ensures that a malicious verifier’s messages are independent of the instance. Interestingly,

we observe that the lower bound of GK no longer holds in this case10.

At a high-level, this is because in this setting, a simulator may be able to learn non-trivial

information about the distinguisher’s behavior by observing its output on different samples

created using possibly different instances from the same distribution. This observation is

not limited to delayed-input proofs and extends to a large class of important two-party

functionalities like coin-tossing, generating common reference strings and oblivious PRFs.

This observation opens doors to the possibility of constructing proof systems and secure

computation in three rounds or less with meaningful simulation-based and indistinguishability-

based security guarantees.

9Recall that standard ZK requires that for any adversarial verifier, there exists a simulator that can
produce a view that is indistinguishable from the real one to every distinguisher. WZK relaxes this notion
by reversing the order of quantifiers, and allowing the simulator to depend on the distinguisher.

10Indeed, the GK proof strategy crucially uses a verifier that chooses its protocol message as a function of
the instance. See Section 1.2.2 for further discussion.
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A New Black-box Simulation Technique. We devise a new distinguisher-dependent

black-box simulation technique that only requires two-rounds of communication. Roughly,

we show that a single bit of information (of whether the proof is accepted or rejected by

the distinguisher) can be used to learn information about the (possibly) malicious verifier

and distinguisher, in a bit-by-bit fashion, and that this information can later be used to

efficiently simulate the proof.

We remark that the ability to learn a bit of information based on whether the protocol

execution is accepted or rejected has in the past been viewed as a source of insecurity in

cryptographic protocols. For example, in the delegation of computation schemes of [GGP10,

CKV10], an adversarial prover can successfully cheat if it is able to observe the verifier’s

output over multiple executions. For similar reasons, special care is taken to prevent “input-

dependent aborts” in the design of many secure computation protocols.

In this thesis, we turn this apparent weakness into a positive by using it to devise a new

black-box simulation strategy. Using this strategy, we obtain several new results on proof

systems and secure computation. Most of our results were previously unknown even using

non-black-box simulation techniques.

Our Setting. In order to prove privacy, we must sometimes restrict ourselves to a setting

where the prover has the flexibility to sample instances and witnesses in the last round of

the argument. More specifically, our simulator will require knowledge of any witnesses that

are fixed (implicitly or explicitly) before the last message is sent; however, it will not require

knowledge of witnesses fixed in the last round.

1.2.1 Summary of Results

We now proceed to describe our results. We start with our results on interactive proof

systems and then describe their applications to secure two-party computation and extractable

commitment schemes. All of these results rely on our new black-box simulation strategy.
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Delayed-Input Interactive Proofs. We study two round delayed-input interactive proof

systems where the instance to be proven can be chosen by the prover in the last round, and

soundness holds even against adaptive cheating provers who choose the instance depending

upon the verifier’s message. First studied by [LS90], delayed-input protocols have found

numerous applications over the years in the design of round-efficient cryptographic protocols

for a variety of tasks such as secure computation [KO04, GMP16, HV16], resettable secu-

rity [CPV04, YZ07], non-malleable commitments [Wee10, COS16b], improved Σ-protocols

[CPS16a, CPS16b, MV16], and so on.

In the context of establishing various privacy notions, we consider both adaptive verifiers,

who receive the instance at the beginning of the protocol, and hence may choose their message

based on this instance, and delayed-input verifiers, who receive the instance only in the last

round of the protocol, and hence their message is independent of the instance. As we

discuss later, guaranteeing privacy against delayed-input verifiers suffices for many natural

applications of delayed-input proof systems.

Two Round Argument Systems. Our primary contribution is a two-round delayed-input

argument system that achieves witness-indistinguishability (WI) against adaptive verifiers,

and strong WI, witness hiding (WH) and distributional weak zero-knowledge (WZK) against

delayed-input verifiers. Here, distributional weak zero-knowledge guarantees indistinguisha-

bility of simulation over the randomness of choosing instances from a public distribution.

Theorem 1 (Informal). Assuming the existence of two-round oblivious transfer that is secure

against malicious PPT receivers and quasi-polynomial time semi-honest senders, and sub-

exponential one-way functions, there exists a two-round delayed-input interactive argument

system for NP with adaptive soundness and the following privacy guarantees:

• WI against adaptive verifiers.

• Strong WI, WH and distributional WZK against delayed-input verifiers.

Oblivious transfer (OT) protocols as required in the above theorem can be constructed

based on quasi-polynomial hardness of Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) [NP01] or N ’th
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Residuosity or Quadratic Residuosity [Kal05, HK12].

Comparison with Prior Work. If we know an a priori super-polynomial bound on the hard-

ness of the language, then two-round WH can be obtained from two-round ZK with super-

polynomial time simulators (SPS) [Pas03b]. However, no constructions of two-round WH or

distributional WZK for NP against non-uniform verifiers were previously known. (We refer

the reader to Section 1.2.3 for a more thorough discussion.)

WI proofs in two rounds (or less) were previously only known based on either trapdoor

permutations11 [DN00], or the decision linear assumption on bilinear groups [GOS06], or

indistinguishability obfuscation [BP15]. Our result in Theorem 1 substantially adds to the

set of standard assumptions that suffice for two-round WI. We remark that unlike previous

protocols, our WI protocol is not publicly verifiable.

Privacy Amplification via Round Compression. We obtain Theorem 1 by “compressing”

any Σ-protocol12 [CDS94] into a two-round private-coin argument using OT. Our compiler

follows the approach of [ABO00, KR09], except that we use a maliciously secure OT as

opposed to a computational PIR [CGK95].

Interestingly, our approach of compressing a Σ-protocol into a two-round argument results

in amplifying its privacy guarantees. Indeed, standard Σ-protocols are not known to be

WZK. Furthermore, [HRS09, Pas11] proved that such protocols cannot be proven WH using

black-box reductions.

Avoiding NP Reductions. An added benefit of our approach is that given a Σ-protocol for a

language L, we obtain a two-round private-coin argument system with the security guarantees

stated in Theorem 1 for the same language L, without using expensive NP reductions. To

the best of our knowledge, no such two-round argument system was previously known.

Three Round Arguments of Knowledge. Our techniques extend to give a three-

11Presently, the only known candidates for trapdoor permutations are based on factoring or indistinguisha-
bility obfuscation [BPW16, GPS17].

12Very roughly, a Σ-protocol is a three round protocol that is honest verifier zero-knowledge, and has a
strong soundness guarantee. We refer the reader to Definition 12.
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round delayed-input interactive argument of knowledge system that achieves WH, strong WI

and distributional WZK against delayed-input verifiers. This protocol uses only polynomial

assumptions, but requires an extra round, and is detailed in [JKK17].

1.2.2 Discussion

Delayed-Input Verifiers. Our results on distributional WZK, WH and strong WI are

w.r.t. delayed-input verifiers who learn the statement in the last round of the protocol. To

the best of our knowledge, privacy against delayed-input verifiers has not been studied before,

and therefore, it is natural to ask whether it is a meaningful notion of privacy.

We argue that privacy against delayed-input verifiers is very useful. Our main observation

is that in many applications of delayed-input proof systems, the verifier is already delayed-

input, or can be made delayed-input by design. This is exploited in several subsequent

applications, in [JKK17, KS17b, BGJ17a].

Bypassing GK and GO Lower Bounds. We now elaborate on the reasons why we are

able to bypass the lower bounds of [GK96] and [GO94]. The black-box impossibility result

of [GK96] for three-round ZK crucially uses an adaptive verifier. More specifically, they

consider a verifier that has a random seed to a pseudo-random function hard-wired into it,

and for any instance and first message sent by the prover, it uses its PRF seed, to answer

honestly with fresh-looking randomness. It is then argued that a black-box simulator can be

used to break soundness. Very roughly, this is because a cheating prover can simply run the

black-box simulator; if the simulator rewinds the verifier, then the cheating prover answers

it with a random message on behalf of the verifier. This proof also extends to WZK because

any query made by the simulator to the distinguisher can simply be answered with “reject.”

Note, however, that in the delayed-input setting, the verifier is not allowed to generate

different messages for different instances, and hence the simulator has more power than a

cheating prover, since it can fix the first message of the prover and then test whether the

distinguisher accepts or not with various instances and various third round messages. Indeed,
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we exploit exactly this fact to design a distinguisher-dependent simulator for our protocols.

We next explain why we are able to overcome the lower bound of [GO94] for two-round

ZK. A key argument in the proof of [GO94] is that no (possibly non-black-box) simulator

can simulate the prover’s message for a false statement (even when the protocol is privately

verifiable). For ZK, this is argued by setting the verifier’s auxiliary input to be an honestly

generated first message and providing the corresponding private randomness to the distin-

guisher, who is chosen after the simulator. Now, if the simulator succeeds, then we can break

soundness of the protocol. However, in WZK, since the distinguisher is fixed in advance,

the above approach does not work. In particular, if the distinguisher is given the private

randomness then the simulator is given it as well (and hence can simulate), and otherwise,

the simulator can succeed by simulating a rejecting transcript.

1.2.3 Related Work

Concurrent Work. Concurrent to our work, Badrinarayanan et al. [BGI17] construct

protocols that are similar to our two-round protocols. However their focus is on super-

polynomial simulation, whereas we focus on polynomial time distinguisher-dependent sim-

ulation. They also give other instantiations of two-round OT, which can be combined with

our results to obtain two-round delayed-input distributional weak zero-knowledge from ad-

ditional assumptions.

Proof Systems. We mention two related works on two-round ZK proofs that overcome

the lower bound of [GO94] in different ways. A recent work of [CLP15] constructs a two-

round (T, t, ε)-ZK proof system for languages in statistical zero-knowledge, where roughly,

(T, t, ε) ZK requires the existence of a simulator that simulates the view of the verifier for

any distinguisher running in time t and distinguishing probability ε. The running time T of

the simulator depends upon t and ε. In another recent work, [BCP14] construct a two-round

ZK argument system against verifiers with auxiliary inputs of a priori bounded size.

Three-round ZK proofs are known either based on non-standard “knowledge assump-
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tions” [HT98, BP04], or against adversaries that receive auxiliary inputs of a priori bounded

size [BCP14, BBK16]. In contrast, in this work, we consider security against adversaries

with non-uniform advice of arbitrarily polynomial size, based on standard cryptographic

assumptions.

Finally, we discuss WI, WH and WZK in three rounds. While three round WI is known

from injective one-way functions [FS90], WH and WZK are non-trivial to realize even in

three rounds. In particular, [HRS09] proved a lower bound for three-round public-coin WH

w.r.t. a natural class of black-box reductions. More recently, [Pas11] extended their result

to rule out all black-box reductions. Presently, the only known constructions of three-round

WH and WZK for NP require either “knowledge assumptions” [HT98, BP04], or rely on the

assumption of auxiliary-input point obfuscation (AIPO) and auxiliary-input multi-bit point

obfuscation (AIMPO), respectively, with an additional “recognizability” property [BP12].

For general auxiliary inputs, however, AIMPO was recently proven to be impossible w.r.t.

general auxiliary inputs [BM14], assuming the existence of indistinguishability obfuscation

[BGI01]. Further, one of the assumptions used by [BP12] to build recognizable AIPO, namely,

strong DDH assumption [Can97], was recently shown to be impossible w.r.t. general auxiliary

inputs [BST16], assuming the existence of virtual grey-box obfuscation [BC10]. Finally, the

achievability of soundness and zero-knowledge for NIZKs under subverted CRS was recently

studied by [BFS16].

1.2.4 Technical Overview

We now give an overview of our main ideas and techniques.

Argument Systems. We construct a two-round argument system, with reusable first

message, which we prove is both witness indistinguishable (against all malicious verifiers),

and is distributional ε-weak zero-knowledge (against delayed-input malicious verifiers). Our

protocol makes use of two components:

• Any Σ-protocol consisting of 3 messages (a, e, z) secure against unbounded provers,
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• Any two-message oblivious transfer protocol, denoted by (OT1,OT2), which is secure

against malicious PPT receivers, and malicious senders running in time at most 2|z|.

For receiver input b and sender input messages (m0,m1), we denote the two messages of

the OT protocol as OT1(b) and OT2(m0,m1). We note that OT2(m0,m1) also depends

on the message OT1(b) sent by the receiver. For the sake of simplicity, we omit this

dependence from the notation.

For simplicity, throughout most of the thesis, we assume that the Σ-protocol is a parallel

repetition of Σ-protocols with a single-bit challenge and constant soundness13. Namely, we

assume that the Σ-protocol contains three messages, denoted by (a, e, z) and that these

messages can be parsed as a = (a1, . . . , an), e = (e1, . . . , en), and z = (z1, . . . , zn), where for

each i ∈ [n], the triplet (ai, ei, zi) are messages corresponding to an underlying Σ-protocol

with a single-bit challenge (i.e., where ei ∈ {0, 1}). We denote by f1 and f2 the functions

that satisfy ai = f1(x,w; ri) and zi = f2(x,w, ri, ei), for answers provided by the honest

prover, and where ri is uniformly chosen randomness.

We show how to convert any such Σ-protocol into a two-round protocol (P, V ) using OT.

Our transformation is essentially the same as the one suggested by Aeillo et. al. [ABO00], and

used by Kalai and Raz [KR09], to reduce rounds in interactive protocols, except that we use

an OT scheme rather than a computational PIR scheme (since as opposed to [ABO00, KR09]

we are not concerned with compressing the length of the messages). Specifically, given any

such Σ-protocol and OT protocol, our two-round protocol (P, V ), proceeds as follows.

• For i ∈ [n], V picks ei
$← {0, 1}, and sends OT1,i(ei) in parallel. Each ei is encrypted

with a fresh OT instance.

• For i ∈ [n], P computes ai = f1(x,w; ri), z
(0)
i = f2(x,w, ri, 0), z

(1)
i = f2(x,w, ri, 1). The

prover P then sends ai,OT2,i(z
(0)
i , z

(1)
i ) in parallel for all i ∈ [n].

• The verifier V recovers z
(ei)
i from the OT, and accepts if and only if for every i ∈ [n],

the transcript (ai, ei, z
(ei)
i ) is an accepting transcript of the underlying Σ-protocol.

13We later describe how garbled circuits can be used in order to modify our construction to work with any
Σ-protocol.
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Soundness. It was proven in [KR09] that such a transformation from any public-coin inter-

active proof to a two-round argument preserves soundness against PPT provers. We extend

their proof to show that the resulting two-round protocol also satisfies adaptive soundness,

i.e., is sound against cheating provers that may adaptively choose some instance x as a

function of the verifier message.

To prove soundness, we rely on the following special-soundness property of Σ-protocols:

There exists a polynomial-time algorithm A that given any instance x of some NP language

L with witness relation RL, and a pair of accepting transcripts (a, e, z), (a, e′, z′) for x with

the same first prover message, where e 6= e′, outputs w such that w ∈ RL(x). In particular,

this means that for any x 6∈ L, for any fixed message a, there exists at most one unique value

of receiver challenge e, for which there exists z such that (a, e, z) is an accepting transcript

(as otherwise the algorithm A would output a witness w ∈ RL(x), which is impossible).

Going back to our protocol – suppose a cheating prover, on input the verifier message

OT1(e∗), outputs x∗ 6∈ L, together with messages a∗,OT2(z∗), such that the verifier accepts

with non-negligible probability. Since, for any x∗ 6∈ L and any a∗, there exists at most one

unique value of receiver challenge e, for which there exists a z that causes the verifier to

accept – intuitively, this means that a∗ encodes the receiver challenge e∗.

Thus, for fixed a∗, a reduction can enumerate over all possible values of z (corresponding

to all possible e), and check which single e results in an accepting transcript. Then, this

would allow a reduction to break receiver security of the oblivious transfer. Since such a

reduction would require time at least 2|z|, we need the underlying oblivious transfer to be

2|z|-secure (or, sub-exponentially secure). In this thesis, for clarity, we rely on some sub-

exponential assumptions. Alternatively, we showed that by relying on a specific Σ protocol

where a∗ corresponds to a special commitment, and by extracting from this commitment

(refer to [KKS18]), we can rely solely on quasi-polynomial hardness assumptions.

A New Extraction Technique for Proving Weaker Notions of Zero-Knowledge.

We now proceed to describe our main ideas for proving the privacy guarantees of our protocol.

For simplicity, consider a single repetition of the protocol outlined above. That is, consider a
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protocol where the verifier picks a random bit e
$←{0, 1} and sends r = OT1(e) to the prover.

The prover then sends a,OT2(z(0), z(1)) to the verifier, where (a, z(0), z(1)) are computed

similarly as before.

By the security of the underlying OT scheme against malicious receivers (see Definition 13

and discussion therein), the following holds: For any malicious verifier (i.e. malicious receiver

of the OT scheme) there exists a (possibly inefficient) simulator that interacts with an ideal

OT functionality and is able to simulate the view of the verifier. This means that for

any PPT distinguisher DV (that obtains as input the view of the verifier and additional

auxiliary information), its output distribution when the prover sends (a,OT2(z(0), z(1))) is

indistinguishable from one of the following:

• Its output distribution when the prover sends (a,OT2(z(0), z(0))) (implicitly correspond-

ing to receiver choice bit 0).

• Its distribution output when the prover sends (a,OT2(z(1), z(1))) (implicitly correspond-

ing to receiver choice bit 1).

Suppose the message of the verifier, OT1(e) is generated independently of the instance x,

and suppose that the instance x is generated according to some distribution D. Then an

extractor E , given the message OT1(e), can guess e (if the distinguisher “knows” e), up to

ε-error in time poly(1/ε), as follows: The extractor will generate poly(1/ε) many instance-

witness pairs (x,w) ∈ RL, where each x is distributed independently from D (E will have

these instance-witness pairs hardwired if they are hard to sample). Then for each such

instance-witness pair the extractor will generate (a, z(0), z(1)), and will observe the distin-

guisher’s output corresponding to the prover’s message (a,OT2(z(0), z(0))), (a,OT2(z(1), z(1))),

and (a,OT2(z(0), z(1))). If the distinguisher cannot distinguish between these three distri-

butions then the extractor outputs ⊥ (indicating that the distinguisher does not know e).

If the extractor outputs ⊥, the distinguisher is (distributionally) insensitive to the prover’s

response, so we can behave as if it was approximated to 0.

However, if the distinguisher can distinguish between (a,OT2(z(0), z(1))) and (a,OT2(z(b), z(b))),

then the distinguisher will guess e = 1− b. In this way, the extractor can approximate (up
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to ε-error) whether the implicit receiver choice bit is 0 or 1, while running in time poly(1/ε).

This idea forms the basis of our new extraction technique.

Witness Indistinguishability. Since witness indistinguishability is known to compose

under parallel repetition, it suffices to prove WI for a single repetition of the protocol outlined

above. In fact, we will try to prove something even stronger.

As explained above, there exists a distinguisher-dependent simulator SimDV , that, given

a fixed receiver message r, can try to approximate the verifier’s implicit challenge bit e, by

observing the distinguisher’s output corresponding to various sender messages, up to error ε.

Once SimDV has successfully extracted the verifier’s challenge, it can use the honest-verifier

zero-knowledge simulator of the underlying Σ-protocol.

Of course, to even begin the extraction process, SimDV needs to observe the output of the

distinguisher on (a,OT2(z(0), z(1))). However, even computing (a,OT2(z(0), z(1))) correctly,

requires access to a witness! This is because a correctly compute tuple (a, z(0), z(1)) actually

encodes a witness.

In the case of witness indistinguishability, this is not a problem – since an “intermedi-

ate” simulator for witness indistinguishability has access to both witnesses in question, and

therefore can generate valid messages (a,OT2(z0, z1)) using both witnesses. It can use these

transcripts to learn the verifier’s challenge bit, and then use the bit it learned, to gener-

ate a simulated transcript for the same receiver message r (where the simulated transcript

uses neither of the two witnesses). We mainly rely on OT security to show that the distin-

guisher DV cannot distinguish between the view generated by such a simulator SimDV and

the real view of the verifier, when he interacts with an honest prover that uses only one of

the witnesses.

There are additional subtleties in the proof, for instance, in ensuring that the extracted

values when the simulator uses one particular witness for learning, do not contradict the

values extracted when it uses the other witness. We refer the reader to Section 3.3.3 for a

detailed proof, however, these ideas will be useful in deriving our main result, which we next

explain.
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Distributional Weak Zero-Knowledge. We prove that the same protocol satisfies distri-

butional weak zero-knowledge against delayed-input verifiers (which can also be easily seen

to imply witness-hiding against delayed-input verifiers). Distributional weak zero-knowledge

is a “distributional” relaxation of the standard notion of zero-knowledge where the simulator

is additionally allowed to depend on the distribution of instances, and on the distinguisher.

This notion roughly requires that for every distribution X over instances, every verifier V

and distinguisher DV that obtains the view of V , every ε = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial

poly(·), there exists a simulator SimDV that runs in time poly(1/ε) and outputs a view, such

that the distinguisher DV has at most ε-advantage in distinguishing the real view of V from

the simulated view.

Fix the first message of the verifier (since the verifier is delayed-input, this is fixed inde-

pendently of the instance). The simulator SimDV obtains as (non-uniform) advice, poly(1/ε)

randomly chosen instance-witness pairs from the distribution in question.14 It then uses these

pairs together with the extraction strategy E described above, to “learn” an approximation

to the verifier’s implicit challenge string in the fixed verifier message. However, distributional

weak zero-knowledge is not known to be closed under parallel composition. Therefore, we

modify the simple extraction strategy described previously for a single repetition, so as to

extract all bits of the verifier’s challenge, while still remaining efficient in poly(1/ε).

This is done inductively: at any time-step i ∈ [n], the simulator SimDV has extracted an

approximation for the first (i − 1) bits of the verifier’s challenge, and is now supposed to

extract the ith bit. At a high level, the extraction strategy of SimDV is as follows:

• It generates a “fake” output for the first (i − 1) parallel repetitions as follows: for

j ∈ [i−1], if the jth bit of the verifier’s challenge was approximated to 0, respond with

aj, (z
0
j , z

0
j ) in the jth repetition (and similarly, if it was approximated to 1, respond

with aj, (z
1
j , z

1
j )).

• For all j ∈ [i+ 1, n] it responds honestly with aj, (z
0
j , z

1
j ) in the jth repetition.

14In most cryptographic applications, and in all our applications, it is possible for the simulator to efficiently
sample random instance-witness pairs from the distribution on its own, without the need for any non-uniform
advice.
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• With outputs for all j < i set to “fake” according to approximated challenge, and

for all j > i set to honest, at j = i, SimDV uses the extraction strategy E de-

scribed above. That is, for j = i, it sets the output to ai, (z
0
i , z

1
i ), ai, (z

0
i , z

0
i ), and

ai, (z
1
i , z

1
i ), and checks whether the output of the distinguisher when given inputs cor-

responding to ai,OT2,i(z
0
i , z

1
i ) is close to its output when given inputs corresponding

to ai,OT2,i(z
0
i , z

0
i ) or to ai,OT2,i(z

i
i , z

i
i). It uses this to approximate the ith bit of the

verifier’s challenge.

Via an inductive hybrid argument, we prove that with high probability, the approximation

computed by SimDV has at most Θ(ε)-error when SimDV runs in time poly(1/ε). Once

SimDV has successfully extracted the verifier’s challenge, it can use the honest-verifier zero-

knowledge simulator of the underlying Σ-protocol as before.

Note that in order to perform extraction, the simulator is required to generate various

ai,OT2,i(z
0
i , z

1
i ) tuples, which it does using the instance-witness pairs it sampled or obtained

as advice. SimDV then uses the challenge it extracted to generate fake proofs for various other

x ← X . Non-adaptivity of the verifier ensures that the simulator can, for a fixed verifier

messages, generate proofs for several other statements in the distribution while observing

the output of the distinguisher. We refer the reader to Section 3.3.4 for a complete proof.

Additionally, these techniques can be extended to build three-message protocols based

on polynomial hardness of the same assumptions, which imply three-message extractable

commitments and secure computation [JKK17].

Organization. This chapter concludes the overview of our results and techniques. In

Chapter 2 we formally describe our new techniques and resulting construction of non-

malleable commitments. In Chapter 3 we construct and prove privacy of our new weak

ZK argument systems. Finally, we survey some exciting applications of these results and

techniques in 4, and close with a brief review of some practice-oriented work in 5.
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CHAPTER 2

Constructing Non-Malleable Commitments

2.1 Preliminaries

First, we recall some preliminaries that will be useful in the rest of the thesis. We will

typically use n to denote the security parameter, and negl(n) to denote any function that

is asymptotically smaller than 1
poly(n)

for any polynomial poly(·). We will say that T1(n) �

T2(n) if T1(n) > T2(n) · nc for all constants c. When we say (sub-exponentially secure) one-

way permutations exist, in fact it suffices to assume a family of (sub-exponentially secure)

onto one-way functions where the specification of the function is public coin. We note that

we only require this assumption to obtain public-coin variants of our protocols.

2.1.1 ZK With Super-polynomial Simulation.

We will use two message ZK arguments with super-polynomial simulation (SPS) [Pas04].

Definition 1 (Two Message (TSim, Tzk, δzk)-ZK Arguments With Super-polynomial Simula-

tion). We say that an interactive proof (or argument) 〈P, V 〉 for the language L ∈ NP, with

the witness relation RL, is (TSim, Tzk, δzk)-simulatable if for every Tzk-time machine V ∗ exists

a probabilistic simulator S with running time bounded by TSim such that the following two

ensembles are Tzk, δzk)-computationally indistinguishable (when the distinguishing gap is a

function in n = |x|):

• {(〈P (y), V ∗(z)〉(x))}z∈{0,1}∗,x∈L for arbitrary y ∈ RL(x)

• {S(x, z)}z∈{0,1}∗,x∈L
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That is, for every probabilistic algorithm D running in time polynomial in the length of its

first input, every polynomial p, all sufficiently long x ∈ L, all y ∈ RL(x) and all auxiliary

inputs z ∈ {0, 1}∗ it holds that

Pr[D(x, z, (〈P (y), V ∗(z)〉(x)) = 1]− Pr[D(x, z, S(x, z)) = 1] < δzk(n)

Definition 2. We say that a two-message (TSim, Tzk, δzk)-SPS ZK argument satisfies non-

uniform simulation (for delayed statements) if we can write the simulator S = (S1,S2)

where S1(V ∗(z)), which outputs σ, runs in TSim-time, but where S2(x, z, σ), which outputs

the simulated view of the verifier V ∗, runs in only polynomial time.

2.1.2 Special Two-Party Computation

Definition 3 (Special Two-Party Computation). Special two-message two-party secure com-

putation involves a protocol Π between a sender S with input x, and receiver R with input

y, who obtains the output f(x, y). The first message is sent by R as a function of y and re-

ceiver’s randomness rR, and we will denote this message by τ1 = 2PCR(1n, y; rR). The second

message is sent by S as a function of (τ1, x, rS), which we will denote by τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x; rS).

We will denote by ViewR(x) the tuple (x, τ1, τ2) where τ1 is generated by R, and τ2 is gener-

ated by S with uniform randomness rS.

We will require the following properties:

• (Perfect) Correctness: For all x, y, and honest S and R, we have that the output

obtained by R equals f(x, y).

• Receiver Input-Hiding against T -time Senders:

For any T -time distinguisher D, for all y1, y2, over the random choice of rR:

|Pr[D(2PCR(1n, y1; rR)) = 1]− Pr[D(2PCR(1n, y2; rR)) = 1]| ≤ 1/T.

• Sender Input-Indistinguishability against T ′-time Receivers:

There exists a constant c > 0 such that for large enough n, and for any T ′-time

malicious receiver R∗, and T ′-time distinguisher D that obtains the view of the receiver,
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for all f and all distributions (X1,X2) such that for any y, if over random choice of

x1
$←X1 and x2

$←X2, we have Pr[f(x1, y) = f(x2, y)] ≥ 1− ε(n), then following is true

when S and R∗ run Π for f :

|Pr[D(ViewR∗(x1)) = 1]− Pr[D(View∗R(x2)) = 1]| ≤ (ε(n) + 1/T ′) · nc.

Definition 4 (T ′-Oblivious Special Two-Party Computation). A special two-message two-

party secure computation protocol Π is said to have the T ′-obliviousness property if the fol-

lowing holds. There exists a procedure oSamp(1n) such that for any T ′-time distinguisher D,

we have Pr[D(r′ ← oSamp(1n; rO)) = 1|rO
$← {0, 1}∗]− Pr[D(2PCR(1n, y; rR)) = 1|(y, rR)

$←

{0, 1}∗] ≤ 1/T ′. Furthermore, there exists an efficient algorithm Explain such that

oSamp(1n; Explain(2PCR(1n, y; rR))) = 2PCR(1n, y; rR) for all values of y, rR for sufficiently

large n.

Remark 1. Since we only require indistinguishability-based security, secure two-message two

party computation with super-polynomial simulation, where the receiver’s message can be

obliviously sampled, already implies this definition. This can be directly constructed [BGI17]

using oblivious transfer and garbled circuits, where OT is secure against malicious receivers [NP01,

HK12]. The security reduction can also be made uniform via the techniques of [JKK17]. Our

protocols can be instantiated with any special two-party computation satisfying the required

properties. Finally, we note that the oblivious sampling property is only required to ensure

that the resulting protocol is public coin.

2.2 Definitions

We define a T -time machine as a non-uniform Turing Machine that runs in time at most T .

All honest parties in definitions below are by default uniform interactive Turing Machines,

unless otherwise specified.
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2.2.1 Non-Malleability w.r.t. Commitment

We follow the definition of non-malleable commitments introduced by Pass and Rosen [PR05]

and further refined by Lin et al [LPV08] and Goyal [Goy11] (which in turn build on the orig-

inal definition of [DDN91]). In the real interaction, there is a man-in-the-middle adversary

MIM interacting with a committer C (where C commits to value v) in the left session, and

interacting with receiver R in the right session. Prior to the interaction, the value v is given

to C as local input. MIM receives an auxiliary input z, which might contain a-priori informa-

tion about v. Then the commit phase is executed. Let MIM〈C,R〉(value, z) denote a random

variable that describes the value ṽal committed by the MIM in the right session, jointly with

the view of the MIM in the full experiment. In the simulated experiment, a PPT simulator

S directly interacts with the MIM. Let Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z) denote the random variable describing

the value ṽal committed to by S and the output view of S. If the tags in the left and right

interaction are equal, the value ṽal committed in the right interaction, is defined to be ⊥ in

both experiments.

Concurrent non-malleable commitment schemes consider a setting where the MIM inter-

acts with committers in polynomially many (a-priori unbounded) left sessions, and interacts

with receiver(s) in upto `(n) right sessions. If any of the tags (in any right session) are

equal to any of the tags in any left session, we set the value committed by the MIM to ⊥ for

that session. The we let MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)many denote the joint distribution of all the values

committed by the MIM in all right sessions, together with the view of the MIM in the full

experiment, and Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)many denotes the joint distribution of all the values committed

by the simulator S (with access to the MIM) in all right sessions together with the view.

Definition 5 (Non-malleable Commitments w.r.t. Commitment). A commitment scheme

〈C,R〉 is said to be non-malleable if for every PPT MIM, there exists a PPT simulator S

such that the following ensembles are computationally indistinguishable:

{MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗ and {Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗

Definition 6 (`(n)-Concurrent Non-malleable Commitments w.r.t. Commitment). A com-

mitment scheme 〈C,R〉 is said to be `(n)-concurrent non-malleable if for every PPT MIM,
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there exists a PPT simulator S such that the following ensembles are computationally indis-

tinguishable:

{MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)many}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗ and {Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)many}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗

We say that a commitment scheme is fully concurrent, with respect to commitment, if it

is concurrent for any a-priori unbounded polynomial `(n).

2.2.2 Extractable Commitments

We first (re)define commitment schemes while introducing some useful notation. Let n

denote the security parameter.

Definition 7 (Commitment Scheme). A commitment scheme 〈C,R〉 is a two-phase protocol

between a committer C and a receiver R. At the beginning of the protocol, C obtains input

m. Next, C and R execute the Commit phase. At the end of the Commit phase, R outputs 0

or 1.

An execution of the Commit phase between (C,R) with committer input m is denoted by

〈C,R〉(m). The view of the receiver (including its coins and the transcript) at the end of this

phase is denoted by ViewR (〈C,R〉(m)).

Next, only if R outputs 1 in the Commit phase, C and R possibly engage in another

interactive Decommit phase, at the end of which R outputs ⊥ or a message m̃. A commitment

scheme should satisfy two security properties:

• (T, δ)-Hiding. For every message M ∈ {0, 1}p, for every probabilistic T -time receiver

R∗, every honest committer C, and every T -time distinguisher D that obtains the view

of the receiver,

Pr[D (ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(M))) = 1]− Pr[D (ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(0n))) = 1] ≤ δ(n)

• Statistical Binding. There exists an (unbounded) extractor EIdeal such that the fol-

lowing holds: for every unbounded committer C∗, let τ be the transcript generated by
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the interaction 〈C∗,R〉(·) in the Commit phase. Then EIdeal(τ) outputs m̃Ideal such that

the following holds: After C∗ and R complete the Decommit phase, the probability that

R outputs any value that is not ⊥ or m̃Ideal is negligible.

Definition 8 ((T , T ′, TC , δ)-Extractable Commitment Scheme). We say that a statistically

binding, Thid-hiding commitment scheme is (T , T ′, TC , δ)-extractable if there exists a T -time

uniform oracle machine EReal such that the following holds against all TC-time adversarial

committers C∗:

Ideal World. In the ideal world, there is a sampling procedure Samp with black-box access to

C∗ that samples a committer view ViewIdeal, which includes the committer’s random coins and

the transcript 〈C∗,R〉(·), together with some auxiliary output aux generated by the committer

C∗, using uniform random coins for the committer and receiver. Let EIdeal be the extractor for

the transcript of ViewIdeal that outputs ⊥ for any transcript not accepted by the verifier, and

otherwise outputs the message embedded in the commitment guaranteed by statistical binding.

Let m̃Ideal denote the message output by EIdeal. The output of the ideal world ExpIdeal equals

the joint distribution (ViewIdeal, m̃Ideal).

Real World. EReal obtains input committer views, denoted by random variable ViewReal via

black-box access to C∗, using uniform random coins for the committer and the receiver. The

view ViewReal consists of the committer’s random coins and the transcript 〈C∗,R〉(·), together

with some auxiliary output aux generated by the committer C∗. EC∗Real outputs (ViewReal, m̃Real).

Let τReal denote the transcript from ViewReal, and let ExpReal = (ViewReal, m̃Real) be the output

of the real world.

Then, we require that two conditions hold:

• Correctness:

Pr[EIdeal(τReal) = m̃Real] = 1− δ(n)

• T ′-Indistinguishability: For all T ′-time distinguishers D,

∣∣Pr[D(ExpIdeal) = 1]− Pr[D(ExpReal) = 1]
∣∣ ≤ δ(n)
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2.2.3 ZK with Super-polynomial Strong Simulation

We now define zero-knowledge with strong simulation. Our definition is a variant of the

definition proposed by [Pas03a].

Definition 9 ((TΠ, TSim, Tzk, TL, δzk)-SPSS Zero Knowledge Arguments). We call an interac-

tive protocol between a PPT prover P with input (x,w) ∈ RL for some language L, and PPT

verifier V with input x, denoted by 〈P, V 〉(x,w), a super-polynomial strong simulation (SPSS)

zero-knowledge argument if it satisfies the following properties and TΠ � TSim � Tzk � TL:

• Completeness. For every (x,w) ∈ RL, Pr[V outputs 1|〈P, V 〉(x,w)] ≥ 1 − negl(n),

where the probability is over the random coins of P and V .

• TΠ-Adaptive-Soundness. For any language L that can be decided in time at most TL,

every x, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, and every poly-non-uniform prover P ∗ running in time at

most TΠ that chooses x adaptively after observing verifier message, Pr[〈P ∗(z), V 〉(x) =

1 ∧ x 6∈ L] ≤ negl(n), where the probability is over the random coins of V.

• TSim, Tzk, δzk-Zero Knowledge. There exists a (uniform) simulator S that runs in time

TSim, such that for every x, every non-uniform Tzk-verifier V ∗ with advice z, and every

Tzk-distinguisher D: |Pr[D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)]) = 1] −Pr[D(x, z,SV ∗(x, z)) = 1]
∣∣ ≤

δzk(n)

2.2.4 Secure Computation

We will first define multi-party simulatable coin-tossing (with super-polynomial simulation),

as well as pseudorandom multi-party coin tossing. The definition of simulatable coin tossing

will follow [KOS03], except allowing for a super-polynomial time simulator.

Definition 10 (Multi-party Simulatable Coin-Tossing with Super-polynomial Time Simu-

lation [KOS03]). An N -party protocol prot (for N = poly(n)), is a simulatable coin-flipping

protocol if it is an (n−1)-secure protocol (with super-polynomial time simulation) realizing the

coin-flipping functionality. That is, there exists some time bound T and a T -time simulator
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S such that for every PPT adversary A corrupting at most (n− 1) parties, that the (output

of the) following experiments REAL(1n, 1λ) and IDEAL(1n, 1λ) are indistinguishable. Here we

parse the result of running protocol prot with an adversary A (denoted by REAL(1n, 1λ)) as a

pair (c,ViewA) where c ∈ {0, 1}λ∪{⊥} is the outcome and ViewA is the view of the adversary

A.

• Experiment REAL(1n, 1λ):

1. (c,ViewA)← REALprot,A(1n, 1λ)

2. Output (c,ViewA)

• Experiment IDEAL(1n, 1λ):

1. c′ ← {0, 1}λ

2. c̃,ViewS ← SA(c′, 1n, 1λ)

3. If c̃ = c′,⊥ then output (c̃,ViewS)

4. Else output fail

Definition 11 (Multi-party Pseudorandom Coin-Tossing). An N -party protocol prot (for

N = poly(n)), is a pseudorandom coin-flipping protocol if it is a protocol where every party

obtains output c (or the adversary aborts), and the following is true. For any adversary A,

we let C∗A denote the distribution of c generated in REAL(1n, 1λ) (where c = ⊥ when the

adversary aborts), we have for any PPT distinguisher D that obtains auxiliary input z,

|Pr[D(r
$←{0, 1}λ, z) = 1]− Pr[D(c

$←C∗A, z) = 1]| ≤ Pr[A aborts] + negl(n)

2.3 Extractable Commitments

2.3.1 Construction

We describe our two-round extractable commitment scheme in Figure 2.1, where n denotes

the security parameter. We use the following primitives:
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• Let com = com1, com2 denote a two-message statistically binding commitment scheme

(which can be constructed from one-way functions). This commitment must be (Tcom, δcom)-

hiding (this notation means that any Tcom-time machine has advantage at most δcom

in breaking the hiding of the commitment scheme).

• Let Π1,Π2 denote the messages of a two-round zero-knowledge argument with super-

polynomial time simulation (SPS-ZK), with non-uniform simulation (for delayed state-

ments). This argument must be sound against adversaries running in time TΠ, except

with probability δΠ. Brute-force extraction of the witness from the argument should

be possible in time Twext. Zero-knowledge should hold such that adversaries running

in time Tzk have advantage at most δzk. Finally, the running time of the simulator

is TSim. Known constructions of SPS-ZK allow us to set these parameters as long as

Tzk � Twext � TΠ � TSim.

• Let (S,R) be a special two-message two-party computation protocol for a function f

that we will define in Figure 2.1. We require that the protocol achieve receiver input-

hiding such that malicious receivers running in time TMalR have advantage at most

δMalR, and we require that the protocol achieves sender input-indistinguishability such

that malicious senders running in time TMalS have advantage at most δMalS. We will set

these parameters so that TMalR � TMalS, which is a setting of parameters supported by

known protocols.

Parameter Setting. The parameters m and p denote the challenge space and the length

of message being committed respectively, and will be set according to our applications. For

this section, it is useful, but not necessary, to assume that m = p = n.

We can set our parameters in any way so that 2m � (Tzk, TMalR, Tcom) � Twext �

(TΠ, TMalS)� TSim.

We will now prove the following main theorem.

Theorem 2. Assuming sub-exponentially hard DDH, sub-exponential one-way permutations

and sub-exponential ZAPs, the scheme in Figure 2.1 is an extractable commitment scheme
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Function f : The 2-party function f(x, y) is defined as follows. Parse y = ch. Parse

x = (b,M, r̃, r′). If b = 0, output ⊥. If b = 1, then check if r′ = ch. If so, output

(M, r̃). Otherwise, output ⊥.

Language L: We define L = {(com1, τ1, c, τ2) : ∃r′, r̃,M,R : c =

com2(m, r̃, com1), τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x = (1,M, r̃, r′);R)}.

Committer Input: Message M ∈ {0, 1}p.

Commit Stage: Receiver Message.

• Pick challenge string ch
$←{0, 1}m.

• Compute τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch).

• Compute Π1 as first message of Π for language L, com1 as first message of com,

and send ĉh = (τ1,Π1, com1) to the committer C.

Committer Message.

• Sample randomness r̃
$←{0, 1}N , and output c = com2(M ; r̃).

• Compute r′
$← {0, 1}m. Sample randomness R of length sufficient to compute

τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x = (1,M, r̃, r′);R).

• Generate Π2 as the second message of Π, proving that (com1, τ1, c, τ2) ∈ L.

• Send (c, τ2,Π2) to the receiver.

Verification. The receiver accepts the commitment if and only if Π2 verifies.

Reveal Stage: The committer reveals randomness r̃ to the receiver. The receiver

accepts the decommitment to message M if and only if c = com(m, r̃).

Figure 2.1: Two-Round Extractable Commitments

according to Definition 8.

Lemma 1. The scheme in Figure 2.1 is statistically binding.

Proof. This follows from statistical binding of the underlying commitment scheme com.
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Lemma 2. The scheme in Figure 2.1 satisfies (Thid, δhid)-hiding if: Thid � Tzk, TMalR, Tcom,

and 2m � TMalR, and δhid � 2−m, δzk, δcom.

Proof. Suppose, for sake of contradiction, that there exist messages M0 6= M1, and malicious

Thid-time receiver R∗ and Thid-time distinguisher D, such that:

Pr[D (ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(M0))) = 1]− Pr[D (ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(M1))) = 1] > δhid(n)

We first consider a hybrid experiment Hybrid1 where the committer uses message M0,

but instead of generating the message Π2 using knowledge of the witness for the statement

(com1, τ1, c, τ2) ∈ L, it executes the SPS ZK simulator to produce this statement. After this

the experiment Hybrid1 outputs the view of the receiver R∗.

We now argue that

Claim 1.

Pr[D (ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(M0))) = 1]− Pr[D (Hybrid1) = 1] ≤ δzk(n)

Proof of Claim. Suppose not. First, non-uniformly fix the first message of the receiver R∗,

and the output of the SPS ZK simulator S1(Π1) = σ, in order to maximize the distinguish-

ing advantage of D. Now, suppose we obtain Π2 as honestly generated using the prover’s

algorithm – this yields ViewR∗ (〈C,R∗〉(M0)). On the other hand, if we obtain Π2 as the

output of the (polynomial-time) simulator S2, then this yields Hybrid1. By invoking the SPS

ZK property, and because Thid � Tzk, the claim follows.

Observe that in Hybrid1, because of ZK simulation, no secrets are needed to compute Π2.

We next consider a hybrid experiment Hybrid2 that works the same as Hybrid1, except that

the committer computes τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x = (0, 0p, 0N , 0m);R) instead of τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x =

(1,M0, r̃, r
′);R).

We now argue that

Claim 2. There exists a constant c > 0 such that

Pr[D (Hybrid1) = 1]− Pr[D (Hybrid2)) = 1] ≤ 2−m · nc
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Proof of Claim. Fix any y ∈ {0, 1}m. Now, let X1 be the distribution that always outputs

x = (0, 0p, 0N , 0m). Let X2 be the distribution that outputs x = (1,M0, r̃, r
′) where r̃

$←{0, 1}n

and r′
$←{0, 1}m. Then it follows immediately that

Pr[f(X1, y) = f(X2, y)] = 1− 2−m

As in the proof of the previous claim, non-uniformly fix the first message of the re-

ceiver R∗, and the output of the SPS ZK simulator S1(Π1) = σ, in order to maximize the

distinguishing advantage of D. Recall again that the running time of the simulator S2 is

polynomial-time. Now, suppose we obtain τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x = (0, 0p, 0N , 0m)) – this yields

Hybrid2. On the other hand, if we obtain τ2 = 2PCS(τ1, x = (1,M0, r̃, r
′)), then this yields

Hybrid1.

By invoking the Sender Input-Indistinguishability property of the Special Two-Party

Computation protocol, and because Thid � TMalR and 2m � TMalR, the claim follows.

Now observe that the only dependence on M0 in Hybrid2 is in the computation of the

commitment c = com2(M0), and no steps in Hybrid2 depend on the randomness used to

generate this commitment.

Thus, we define a hybrid experiment Hybrid3 that works the same as Hybrid2, except that

the committer computes c = com2(M1) instead of c = com2(M0) as in Hybrid2. We now have:

Claim 3.

Pr[D (Hybrid2) = 1]− Pr[D (Hybrid3)) = 1] ≤ δcom(n)

Proof of Claim. As in the proof of the previous claims, non-uniformly fix the first message of

the receiver R∗, and the output of the SPS ZK simulator S1(Π1) = σ, in order to maximize

the distinguishing advantage of D. Recall again that the running time of the simulator S2

is polynomial-time. The claim then follows immediately from the definition of (Tcom, δcom)-

hiding and the fact that Tcom � Thid.

The lemma follows by carrying out the hybrid steps in reverse order with the message

fixed to M1.
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Lemma 3. The scheme in Figure 2.1 is a (TExt, T
′
Ext, TC , δExt)-extractable commitment scheme,

where TExt = 2m ·poly(n)·(1/δExt)·TC, and (T ′Ext, TC , Twext)� (TMalS, TΠ), and δExt � 2mδMalS.

Proof. We begin by describing the extractor. The running time of the extractor (as an oracle

machine) will be TExt = 2m · (1/δExt) · log(1/δExt) ·m · nc for some constant c > 0. Here δExt

will be the extraction error; for most of our applications it will suffice to set δExt ≤ negl(n).

The extractor proceeds as follows:

• Execute the following once. If Verification fails, output the view of the malicious

sender and output ⊥ as the extracted value. Otherwise, repeat the following up to

2m · (1/δExt) · log(1/δExt) ·m ·n4 times, until success. We call an individual performance

of the following steps a trial :

1. Choose ch
$← {0, 1}m. Compute τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch;R′) using uniform randomness

R′. Carry out the rest of the steps needed to compute the honest receiver’s first

message.

2. Query the malicious sender C∗ with this message, and obtain the sender’s response

(c, τ2,Π2).

3. Verify the proof Π2. As written above, if this is the first attempt, if verification

fails, the experiment will not continue. However, if this is not the first attempt, we

consider this a failure and move on to the next iteration. If verification succeeds,

use R′ and τ2 to compute the output of the special two-party computation.

4. If the output is ⊥, the extractor considers this a failure and moves on to the next

attempt.

5. If the output is (M∗, r̃), then the extractor considers this a success, and outputs

the view of the malicious sender together with the message M∗ (for some ap-

plications, we also require the extractor to output r̃). (Note that the extractor

does not bother to check if c = com2(M∗, r̃). Looking ahead, it will rely on the

soundness of the ZK argument to ensure that this happens often enough.)

We now analyze our extraction. We consider two cases:
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• Case 1. Suppose Pr[(C∗,R) aborts] > 1− δExt. In this case, observe that the extractor

also outputs aborting views with ⊥ as the extracted message with probability greater

than 1 − δExt, as would happen in the Ideal experiment. Therefore, we have both

correctness and indistinguishability.

• Case 2. Suppose Pr[(C∗,R) aborts] ≤ 1− δExt.

Note that below, we will give the analysis conditioned on a non-aborting trial being

output by the extractor. The general case will follow for correctness because the

probability of a non-aborting trial exceeds δExt.

We first argue correctness, then we will argue indistinguishability.

We have that the probability of seeing at least one non-aborting view is at least 1 −

( δExt

n2·2m ) after q = (1/δExt) · log(1/δExt) ·m · n3 independent trials, by a Chernoff bound.

Since the extractor performs q ·2m ·n trials, by a union bound, except with probability

1− δExt/n, the extractor obtains at least 2m ·n non-aborting views with independently

chosen ch.

Now we prove the following claim:

Claim 4. In any individual trial, conditioned on the trial not aborting, the probability

that the output of the special two-party computation is not ⊥ is at least 2−m(1 − δ),

where δ = δExt · negl and δExt � 2mδMalS.

Proof of Claim. Suppose not. Recall that the special two-party computation produces

a non-⊥ output when the r′ chosen by the committer is equal to the ch chosen by

the extractor in the trial. By soundness of Π, then, we have that the probability that

r′ = ch is below 2−m(1− δ) + δΠ, where r′ is obtained by running the witness extractor

for Π, and ch is the challenge chosen in the extraction trial.

We will use this to contradict the Receiver Input-Hiding Security of the Special Two-

Party Computation protocol. To do so, we describe our reduction algorithm Â and

distinguisher D̂ for the Receiver-Input Hiding Security game.
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The reduction Â simply chooses two challenges ch1, ch2
$← {0, 1}m at random, and

creates auxiliary information consisting of these two challenges.

Now, our distinguisher D̂ will obtain as input either τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch = ch1; rR) or

τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch = ch2; rR). The distinguisher now does the following:

– It generates the first message of the SPS ZK system Π1 and the first message of

the commitment com1 honestly.

– It then runs the malicious sender C∗ on the message (τ1,Π1, com1), obtaining the

view View of the sender.

– If the proof message Π2 within View does not verify, the distinguisher aborts.

– It then runs the ZK witness extraction procedure to obtain (r′,M) from the proof

message Π2 within View. If the witness extraction fails (which can happen with

probability δΠ), the distinguisher aborts and outputs ⊥.

– If r′ = ch1, it outputs 1. Otherwise, it aborts and outputs ⊥.

Let us now analyze the probability that D̂ outputs 1 in the two cases of ch = ch1

and ch = ch2. If ch = ch1, then by assumption, we have that, conditioned on a non-

aborting trial, Pr[D̂ = 1|ch = ch1] < 2−m(1− δ) + 2δΠ. On the other hand, if ch = ch2,

then no information about ch1 is given to the distinguisher D. Therefore, conditioned

on a non-aborting trial, Pr[D̂ = 1|ch = ch2] ≥ 2−m − δΠ. This is a contradiction, if

|3δΠ − 2−m · δ| > δMalS. In particular, we have a contradiction if 2−mδ � δMalS and

δΠ � δMalS. Note that we also used (TMalS, TΠ)� (Twext, TC), where TC is the running

time of the committer.

Correctness then follows from a Chernoff bound and the facts that 2mδΠ � 2−m and

2m/TMalS � 2−m.

Now we proceed to the proof that the extraction produces views and extracted messages

that are indistinguishable from views and extracted messages drawn from the real distribu-

tion. Note that below, we will give the analysis conditioned on a non-aborting trial being
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output by the extractor. The general case will follow simply because the aborting views

output by the extractor are identically distributed to aborting views output in the Ideal

experiment, and therefore no distinguisher can gain an advantage on seeing aborting views.

Let’s suppose that there is a distinguisher that distinguishes between the Real and Ideal ex-

periments for extraction. In other words, we have a TC-time committer C∗ and distinguisher

D such that:

∣∣Pr[D(ExpIdeal) = 1]− Pr[D(ExpReal) = 1]
∣∣ > δExt(n)

Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists a probability p such that:

Pr[D(ExpIdeal) = 1] = p− δ

and

Pr[D(ExpReal) = 1] = p

where δ > δExt(n) (if δ < −δExt(n), we can flip the output of the distinguisher).

We will use this distinguisher to contradict the Receiver Input-Hiding Security of the

Special Two-Party Computation protocol. To do so, we first describe our reduction algorithm

Â and distinguisher D̂ for the Receiver-Input Hiding Security game.

The reduction Â simply chooses two challenges ch1, ch2
$←{0, 1}m at random, and creates

auxiliary information consisting of these two challenges.

Now, our distinguisher D̂ will obtain as input either τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch = ch1; rR) or

τ1 = 2PCR(1n, ch = ch2; rR). In a nutshell, D̂ will extract (via brute-force) the underlying

committed value, and feed this to distinguisher D together with the view. However, since

receiver input-hiding holds even against D̂ that breaks hiding of the commitment scheme,

we will get a contradiction.

The distinguisher now does the following:

• It generates the first message of the SPS ZK system Π1 and the first message of the

commitment com1 honestly.
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• It then runs the malicious sender C∗ on the message (τ1,Π1, com1), obtaining the view

View of the sender.

• If the proof message Π2 within View does not verify, the distinguisher aborts.

• It then runs the ZK witness extraction procedure to obtain (r′,M) from the commit-

ment message within View. If the witness extraction fails (which can happen with

probability δΠ), the distinguisher aborts and outputs ⊥.

• If r′ = ch1, it outputs D(View,M). Otherwise, it aborts and outputs ⊥.

Now, we analyze two cases.

Suppose ch = ch1. Observe that if r′ = ch1, then by correctness of extraction, this is

the distribution that corresponds to the output of ExpReal. In this case, conditioned on a

non-aborting run, by Claim 4, we have that Pr[r′ = ch1|ch = ch1] ≥ 2−m(1 − δExt · negl).

Thus, Pr[D̂ = 1|ch = ch1] ≥ p · 2−m(1− δExt · negl)− δΠ.

Suppose ch = ch2. Observe that this is the distribution that corresponds to the output of

ExpIdeal. In this case, no information about ch1 is given to the adversary. Thus, conditioned

on a non-aborting run, we have that Pr[r′ = ch1|ch = ch2] ≤ 2−m. Thus, Pr[D̂ = 1|ch =

ch2] ≤ (p− δ) · (2−m) + δΠ.

As long as 2−mδExt � δMalS, and δΠ � δExt, and (TC , T
′
Ext, Twext) � (TMalS, TΠ), we reach

a contradiction, and the lemma follows.

Remark 2 (Uniform Reduction for Hiding). The SPS ZK used in the construction can

be replaced by two-message delayed-input strong WI [JKK17] in order to obtain a uniform

reduction that proves hiding of the extractable commitment, however then the protocol no

longer remains public-coin.

Remark 3 (Public Coins). Assuming that Π is public-coin, and that 2PC is a T ′-oblivious

special two-party computation protocol, the receiver can use oSamp to sample uniformly ran-

dom coins in order to generate the first message for 2PC. This results in the protocol in

Figure 2.1 being public coin.
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2.3.1.1 Modified Extractable Commitment

We remark that the extractable commitment scheme specified above, can be modified so

that the commitment com is a non-interactive, statistically binding commitment (that can

be based on injective one-way functions).

If required, the SPS ZK can also be replaced with SPSS ZK (described in the next

section, Section 2.3.2)1. Replacing SPS ZK with SPSS ZK in the construction of extractable

commitments, would yield a uniform simulation strategy that runs in time TSim (which is

superpolynomial, yet less than all other parameters in the system) for proving hiding of the

commitment scheme. Essentially the same proof of extraction goes through for , except that

witness extraction from the ZK argument is performed using the extractable commitment

that is within the SPSS ZK argument.

These modifications are not necessary for Section 2.4, but are useful in other construc-

tions, including to achieve non-malleability with respect to opening.

2.3.2 SPSS Zero Knowledge from Extractable Commitments

Our SPSS ZK protocol is described in Figure 2.2. We let n denote the security parameter.

We assume the existence of a two-round extractable commitment scheme, according to

Definition 8, that is (Thid, δhid)-hiding and (TExt, T
′
Ext, TC , δExt)-extractable, where TC � TExt,

TExt � Thid � T ′Ext, and δExt = negl(n). We denote its messages by ext-com1, ext-com2(m; r).

We also assume the existence of a two-round witness-indistinguishable proof, denoted by

zap such that adversaries running in time Twi have advantage at most δwi.

Finally, we assume the existence of a non-interactive commitment scheme com. The

public-coin version of our protocol assumes a non-interactive commitment scheme from one-

way permutations, such that every string corresponds to a valid commitment. We only

describe the public-coin version for simplicity. The private coin version can be obtained

1We point out that SPSS ZK itself makes use of an extractable commitment. This means that SPS ZK is
used to build ext-com1, which will be used to construct SPSS ZK, which in turn would be used to construct
ext-com2.
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by replacing the commitment sent by the receiver with two commitments, along with a

NIWI proof that one of the two is well-formed. We assume that com is hard to invert by

adversaries running in time Thid−com, and can be broken (via brute-force) in time Tcom, where

Thid−com � Tcom.

Prover Input: Instance x, witness w such that R(x,w) = 1.

Verifier Input: Instance x.

1. Verifier V sends e1 = ext-com1, e′1 = ext-com′1 to V , together with c = com(s; r)

for s
$←{0, 1}n, r $←{0, 1}∗ and zap1.

2. Verifier V picks s′
$←{0, 1}n, (r′, s̃) $←{0, 1}∗, computes e2 = ext-com2(s′; r′) and

e′2 = ext-com′2(w; r′′). It also computes zap2 proving:

∃w, r′′ such that w is a witness for x ∈ L ∧ e′2 = ext-com′2(w; r′′)OR

∃(s′, r′, r) such that e2 = ext-com2(s′; r′) ∧ c = com(s′; r).

It then sends (e2, zap2) to P .

3. Verification. The verifier accepts (outputs 1) if and only if zap verifies.

Figure 2.2: Two Round SPSS ZK Arguments

It is straightforward to observe (by correctness of the zap) that the protocol satisfies

correctness. We prove the following theorems about soundness and ZK properties of the

protocol. We will leverage parameters so that TΠ � TSim � Tzk � TL in the following

theorems, which will imply SPSS ZK. We prove the following two theorems.

Theorem 3 (TΠ-Adaptive-Soundness). For any language L that can be decided in time at

most TL, every x, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, and every poly-non-uniform prover P ∗ running in time

at most TΠ that chooses x adaptively after observing verifier message, Pr[〈P ∗(z), V 〉(x) =

1 ∧ x 6∈ L] ≤ negl(n), where the probability is over the random coins of V; assuming that

(TΠ · TExt)� Thid−com, and TL � T ′Ext.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a TΠ-time prover P ∗ that chooses x 6∈ L in the last round, and

over the random choice of x 6∈ L, Pr[〈P ∗(z), V 〉(x) = 1] > 1
poly(n)

.

Then, consider reduction R to the hiding of com, which obtains com for the first message

externally (as a commitment to M , where M is either r1
$← {0, 1} or r2

$← {0, 1}) and then

constructs committer C∗ using the malicious prover, with the receiver and sender messages

for ext-com and with the rest of the proof transcript as auxiliary information aux.

Since, with probability at least 1
poly(n)

, the TΠ-time prover P ∗ outputs an accepting tran-

script for x 6∈ L, by soundness of the zap, we have that with probability at least 1
poly(n)

, P ∗

generates an extractable commitment to s′ = M .

R runs the extractor for ext-com on C∗ – this takes time at most TΠ ·TExt. The extractor

outputs (aux,ViewP , P ) that is indistinguishable except with negligible advantage (by TExt-

time distinguishers) from the joint distribution of the view and value generated by the prover

in ext-com in a random execution.

Since T ′Ext = TL, this also implies that with probability at least 1
poly(n)

, the transcripts

indeed have x 6∈ L (as otherwise a TL-time distinguisher would distinguish the real extracted

values from ideal extracted values), thus the value output by the extractor is identical to M

with significant probability.

This gives the reduction R non-negligible advantage in guessing the external challenge

commitment com. Since (TΠ · TExt) � Thid−com, this is a contradiction to the hiding of the

commitment scheme com.

Theorem 4 ((Tzk, δzk)-Zero-Knowledge). There exists a simulator S that runs in time TSim

such that for every x, every Tzk verifier V ∗ and every Tzk distinguisher D,

∣∣Pr[D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)]) = 1]− Pr[D(x, z,SV ∗(x, z)) = 1]
∣∣ ≤ δzk(n)

assuming that Tcom ≤ TSim � Tzk � Thid, Tzk � Twi, δhid ≥ δzk, δzap ≥ δzk.

Proof. The simulator Sim works as follows: it runs in time Tcom to break (via brute-force)

the string c and extract randomness (s, r). It then generates the prover message by picking
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randomness r′, generating e2 = ext-com2(s; r′), and generating zap2 using (s, r, r′) as witness.

Thus, the running time of the simulator, TSim ≥ Tcom.

In order to prove zero-knowledge, we consider the following hybrids.

Hybrid0 : This corresponds to an honest execution where the prover uses the witness to

compute the ZK argument.

Hybrid1 : In this hybrid, the simulator runs in time Tcom to break (via brute-force) the

string c and extract randomness (s, r). It then generates the prover message by picking

randomness r′, generating e2 = ext-com2(s; r′), but still generates zap2 using the real witness

w for x ∈ L. Here, the running time of the simulator is Tcom � Thid. By (Thid, δhid)-hiding of

the ext-com, this hybrid is indistinguishable from Hybrid0 with advantage at most δhid against

Thid-time distinguishers.

Hybrid2 : This hybrid corresponds to the simulator strategy, which is the same as Hybrid1,

except that the simulator generates zap2 using (s, r, r′) as witness. Here, the running time of

the simulator is Tcom � Twi. By (Twi, δwi)-witness indistinguishability of the zap, this hybrid

is indistinguishable from Hybrid1 with advantage at most δwi against Twi-time distinguishers.

This proves that no Tzk-time verifier V ∗ and distinguisher D that distinguish the real view

from the simulated view with advantage better than δwi, if Tzk � Twi and Tzk � Thid.

We note that this construction of SPSS ZK allows us to set parameters such that Twext �

TΠ � TSim � Tzk � TL, where Twext is the time taken to extract the distribution of witnesses

by extracting from the extractable commitment. Furthermore, we can use this SPSS ZK

safely with any languages that can be decided in some a-priori bounded time, by setting TL

to be large enough. For the rest of this thesis, while using SPSS ZK, we will assume that TL

is always set large enough.
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2.4 Non-malleable Commitments

2.4.1 Non-Malleable Commitments for Two Tags

We begin by describing the first (simpler) construction of non-malleable commitments for

two tags.

Here, in addition to the assumptions required for extractable commitments, we assume

the existence of a non-interactive statistically binding commitment scheme, with security

parameter κ, that can be broken (via brute-force) in time 2κ, and whose security holds

against adversaries running in time 2κ
ε

for some ε > 0. Such a scheme exists assuming

sub-exponential injective one-way functions. We set parameters for the protocol as follows.

• If tag = 0, we will use the extractable commitment scheme from Figure 2.1 which

satisfies Definition 8 that has:

– Security parameter n

– Hiding against malicious receivers running in time at most 2n
ε ·poly(n) for constant

ε

– An extractor that runs in time 22m(n) for m(n) = nε
3

2

• If tag = 1, we will use a non-interactive statistically binding commitment scheme that

has:

– Security parameter ñ = nε: thus can be broken via brute-force in time 2ñ

– Hiding against malicious receivers running in time at most 2ñ
ε ·poly(n) for constant

ε

Statistical binding and computational hiding of the scheme follow from the statistical

binding and computational hiding properties of the underlying extractable commitment

scheme.

We will now sketch the proof of non-malleability (for intuition). Formal proofs can be

found in Section 2.4.2. We let tag denote the tag used by an honest committer, participating
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in the left execution, and let tag′ 6= tag denote the tag used by the MIM participating in a right

execution of the protocol. We only discuss the synchronous case here, since extractability

makes the proof trivial in the asynchronous setting.

The simulator strategy is as follows: the simulator Sim generates c an honest commitment

to 0, and outputs the transcript generated by the man-in-the-middle MIM on input this

commitment c.

Proof Sketch: Non-malleability when tag = 0, tag′ = 1. Our parameters are carefully

aligned so that in this situation, the commitment scheme for tag = 0 is hiding against

malicious receivers running in time at most 2n
ε · poly(n) (thus such receivers have advantage

at most negl(n)). On the other hand, the commitment scheme for tag = 1 can be broken via

brute-force in time at most 2n
ε
.

Thus, we consider a reduction R that obtains (externally) for tag = 0, a string c which

is a commitment to msg, where msg is either M or 0, and runs the (PPT) MIM to obtain

the view ViewMIM generated by the MIM. R then runs in time at most 2n
ε

to extract (via

brute-force) the value valMIM committed by the MIM in ViewMIM. Then, if there exists a PPT

distinguisher D such that:

Pr[D(ViewReal, valReal) = 1]− Pr[D(ViewIdeal, valIdeal) = 1] ≥ negl(n),

R just echoes the output of D such that:

Pr[D = 1|msg = M ]− Pr[D = 1|msg = 0] ≥ negl(n)

Since the running time of R is at most 2n
ε · poly(n), this contradicts hiding of the com-

mitment scheme for tag = 0.

Proof Sketch: Non-malleability when tag = 1, tag′ = 0. Our parameters are carefully

aligned so that in this situation, the commitment scheme for tag = 1 is hiding against

malicious receivers running in time at most 2n
ε2 ·poly(n) (thus such receivers have advantage

at most negl(n)). On the other hand, the commitment scheme for tag = 1 is extractable via

an extractor that runs in time at most 2n
ε3

.
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Then, we consider the following reduction R, that obtains (externally) for tag = 1, a

string c which is a commitment to msg, where msg is either M or 0, and uses the MIM to

construct committer C∗ that on input receiver message, runs the MIM, with auxiliary input

c, and outputs the commitment generated by the MIM together with auxiliary information

c.

R then runs the extractor in time at most 2n
ε3

on the (PPT) committer C∗ to obtain

output (ViewMIM, valMIM) that includes c as the commitment generated with tag = 1. We

remark that it is important that extraction from MIM can be done using the single externally

obtained challenge as auxiliary input c.

Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such that:

Pr[D(ViewMIM, valMIM) = 1|msg = M ]− Pr[D(ViewMIM, valMIM) = 1|msg = 0] ≥ negl(n),

R just echoes the output of D such that:

Pr[D = 1|msg = M ]− Pr[D = 1|msg = 0] ≥ negl(n)

Since the running time of R is at most 2n
ε3 · poly(n), this contradicts hiding of the

commitment scheme for tag = 1.

2.4.2 Non-Malleable Commitments for Four Tags

We now describe and formally prove security of a construction of non-malleable commitments

for four tags.

Besides the assumptions required for extractable commitments, we assume the existence

of a non-interactive statistically binding commitment scheme, with security parameter κ,

whose security holds against adversaries running in time 2κ
ε

for some ε > 0. Such a scheme

exists assuming sub-exponential injective one-way permutations. We set parameters for the

protocol as follows.

Lemma 4. The commitment scheme in Figure 2.3 is statistically binding and computation-

ally hiding.
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1. If tag ∈ [1, 3], we will use the extractable commitment scheme from Figure 2.1

which satisfies Definition 8 and has:

• Security parameter ntag = nε
tag
,mtag = tag · nε100 .

• Can be broken via brute-force in time 2ntag .

• (2ntag
ε·poly(n), 2−mtag · nc)- hiding against malicious receivers, for some c, ε.

• An extractor that runs in time 2mtag · nc for some c.

2. If tag = 4, we will use a non-interactive statistically binding commitment scheme

that has:

• Security parameter n4 = nε
4
,m4 = 4 · nε100 .

• Can be broken via brute-force in time 2n4 .

• (2n4
ε · poly(n), 2−m4 · nc)- hiding against malicious receivers, for some c, ε.

Figure 2.3: Non-malleable Commitments for Four Tags

Proof. The statistical binding and computational hiding properties (against PPT adver-

saries) follow from the statistical binding and computational hiding of the underlying ex-

tractable commitment scheme (for tag ∈ [1, 3]) or non-interactive commitment scheme (for

tag = 4).

Theorem 5. The scheme in Figure 2.3 is a non-malleable commitment scheme according to

Definition 5, for 4 tags.

Proof. We let tag denote the tag used by an honest committer, participating in the left

execution, and let tag′ 6= tag denote the tag used by the MIM participating in a right

execution of the protocol. We only discuss the synchronous case here, which is strictly

harder to prove than the asynchronous case (extractability makes the proof trivial in the

latter case).

Let viewReal(M) denote the view and valReal(M) denote the value committed by the MIM

in the real execution when the honest committer generates a commitment to some message
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M in the real world.

The simulator Sim generates an honest commitment to 0 with randomness r, and outputs

the view generated by the MIM on input the honest commitment to 0. This corresponds to

the simulated view in the ideal world. Let viewIdeal denote the view and valIdeal denote the

value committed by the MIM in the ideal execution in the ideal world.

Then for any M and any PPT distinguisher D that obtains input the view and value com-

mitted by the MIM, we will show that: Pr[D(viewReal(M), valReal(M)) = 1]−Pr[D(viewIdeal, valIdeal) =

1] ≤ negl(n)

The rest of our analysis is split into two cases.

Case I: Non-malleability when tag < tag′. Our parameters are carefully aligned such

that the commitment scheme for tag is (2n
εtag+1

· poly(n), 2−mtag ·nc)-hiding against malicious

receivers, while the commitment scheme for tag′ can be broken (via brute-force) in time

2n
εtag′

to extract the underlying committed message. Thus, the proof of non-malleability of

this case follows from a complexity leveraging argument.

We consider a reduction R that obtains a commitment c with tag from an external

challenger, to either M or to 0, and R will use MIM and the non-malleability distinguisher

D, to break hiding of the commitment scheme for tag as described below.

R runs the PPT MIM, with the left commitment substituted by the externally obtained

challenge, and obtains the view ViewMIM generated by the MIM. R then runs in time at most

2n
εtag′

to extract (via brute-force) the value committed in the commitment generated by the

MIM in ViewMIM. Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such that:

Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such that:

Pr[D(ViewReal(M), valReal(M)) = 1]− Pr[D(ViewIdeal, valIdeal) = 1] ≥ 1

poly(n)
,

R just echoes the output of D such that:

Pr[D = 1|msg = M ]− Pr[D = 1|msg = 0] ≥ 1

poly(n)
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Since tag′ ≥ tag + 1, the running time of R is at most 2n
εtag′

· poly(n) ≤ 2n
εtag+1

· poly(n),

R can use D and the MIM to break (2n
εtag+1

· poly(n), 2−mtag · nc)-hiding of the commitment

scheme for tag.

This proves that the joint distribution of the view and value committed by the MIM is

indistinguishable in the real and ideal worlds, in the case when tag < tag′.

Case II: Non-malleability when tag > tag′. Our parameters are carefully aligned such

that the commitment scheme for tag is (2n
εtag+1

· poly(n), 2−mtag ·nc)-hiding against malicious

receivers, while commitment scheme for tag′ is extractable via an extractor that runs in time

at most 2mtag′ ·nc′ . Thus, the proof of non-malleability of this case follows from extractability

of the commitment scheme for tag′.

We will describe the reduction R that proves non-malleability, but we first describe an

intermediate committer C∗ on which R will run the extractor of the extractable commitment

scheme.

The intermediate committer C∗. We use the MIM to construct committer C∗ that does

the following. C∗ on input a receiver message for tag′, runs the MIM. If the MIM generates

a receiver message corresponding to tag, C∗ queries the reduction R to obtain an external

commitment for tag, corresponding to the receiver message generated by the MIM. On input

this external commitment, the MIM outputs its own commitment for tag′. C∗ then outputs

the commitment generated by the MIM corresponding to tag′ as ViewC∗ , and as auxiliary

information auxC∗ , it outputs the commitment for tag.

The reduction R. Next, consider a reductionR against (2n
εtag+1

·poly(n), 2−mtag ·nc)-hiding

of the commitment scheme for tag. R runs the extractor on malicious committer C∗, while

answering the queries of C∗. The extractor runs in time at most 2mtag′ · nc′ , and thus C∗ may

make at most 2mtag′ ·nc′ queries to R. R responds to these queries by invoking the challenger

for the hiding of the commitment scheme for tag, everytime a query is issued.

Finally, the extractor outputs a (View′,Value′, aux′)
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Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such that:

Pr[D(ViewReal(M), valReal(M)) = 1]− Pr[D(ViewIdeal, valIdeal) = 1] ≥ 1

poly(n)
,

R just echoes the output of D on input the joint distribution (View′, aux′,Value′).

The challenger. This challenger sample b
$← {0, 1}, and if b = 0, it sets msg = 0, else it

sets msg = M . Then on input a (malicious) receiver message outputs a commitment (using

fresh randomness) to msg. It repeats this 2mtag′ · nc′ times, thereby providing the receiver

2mtag′ · nc′ different commitments to the same msg. Since the commitment scheme for tag

is (2n
εtag+1

· poly(n), 2−mtag · nc)-hiding, a simple hybrid argument accross all commitments

provided by the challenger implies that no malicious receiver running in time at most 2n
εtag+1

·

poly(n) has advantage better than (2mtag′ ·nc′) · (2−mtag ·nc) = 2mtag′−mtag ·nc′−c ≤ 2n
ε100 ·nc−c′ .

Putting things together. Note that the joint distribution (ViewC∗ , auxC∗ ,ValueC∗) is

exactly the distribution (ViewReal(M), valReal(M)) iff b = 1. And, the joint distribution

(ViewC∗ , auxC∗ ,ValueC∗) is exactly the distribution (ViewIdeal, valIdeal) iff b = 0.

Thus, the PPT distinguisher D is such that:

Pr[D(ViewC∗ , auxC∗ ,ValueC∗ |b = 1) = 1]− Pr[D(ViewC∗ , auxC∗ ,ValueC∗ |b = 0) = 1] ≥ 1

poly(n)

By correctness of extraction, we also have that the joint distribution (View′,Value′, aux′)

is indistinguishable (such that all PPT distinguishers have at most negl(n) distinguishing

advantage) from the joint distribution (ViewC∗ ,ValueC∗ , auxC∗).

Thus, the PPT distinguisher D is such that:

Pr[D(View′, aux′,Value′|b = 1) = 1]− Pr[D(View′, aux′,Value′|b = 0) = 1] ≥ 1

poly(n)

Therefore, R runs in time at most 2mtag′ · nc′ � 2n
εtag+1

· poly(n) to generate the joint

distribution (View′, aux′,Value′), and then echoes the output of D on input this distribution,

we have that:

Pr[R = 1|b = 1]− Pr[R = 1|b = 0] ≥ 1

poly(n)
.
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This is a contradiction to the fact that no malicious receiver running in time at most

2n
εtag+1

· poly(n) has advantage better than 2n
ε100 · nc−c′ in guessing the bit b.

This proves that the joint distribution of the view and value committed by the MIM is

indistinguishable in the real and ideal worlds, even in the case when tag > tag′.

We reiterate that even though we rely on a sub-exponential time reduction, our final

simulator is only polynomial time, and specifically, generates the required transcript by

honestly committing to 0 corresponding to tag.

2.4.3 Bounded-Concurrent Non-malleability for Four Tags

In this section, we describe how to extend the previous scheme to obtain bounded concurrent

non-malleability for four tags.

Let `(n) be a polynomial that denotes an upper bound on the number of sessions in which

the MIM participates as committer. It will suffice to show one-many non-malleability, that

is, we will consider the setting where the MIM interacts with the honest committer in only

one execution, and generates at most `(n) commitments to honest receiver(s). This already

implies many-many non-malleability even when the MIM interacts with honest committer(s)

in an unbounded polynomial number of executions, and generates at most `(n) commitments

to honest receiver(s).

We consider the same scheme as Figure 2.3, except that we set mtag = tag · `(n)tag ·nε100 .

For this section, we assume that `(n)4 � nε
100

, but we can change parameters such that

`(n)4 is small enough. 2

Theorem 6. The scheme in Figure 2.3, with mtag = tag · `(n) · nε100, is an `(n)-bounded-

concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme according to Definition 6.

2Our later tag amplification procedures require roughly O(log∗ n) levels of hardness above 2m, and there-

fore impose a stricter bound on `(n). In general, we can handle any `(n) ≤ O(nε
T

), where T are the number
of levels of tag amplification. In order to achieve non-malleability for all tags in [2n], we would end up

requiring T = log∗ n (see Section 2.4.4), thus we require `(n) ≤ O(nε
(log∗ n)

). On the other hand, for any
constant number of tags, we can handle any a-priori fixed polynomial `(n), by suitably increasing other
parameters in the scheme.
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Proof. In this case, the MIM participates in `(n) right sessions, and we let {tag′1, tag′2, . . . tag′`(n)

denote the set of tags used by the man-in-the-middle in all these right sessions. We also as-

sume, w.l.o.g., that tag 6∈ {tag′1, tag′2, . . . tag′`(n)}.

Then, we let Ssmall denote the subset of right sessions such that tag′i < tag iff i ∈ Ssmall.

And we let Sbig denote the subset of right sessions such that tag′i > tag iff i ∈ Sbig.

Our parameters are carefully aligned such that the commitment scheme for tag is (2n
εtag+1

·

poly(n), 2−mtag · nc)-hiding against malicious receivers. On the other hand, the commitment

schemes for tag′ ∈ Ssmall are extractable via an extractor that runs in time at most 2mtag′ ·nc′ .

And the commitment schemes for tag′ ∈ Sbig can be broken (via brute-force) in time 2n
εtag′

to extract the underlying committed message.

Thus, the reduction strategy will be to run the extractors for the extractable commitment

schemes in parallel, for sessions where tag′ ∈ Ssmall. On the other hand, the reduction

extracts the committed value value brute-force, from sessions where tag′ ∈ Sbig. Note that

the reduction must extract the joint distribution of values committed by the MIM together

with the joint view, while trying to contradict hiding of comtag using an MIM that succesfully

carries out a malleation attack.

Unfortunately the extraction strategy for the extractable commitments, when executed

on one committer generating a single commitment with respect to some tag, outputs some

commitment transcript together with the underlying committed value. Thus, executing the

extraction strategy separately on all right sessions where tag′ ∈ Ssmall is not guaranteed

to extract the joint distribution of values committed by the MIM (and may potentially be

extracting values for different tag′ from different executions).

However, it is easy to observe that the extraction strategy in Section 2.3 can be ex-

tended, to run in time 2K(n), where K(n) = Σi∈Ssmall
mtag′i

≤ `(n)mtag−1, to simultaneously

extract the values committed in all the MIM’s right sessions corresponding to tag′ ∈ Ssmall.

The extended extractor simply waits for a situation where all of the MIM’s commitment

transcripts for tag′ ∈ Ssmall get extracted together. The reduction then uses this extended

extraction strategy to jointly extract all values from sessions where tag′ ∈ Ssmall in time at
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most 2`(n)·mtag−1 � 2mtag . It simultaneously extracts the joint distribution of values commit-

ted by the MIM in sessions where tag′ ∈ Sbig, thereby using a successful MIM to contradict

(2n
εtag+1

· poly(n), 2−mtag · nc)-hiding of the commitment scheme.

Remark 4. We note that the resulting bounded-concurrent scheme can easily be made non-

malleable against adversaries running in time T̃ , where 2mtag � T̃ � Thid for all mtag, by

setting parameters so that T̃ · 2mtag � Thid, where Thid refers to the hiding parameters of

commitments.

2.4.4 Round-Preserving Tag Amplification

In this section, we present a round-preserving amplification technique that helps bootstrap

any `(n)-bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme for 4 tags into an `(n)-

bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitments for all tags/identitites in [2n].

We now describe a compiler from a two-round non-malleable commitment scheme denoted

by com1,tag, com2,tag(m; r) for tags in [t], into a non-malleable commitment scheme for tags

in [

 t

t/2

].

We assume that the input two-round non-malleable commitment scheme comtag(m; r) for

tags in [t] can be broken (via brute-force) in time at most T (In other words, T = 2n where

n is the maximum security parameter out of the security parameters of all components

of the non-malleable commitment for tag ∈ [t].) We also assume the existence of two-

message SPSS ZK for delayed-input statements, such that Tzk � T � Tsim. Finally, we

require the underlying two-round non-malleable commitment scheme com1,tag, com2,tag(m; r)

for tags in [t] to be non-malleable against adversaries running in time Tsim. In particular, this

also means that the ZK arguments used in the input two-round non-malleable commitment

scheme com1,tag, com2,tag(m; r) are sound against adversaries running in time Tsim.

Then the compiler in Figure 2.4 gives a two round scheme that is `(n)-bounded-concurrent

non-malleable for tags in [T ], where T =

 t

t/2

. This compiler can be applied iteratively

(log∗ n) times, starting with a scheme for 4 tags, to obtain a scheme for tag ∈ [2n]. The
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resulting scheme can easily be made to have polynomial running time and polynomial com-

munication complexity.

Language L: We define L = {{ci, comsi}i∈[t/2] : ∃M, ri : ci = comsi(M ; ri)}.

Committer Input: Message M ∈ {0, 1}p, tag tag ∈ [1, T ], where T =

 t

t/2

.

Receiver Input: Tag tag.

Commit Stage:

1. Let T denote the ordered set of all possible subsets of [t], of size t/2. Pick the

ith element in set T, for i = tag. Let this element be denoted by (s1, . . . st/2).

2. Receiver Message. Send Π1 as the first message of Π for language L, and com1,s

for s ∈ [s1, s2, . . . st/2] as the first messages of the non-malleable commitment

scheme for small tags.

3. Committer Message. For i ∈ [t/2], sample randomness ri
$←{0, 1}∗ and send

ci = com2,si(M ; ri) to R. Also, send Π2 proving that:

{ci, comsi}i∈[t/2] ∈ L

4. The receiver accepts the commitment if Π verifies and all t/2 commitments are

accepting.

Reveal Stage: The committer reveals randomness r1, r2, . . . rt/2 to the receiver. The

receiver verifies that all the commitments were correctly decommitted.

Figure 2.4: Round-Preserving Tag Amplification

Claim 1. The protocol in Figure 2.4 is a statistically binding, computationally hiding com-

mitment.

Proof. Statistical binding of the protocol in Figure 2.4 follows directly from the statistical

binding property of the underlying commitment scheme. Computational hiding follows by
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the hiding of the underlying commitments, and the SPS ZK property of Π, via a sequence

of hybrids.

In order to prove computational hiding, we consider the following series of hybrid exper-

iments:

Hybrid0 : The output of this hybrid is the receiver’s view when the committer sends a com-

mitment to message M .

Hybrid1 : The output of this hybrid is the receiver’s view when the challenger sends a com-

mitment to message M the same way as Hybrid0, except that it sends a simulated SPSS ZK

argument. The view is indistinguishable from Hybrid0 by the simulation security of the SPSS

ZK argument.

Hybrid2 : In this hybrid, the challenger proceeds the same way as Hybrid1 except that

it generates c1 = com2,s1(0; r1). The view is indistinguishable from Hybrid1 by the hid-

ing of the underlying commitment coms1 . The challenger proceeds the same way across

Hybrid3, . . .Hybridt/2+1, replacing ci = com2,si(0; ri) for i ∈ [t/2].

Hybridt/2+1 : In this hybrid, the challenger generates ci = com2,si(0; ri) for i ∈ [t/2], while

simulating the SPSS ZK proof. The view is indistinguishable from Hybrid2 by the hiding of

the underlying commitments.

Hybridt/2+2 : In this hybrid, the challenger generates ci = com2,si(0; ri) for i ∈ [t/2] and then

general the SPSS ZK argument honestly. The view is indistinguishable from Hybridt/2+1 by

the simulation security of the SPSS ZK argument.

This hybrid also represents an honestly generated commitment to 0, thus, we have that a

commitment to m is computationally indistinguishable from a commitment to 0.

We have the following main theorem for tag amplification.

Theorem 7. Assuming the existence of (sub-exponentially secure) two-round SPSS ZK
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for delayed-input statements, there exists a compiler that compiles a (sub-exponentially se-

cure) bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme for tag ∈ [4], into a bounded-

concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme for tag ∈ [2n].

This theorem is implied by the following lemma for tag amplification, Lemma 5, which

proves that the compiler obtains a bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme

for tag ∈ [

 t

t/2

] on input a bounded-concurrent non-malleable commitment scheme for

tag ∈ [t]. The smallest tag t such that T =

 t

t/2

 > t, is t = 4, where T = 6.

Thus, starting at t = 4, we repeatedly use the protocol in Figure 2.4 to amplify tags,

each time choosing a large enough security parameter for the outer SPSS ZK proof.

This parameter is chosen, such that Tzk � Tbreak−com, where Tbreak−com is the time required

to break (via brute force) all internal commitments (via brute-force). Furthermore, since

TL � Tzk � Tbreak−com, we have that the language can be decided in time at most TL, thus

soundness holds.

We will also need that the underlying non-malleable commitment scheme is secure against

adversaries running in time TSim (this can be achieved by leveraging the inner commitment

scheme).

Finally, Tsoundness′ � TSim where Tsoundness′ is such that all inner proofs (parts of all internal

commitments) are sound against provers running in time Tsoundness′ , and TSim is the running

time of the simulator Sim. This means that even when an outer proof is simulated, it is

possible to ensure that all inner proofs still remain sound.

Applying this compiler repeatedly requires O(log∗ n) iterations, and results in a protocol

where the committer and receiver run in time at most poly(n) in order to generate non-

malleable commitments for tag ∈ [2n]. Note that sub-exponential assumptions on the SPSS

ZK allow us to obtain O(log∗ n) levels of complexity leveraging [PW09], by setting the

parameters for the 4-tag scheme at log2N , where N denotes the overall security parameter.

We note that this does not interfere in any way with our hardness assumptions for the 4-tag
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scheme, as we are only scaling down all parameters of that scheme simultaneously.

Lemma 5. Assuming com is `(n)-concurrent non-malleable for tags in [t], the scheme in

Figure 2.4 is such that for every `(n)-concurrent PPT MIM, and for every tag, tag′ ∈ [T ],

where T =

 t

t/2

 tag′ 6= tag, there exists a PPT simulator S such that the following

ensembles are computationally indistinguishable:

{MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗ and {Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗

Proof. Suppose the MIM participates in L(n) ≤ `(n) executions on the right (that is, with

honest receiver(s)). The simulator Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z) generates {Sim〈C,R〉(1

n, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗

by picking r
$← {0, 1}∗ and generating com(0, r) with tag tag on the left, and outputs the

transcript generated, and the view of the MIM on the right. Let tag′1, tag′2, . . . tag′L(n) denote

the tags used by the MIM.

We will now prove that the joint distribution of the view and values committed by the

MIM is indistinguishable between the real and simulated executions. We consider a sequence

of hybrid experiments, starting with the real execution and proceeding towards the simulated

execution, proving that the joint distribution of the view and values committed by the MIM

is indistinguishable between consecutive hybrids.

Before proceeding with the sequence of hybrids, we note that if tag ∈ {tag′1, tag′2, . . . tag′L(n)},

the experiment aborts – and we must only prove non-malleability when tag 6∈ {tag′1, tag′2, . . . tag′L(n)}.

Then for every j ∈ L(n), there exists at least one index i′j ∈ [t/2], such that small tag

s′i′j ,j
6∈ {s1, s2, . . . st/2}, where s′i′j ,j

denotes the i′th small tag in the jth session on the right,

and si denotes the ith small tag on the left. Looking ahead, we will focus on the set of

right (MIM) commitments indexed by {i′j, j
th}j∈L(n), and extract the joint value committed

in these sub-commitments, while simulating the left (honest) commitment.

By the soundness of the proof Π, in at least 1−negl(n) of all accepting right commitment

transcripts, in both {MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗ and {Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)}n∈N,v∈{0,1}n,z∈{0,1}∗ ,

the joint distribution of values {valuej}j∈L(n) committed by the MIM is identical to the joint

distribution of values {valuei′j ,j}j∈L(n) where valuei′j ,j is committed in the jth session using the
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sub-commitment coms′
i′
j
,j for the index i′j ∈ [t/2], such that small tag s′i′j

6∈ {s1, s2, . . . st/2}.

Therefore, it will suffice to show that the joint distribution of the view of the MIM and

the values comitted using coms′
i′
j
,j for j ∈ L(n) is indistinguishable between the real and

simulated worlds. We use the random variable {MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)}i′j to denote this joint

distribution in the real world, and {Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)}i′j to denote this joint distribution in the

ideal world.

We now formally describe the hybrid experiments:

Hybrid0 : The output of this experiment is the distribution MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid0
of the

view and values committed by the MIM using the i′j
th commitments for j ∈ L(n), when the

committer commits to value in the real world.

Hybrid1 : In this experiment, the challenger generates a left commitment to value in the same

way as Hybrid0, except that it starts simulating the proof Π. Let MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1

denote the joint distribution of the view and the values committed using the i′j
th commit-

ments for j ∈ L(n), by the MIM, in this hybrid.

We consider a reduction R against the simulation security of the proof Π against Tzk-time

adversaries: R runs the simulator in time Tsim and externally obtains either a real proof or a

simulated proof, and then obtains the right transcript of the MIM. Next, it breaks (via brute

force) in time at most T ·`(n) the commitments coms′
i′
j
,j and extracts the valuei′j for j ∈ L(n).

Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such that:
∣∣Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1

) =

1]−Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid0
) = 1]

∣∣ ≥ 1
poly(n)

R can run this PPT distinguisher on joint

distribution of the transcript generated, together with the extracted values valuei′j , and echo

the output in order to distinguish the real from the simulated proof in time T · `(n)� Tzk,

which is a contradiction.

Hybrid1,1 : In this experiment, the challenger behaves the same was as Hybrid1, except that

it generates coms1(0; r) for r
$← {0, 1}∗. Let MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid2

denote the joint dis-
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tribution of the view and the values valuei′j committed using the i′j
th commitments, by the

MIM, in this hybrid.

We consider a reduction R against the `(n)-concurrent non-malleability of com for small

tags against TSim-time adversaries. R obtains coms1(0; r) externally (while still simulating

the SPS ZK argument in time TSim). Since s′i′j
6= s1 and L(n) ≤ `(n), it obtains the

joint distribution of the view and value valuei′j for j ∈ L(n). Then, if there exists a PPT

distinguisher D such that:

∣∣Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid2
) = 1]− Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1

) = 1]
∣∣ ≥ 1

poly(n)

R can run this PPT distinguisher on the transcript generated, together with the valuei′j , and

echo the output in order to break non-malleability of com for small tags in time Tsim, which

is a contradiction.

Similarly, we have the following sequence of hybrids for ĩ ∈ [2, t/2]:

Hybrid1,̃i : In this experiment, the challenger behaves the same was as Hybrid1, except that it

generates comsj̃
(0; r) for r

$← {0, 1}∗ and j̃ ∈ [̃i]. Let MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1,̃i
denote the

joint distribution of the view and the values valuei′j committed using the i′j
th commitment,

by the MIM, in this hybrid.

We consider a reduction R against the `(n)-concurrent non-malleability of com for small

tags against TSim-time adversaries. R obtains comsĩ
(0; r) externally (while still simulating the

SPSS ZK proof in time TSim). Since s′i′j
6= sĩ and L(n) ≤ `(n), R obtains the joint distribution

of the view and values valuei′j for j ∈ L(n). Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D such

that:

∣∣Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1,̃i
) = 1]−Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1,̃i−1

) = 1]
∣∣ ≥ 1

poly(n)

R can run this PPT distinguisher on the transcript generated, together with the values

valuei′j for j ∈ L(n), and echo the output in order to break non-malleability of com for small

tags in time TSim, which is a contradiction.
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Hybrid2 : In this experiment, the challenger generates a left commitment to 0 in the same

way as Hybrid1,t/2, except that it generates the proof Π honestly. Note that this is possible

because in this hybrid, all left commitments with small tags are valid commitments to 0.

Let Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)i′j denote the joint distribution of the view and the values committed using

the i′j
th small commitments for j ∈ L(n), by the MIM, in this hybrid.

We consider a reduction R against the simulation security of the proof Π against Tzk ad-

versaries: it externally obtains either a real proof or a simulated proof, and then obtains the

right transcript of the MIM. Next, it breaks (via brute force) the commitments coms′
i′
j

and

extracts the values valuei′j where valuei′j denotes the i′th value committed in the jth session

on the right – this takes time at most T · `(n). Then, if there exists a PPT distinguisher D

such that:
∣∣Pr[D(Sim〈C,R〉(1

n, z)i′j) = 1]− Pr[D(MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)i′j ,Hybrid1,t/2
) = 1]

∣∣ ≥ 1
poly(n)

,

R can run this PPT distinguisher on the transcript generated, together with the values

valuei′j , and echo the output in order to distinguish the real from the simulated proof in time

T · `(n)� Tzk, which is a contradiction.

Thus, we have that for any PPT distinguisher D,

∣∣Pr[D({MIM〈C,R〉(value, z)}) = 1]− Pr[D({Sim〈C,R〉(1
n, z)} = 1]

∣∣ ≤ negl(n)

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark 5. We note that if the initial scheme (for 4 tags) was non-malleable against ad-

versaries running in time T̃ � 2m for m = maximum{mtag}tag∈[4], then the resulting scheme

(after applying the compiler) remains non-malleable against adversaries running in time T̃

if T̃ � TΠ, where TΠ denotes the soundness parameter (which is also the weakest parameter)

of the SPSS ZK. We also note that the resulting commitment scheme (after applying this

compiler), continues to have good extraction properties, that is, Thid � TExt.

Obtaining poly(n) Communication and Computation Complexity of the Resulting

Scheme for All Tags. The final scheme results after O(log∗ n) applications of the above
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scheme, and the computation and communication complexity grows at every iteration.

The complexity of the commitment compi at iteration i, where tags go from ni−1 →

ni =

 ni−1

ni−1/2

, can be written as a function of the complexity compi−1 at iteration (i− 1)

as follows: compi = ni−1 · compi−1 + compzk, where compzk denotes the complexity of the

zero-knowledge argument. Unfortunately, the statement being proved by the ZK argument

has complexity poly(n, compi−1), (where n is the security parameter) thus if the protocol is

executed trivially, the complexity becomes exponential in O(log∗ n) iterations.

In order to fix this, we modify the ZK argument so that: instead of proving that all

commitments com at stage (i−1) commit to the same value, we only prove that one of the sub-

commitments (that is, a basic commitment for tag ∈ [4] which is the leaf node) within each

commitment at stage (i−1) commits to the same value. The resulting modified statement has

complexity only poly(n)·comp0 = poly(n), thus we have that compi = ni−1 ·compi−1+poly(n).

We note that this expression converges such that the complexity of the resulting protocol

after O(log∗ n) iterations is at most complog∗ n = poly(n).
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CHAPTER 3

Constructing Weak Distributional Zero-Knowledge

Arguments

In this chapter, we formally describe our new technique and construct two-message argu-

ments based on quasi-polynomial DDH/QR/N th residuosity, and sub-exponential one-way

functions, that satisfy1:

• Witness indistinguishability

• Distributional weak zero-knowledge, witness hiding and strong witness indistinguisha-

bility in the delayed input setting.

We begin with some preliminaries and definitions of the primitives that we would like to

construct.

3.1 Preliminaries

Definition 12 (Σ-protocols). Let L ∈ NP with corresponding witness relation RL, and let x

denote an instance with corresponding witness w(x). A protocol Π = (P, V ) is a Σ-protocol

for relation RL if it is a three-round public-coin protocol, and the following requirements hold:

• Completeness: Pr[〈P (x,w(x)), V (x)〉 = 1] = 1 − negl(n), assuming P and V follow

the protocol honestly.

1The requirement of sub-exponential one-way functions can be removed, following the techniques
in [KKS18].
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• Special Soundness: There exists a polynomial-time algorithm A that given any x

and a pair of accepting transcripts (a, e, z), (a, e′, z′) for x with the same first prover

message, where e 6= e′, outputs w such that w ∈ RL(x).

• Honest verifier zero-knowledge: There exists a probabilistic polynomial time sim-

ulator SΣ such that

{SΣ(x, e)}x∈L,e∈{0,1}n ≈c {〈P (x,w(x)), V (x, e)〉}x∈L,e∈{0,1}n

where SΣ(x, e) denotes the output of simulator S upon input x and e, and 〈P (x,w(x)), V (x, e)〉

denotes the output transcript of an execution between P and V , where P has input

(x,w), V has input x and V ’s random tape (determining its query) is e.

Definition 13 (Oblivious Transfer). Oblivious transfer is a protocol between two parties,

a sender S with messages (m0,m1) and receiver R with input a choice bit b, such that R

obtains output mb at the end of the protocol. We let 〈S(m0,m1), R(b)〉 denote an execution of

the OT protocol with sender input (m0,m1) and receiver input bit b. It additionally satisfies

the following properties.

Receiver Security. For any sender S∗, all auxiliary inputs z ∈ {0, 1}∗, and all (b, b′) ∈

{0, 1}, ViewS∗(〈S∗(z), R(b)〉) ≈c ViewS∗(〈S∗(z), R(b′)〉).

Sender Security. This is defined using the real-ideal paradigm, and requires that for all

auxiliary inputs z ∈ {0, 1}∗, every distribution on the inputs (m0,m1) and any adversarial

receiver R∗, there exists a (possibly unbounded) simulator SimR∗ that interacts with an ideal

functionality Fot on behalf of R∗. Here Fot is an oracle that obtains the inputs (m0,m1)

from the sender and b from the SimR∗ (simulating the malicious receiver), and outputs mb

to SimR∗. Then SimFot
R∗ outputs a receiver view VSim that is computationally indistinguishable

from the real view of the malicious receiver ViewR∗(〈S(m0,m1, z), R
∗〉).

We will make use of two-message oblivious-transfer protocols with security against ma-

licious receivers and semi-honest senders. Such protocols have been constructed based on

the DDH assumption [NP01], and a stronger variant of smooth-projective hashing, which
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can be realized from DDH as well as the N th-residuosity and Quadratic Residuosity assump-

tions [Kal05, HK12]. Such protocols can also be based on indistinguishability obfuscation

(iO) together with one-way functions [SW14].

We will use the following sender security property in our protocols (which is implied by

the definition of sender security in Definition 13 above). For any fixed first message generated

by a malicious receiver R∗, we require that either of the following statements is true:

• For all m0,m1, ViewR∗〈S(m0,m1, z), R
∗〉) ≈c ViewR∗(〈S(m0,m0, z), R

∗〉)

• Or, for all m0,m1, ViewR∗(〈S(m0,m1, z), R
∗〉) ≈c ViewR∗(〈S(m1,m1, z), R

∗〉)

This follows from the (unbounded) simulation property, i.e., there exists a simulator that

extracts some receiver input b from the first message of R∗, sends it to the ideal functionality,

obtains mb and generates an indistinguishable receiver view. Then, by the definition of

sender security, the simulated view must be close to both ViewR∗(〈S(m0,m1, z), R
∗〉), and

ViewR∗(〈S(mb,mb, z), R
∗〉).

We also note that all the aforementioned instantiations of two-message oblivious-transfer

are additionally secure against unbounded malicious receivers.

3.2 Definitions

3.2.1 Proof Systems

Delayed-Input Interactive Protocols. An n-round delayed-input interactive protocol

(P, V ) for deciding a language L with associated relation RL proceeds in the following man-

ner:

• At the beginning of the protocol, P and V receive the size of the instance and execute

the first n− 1 rounds.

• At the start of the last round, P receives an input (x,w) ∈ RL and V receives x. Upon

receiving the last round message from P , V outputs 1 or 0.
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An execution of (P, V ) with instance x and witness w is denoted as 〈P, V 〉(x,w). Whenever

clear from context, we also use the same notation to denote the output of V .

Delayed-Input Interactive Arguments. An n-round delayed-input interactive argu-

ment for a language L must satisfy the standard notion of completeness as well as adaptive

soundness, where the soundness requirement holds even against malicious PPT provers who

choose the statement adaptively, depending upon the first n− 1 rounds of the protocol.

Definition 14 (Delayed-Input Interactive Arguments). An n-round delayed-input interactive

protocol (P, V ) for deciding a language L is an interactive argument for L if it satisfies the

following properties:

• Completeness: For every (x,w) ∈ RL,

Pr
[
〈P, V 〉(x,w) = 1

]
≥ 1− negl(n),

where the probability is over the random coins of P and V .

• Adaptive Soundness: For every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, every PPT prover P ∗ that chooses

x ∈ {0, 1}n \ L adaptively, depending upon the first n− 1 rounds,

Pr
[
〈P ∗(z), V 〉(x) = 1

]
≤ negl(n),

where the probability is over the random coins of V .

Witness Indistinguishability. A proof system is witness indistinguishable if for any

statement with at least two witnesses, proofs computed using different witnesses are indis-

tinguishable.

Definition 15 (Witness Indistinguishability). A delayed-input interactive argument (P, V )

for a language L is said to be witness-indistinguishable if for every non-uniform PPT verifier

V ∗, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, and every sequence (x,w1, w2) such that w1, w2 ∈ RL(x), the following

two ensembles are computationally indistinguishable:{
〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w1)

}
and

{
〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w2)

}
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Delayed-input Distributional Weak Zero Knowledge. Zero knowledge (ZK) requires

that for any adversarial verifier, there exists a simulator that can produce a view that is

indistinguishable from the real one to every distinguisher. Weak zero knowledge (WZK)

relaxes the standard notion of ZK by reversing the order of quantifiers, and allowing the

simulator to depend on the distinguisher.

We consider a variant of WZK, namely, distributional WZK [Gol93, DNR99], where

the instances are chosen from some hard distribution over the language. Furthermore, we

allow the simulator’s running time to depend upon the distinguishing probability of the

distinguisher. We refer to this as distributional ε-WZK, which says that for every distin-

guisher D with distinguishing probability ε (where ε is an inverse polynomial) there exists

a simulator with running time polynomial in ε. This notion was previously considered in

[DNR99, CLP15].

We define distributional ε-WZK property against delayed-input malicious verifiers that

receive the instance only in the last round of the protocol.

Definition 16 (Delayed-input Distributional ε-Weak Zero Knowledge). An interactive ar-

gument (P, V ) for a language L is said to be distributional ε-weak zero knowledge against

delayed-input verifiers if for every efficiently samplable distribution (Xn,Wn) on RL, i.e.,

Supp(Xn,Wn) = {(x,w) : x ∈ L ∩ {0, 1}n, w ∈ RL(x)}, every delayed-input PPT verifier

V ∗, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, every PPT distinguisher D, and every ε = 1/poly(n), there exists a

simulator S that runs in time poly(n, ε) such that:∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
(x,w)←(Xn,Wn)

[
D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)] = 1

]

− Pr
(x,w)←(Xn,Wn)

[
D(x, z,SV ∗,D(x, z)) = 1

]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε(n),

where the probability is over the random choices of (x,w) as well as the random coins of the

parties.

Delayed-input Witness Hiding. Let L be an NP language and let (X ,W) be a dis-

tribution over the associated relation RL. A proof system is witness hiding w.r.t. (X ,W)
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if for any (x,w) ← (X ,W), a proof for x is “one-way” in the sense that no verifier can

extract a witness for x from its interaction with the prover. Note that in order for WH to

be non-trivial, it is necessary that (X ,W) be a “hard” distribution.

Below, we define witness hiding property against delayed-input malicious verifiers that

receive the instance only in the last round of the protocol.

Definition 17 (Hard Distributions). Let (X ,W) = (Xn,Wn)n∈N be an efficiently samplable

distribution on RL, i.e., Supp(Xn,Wn) = {(x,w) : x ∈ L∩{0, 1}n, w ∈ RL(x)}. We say that

(X ,W) is hard if for any poly-size circuit family {Cn}, it holds that:

Pr
(x,w)←(Xn,Wn)

[
Cn(x) ∈ RL(x)

]
≤ negl(n).

Definition 18 (Delayed-input Witness Hiding). An interactive argument (P, V ) for a lan-

guage L is said to be witness hiding against delayed-input verifiers w.r.t. a hard distribution

(Xn,Wn) if for every delayed-input PPT verifier V ∗, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, it holds that:

Pr
(x,w)←(Xn,Wn)

[
〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x) ∈ RL(x)

]
≤ negl(n).

Delayed-Input Strong Witness Indistinguishability

Definition 19 (Delayed-Input Strong Witness Indistinguishability). A delayed-input inter-

active argument (P, V ) for a language L is said to be strong witness indistinguishable against

delayed-input verifiers w.r.t. a pair of indistinguishable distributions (X1,n,W1,n), (X2,n,W2,n)

if for every delayed-input PPT verifier V ∗, every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, it holds that:∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
(x,w)←(X1,n,W1,n)

[
D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)] = 1

]

− Pr
(x,w)←(X2,n,W2,n)

[
D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)] = 1

]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n).
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3.3 Two Round Argument Systems

3.3.1 Construction

We show how to use two-message malicious-secure oblivious transfer (OT) to convert any

three-message Σ-protocol according to Definition 12, into a two-message argument system.

We then prove soundness of the resulting argument system, assuming sub-exponential se-

curity of oblivious transfer. We also prove that this protocol is witness indistinguishable,

satisfies distributional weak zero-knowledge, strong WI and witness hiding against delayed-

input verifiers.

Let OT = (OT1,OT2) denote a two-message bit oblivious transfer protocol according to

Definition 13. Let OT1(b) denote the first message of the OTprotocol with receiver input b,

and let OT2(m0,m1) denote the second message of the OT protocol with sender input bits

m0,m1.

Let Σ = (a, e, z) denote the three messages of a Σ-protocol. In this thesis, we consider

Σ-protocols that are a parallel composition of individual protocols with a single-bit challenge

and constant soundness, i.e., the Σ-protocol contains three messages, denoted by (a, e, z) and

that these messages can be parsed as a = (a1, . . . , an), e = (e1, . . . , en), and z = (z1, . . . , zn),

where for each i ∈ [n], the triplet (ai, ei, zi) are messages corresponding to an underlying

Σ-protocol with a single-bit challenge (i.e., where ei ∈ {0, 1}). We denote by f1 and f2 the

functions that satisfy ai = f1(x,w; ri) and zi = f2(x,w, ri, ei), where ri is uniformly chosen

randomness.

Examples of such Σ-protocols are the parallel Blum proof of Graph Hamiltonicity [Blu87],

and the Lapidot-Shamir [LS90] three round WI proof. By a Karp reduction to Graph

Hamiltonicity, there exists such a Σ-protocol for all of NP.

3.3.2 Adaptive Soundness

The protocol in Figure 3.1 compiles a three-round public coin proof to a two-round argument

using oblivious transfer. Kalai-Raz [KR09] proved that such a compiler, applied to any
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Witness Indistinguishable and Weak Distributional Zero-Knowledge Argu-

ment

Prover Input: Instance x ∈ L, witness w such that RL(x,w) = 1.

Verifier Input: Instance x, language L.

• Verifier Message: The verifier picks challenge e
$←{0, 1}n for the Σ-protocol,

and for i ∈ [n], sends OT1,i(ei) in parallel. Each bit ei is encrypted with a fresh

OT instance.

• Prover Message: For i ∈ [n], the prover sends ai,OT2,i(z
0
i , z

1
i ) in parallel.

• Verifier Output: The verifier V recovers zi as the output of OTi for i ∈ [n],

and outputs accept if for all i ∈ [n], (ai, ei, zi)i∈[n] is an accepting transcript of

the underlying Σ-protocol.

Figure 3.1: Two Round Argument System for NP

public-coin proof system preserves soundness. Specifically, the following theorem in [KR09]

proves (static) soundness of the above protocol, assuming sub-exponential oblivious transfer.

Imported Theorem 1. (Rephrased) Let Σ = (a, e, z) denote a Σ-protocol, and let ` =

poly(n, s) be the size of z, where n is the security parameter, and s is an upper bound on the

length of allowed instances. Assuming the existence of an oblivious transfer protocol secure

against probabilistic senders running in time at most 2`, the protocol in Figure 3.1 is sound.

We observe that the proof in Kalai-Raz [KR09] can be extended to prove adaptive sound-

ness, i.e., soundness against malicious provers that can adaptively choose x 6∈ L based on

the verifier’s input message.

Lemma 6. Let Σ = (a, e, z) denote a Σ-protocol, and let ` be the size of z. Assuming the

existence of an oblivious transfer protocol secure against probabilistic senders running in time

at most 2`, the protocol in Figure 3.1 is adaptively sound.

Proof. We will use a prover that breaks soundness to break sub-exponential receiver security
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of the underlying oblivious transfer. The reduction samples two random challenge strings

e0, e1 and reduction sends them to an external OT challenger. The external OT challenger

picks b
$← {0, 1}, and outputs OT1(ei,b) for i ∈ [n], which the reduction forwards to the

cheating prover P ∗.

P ∗ outputs x 6∈ L, together with messages ai, OT2(z0
i , z

1
i ) for i ∈ [n]. Next, the reduction

R does a brute-force search over all possible values of z, checking whether (a, e0, z) is an

accepting transcript for any z ∈ {0, 1}` and whether (a, e1, z
′) is an accepting transcript for

any z′ ∈ {0, 1}`.

Suppose a cheating prover breaks soundness with probability p = 1
poly(n)

over the ran-

domness of the experiment. Since the reduction chooses prover messages e0, e1 uniformly at

random, with probability p, the prover P ∗ outputs a∗i , OT2(z0
i , z

1
i ) for i ∈ [n] that cause the

verifier to accept.

Thus, with probability p, R finds at least one z such that (a∗, eb, z) is an accepting

transcript.

Since eb was picked uniformly at random and independent of eb, we argue that with

at most negl(n) probability, R finds one or more z′ such that (a∗, eb, z
′) is an accepting

transcript. Note that with probability 1− 2−n, we have that eb 6= eb. By special-soundness

of the underlying Σ-protocol, if there exists z′ such that (a∗, eb, z
′) is an accepting transcript,

conditioned on eb 6= eb, this would allow obtaining a witness w from (a, eb, z) and (a, eb, z
′),

which is a contradiction since x 6∈ L.

Therefore, if R finds z such that (a∗, eb, z) is an accepting transcript, R outputs eb as its

guess for the first OT message, and this guess is correct with probability at least p−negl(n).

Since R runs in time 2` and guesses the OT message with non-negligible probability, this is

a contradiction to the security of OT against 2`-time malicious senders.

Remark 6. This proof can alternatively executed by relying on a specific Σ protocol [Blu87],

and brute-force breaking the commitment corresponding to a∗, in which case our protocol only

relies on quasi-polynomial hardness of the underlying OT and sub-exponential hiding of the

commitment.
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Observing the Verifier’s output. The protocol is not sound when the prover is allowed

to generate a-priori unbounded arguments using the same verifier message, as an adaptive

function of the verifier’s accept/reject outputs on prior arguments. Looking ahead, such a

prover can use the simulation strategy from Section 3.3.4 to explicitly break soundness.

However, the protocol is sound when the prover is only allowed to generate an a-priori

bounded arguments that adaptively depend on the verifier’s accept/reject outputs on prior

arguments. This can be ensured via simply having the verifier output a longer challenge

string – to obtain adaptive soundness for B executions, the protocol requires the verifier to

generate e
$←{0, 1}n·B, and encrypt it using n ·B OT instances. The prover uses the first n

instances for the first argument, the second set of n instances for the second, and so forth. It

is easy to see then that the argument of Lemma 6 easily extends to the bounded execution

case.

3.3.3 Witness Indistinguishability

Theorem 8. Assuming two-round oblivious transfer (OT) secure against malicious PPT

receivers, the two-round protocol in Figure 3.1 is witness-indistinguishable against PPT ver-

ifiers.

Recall that witness indistinguishability (WI) is closed under parallel composition [FS90],

therefore it suffices to prove WI for a single repetition (i.e., for some i ∈ [n]) of the protocol

in Figure 3.1. That is, we consider the following protocol:

Our proof proceeds via a sequence of hybrid arguments, where, in an intermediate hy-

brid, we construct a distinguisher-dependent simulator, that learns (using both witnesses w1

and w2), an approximation for the verifier’s challenge e. Upon learning the challenge, the

simulator uses the honest-verifier ZK property to generate a simulated proof, without using

any of the witnesses.
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Witness Indistinguishable Argument

Prover Input: Instance x, witness w such that R(x,w) = 1.

Verifier Input: Instance x

• Verifier Message: The verifier picks challenge er
$←{0, 1} for the Σ-protocol,

and sends r = OT1(er) in parallel.

• Prover Message: The prover verifies that r is a valid message according to

the underlying OT scheme. Then the prover computes a = f1(x,w, r), zr,0 =

f2(x,w, r, 0) and zr,1 = f2(x,w, r, 1) and sends a,OT2(zr,0, zr,1) in parallel.

• Verifier Output: The verifier recovers zr,e and verifies that (a, e, zr,e) is a valid

accepting transcript of the Σ-protocol.

Figure 3.2: A Single Repetition of a Two Round Argument System for NP

3.3.3.1 Proof via Hybrid Experiments

For an NP language L with corresponding relation RL, consider an instance x ∈ L and let

w1, w2 be two witnesses such that RL(x,w1) = 1 and R(x,w2) = 1. We prove witness indis-

tinguishability by contradiction: suppose there exists a distinguisher DV that distinguishes

between experiments where the prover generates a proof using witness w1 versus an exper-

iment where the prover generates a proof using witness w2, with advantage greater than ε′.

We then consider a sequence of 6 hybrid experiments, indexed by error parameter ε = ε′/7,

and by the previous statement, DV must distinguish two consecutive hybrids in the sequence

with advantage greater than ε′/6. But this is a contradiction, because we prove that the

advantage of the distinguisher DV between every two consecutive hybrids (indexed by ε) is

at most ε+ negl(n).

Hybridw1
:

This hybrid corresponds to an honest prover that generates a proof for x using witness w1.

That is, the challenger computes a = f1(x,w1, r), z
0 = f2(x,w1, r, e = 0), z1 = f2(x,w1, r, e =

1), and sends the prover message according to Figure 3.2.
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The output of this hybrid denoted by DV (Hybridw1
) is the output of the distinguisher on

input the view of the verifier in this experiment.

Hybrid1,ε :

In this hybrid, with probability at least 1 − 2−n, the view of the verifier is the same as

Hybridw1
, and with probability at most 2−n, the output view is ⊥. This ensures that the

advantage of the distinguisher between the previous hybrid and this hybrids is at most 2−n.

This hybrid is indexed by a small error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·),

and proceeds as follows. The challenger sets a counter count = 0 and while count ≤ n,

repeats the following two steps:

Step1 : The first step of this experiment is the same as Hybridw1
, that is, first compute

a = f1(x,w1, r), z
0 = f2(x,w1, r, e = 0), z1 = f2(x,w1, r, e = 1), and send prover message

according to Figure 3.2. Denote the view of the verifier at the end of this step, by View1.

Step2 : Additionally, (unlike Hybridw1
), guess eguess

$← {0, 1}. Then, run the algorithm

in Figure 3.3 with oracle access to the V and distinguisher D, and error parameter ε, to

obtain ech. This corresponds, roughly, to approximating the verifier’s challenge e, with error

at most ε (this approximation is called ech).

If eguess = ech, set the output of the distinguisher on input the view View1, as the output

of the experiment, and stop.

Else, set count = count + 1 and continue (go to start of while loop).

We will add a more detailed explanation of the approximating algorithm in the next

hybrid. In this hybrid, it suffices to note that independently with probability at least 1
2

in

any iteration, eguess = ech. Conditioned on eguess = ech in at least one iteration, the view of

the distinguisher in this hybrid remains the same as Hybridw1
.

If count > n, abort and output 0 as the output of the experiment.

Lemma 7. |Pr[DV(Hybridw1
) = 1]− Pr[DV(Hybrid1,ε) = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. The experiments are identical conditioned on the challenger not aborting. Since eguess
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Algorithm MV,DV to approximate the verifier’s challenge.

1. Set p = 1/ε3.

2. For w ∈ {w1, w2}, and for the same fixed first message of the verifier, repeat the

following:

• Set j = 1,D0,w = 0 and repeat:

(a) If j = p, then halt. Else Sample fresh randomness rj, set a =

f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = z1 = f2(x,w, e = 0, rj), and send the prover mes-

sage according to Figure 3.2. Set D0,w = D0,w + 1
p

if the output of the

distinguisher DV = 1.

• Set j = 1,D1,w = 0 and repeat:

(a) If j = p, then halt. Else Sample fresh randomness rj, set a =

f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = z1 = f2(x,w, a, e = 1, rj), and send the prover mes-

sage according to Figure 3.2. Set D1,w = D1,w + 1
p

if the output of the

distinguisher DV = 1.

• Set j = 1,Dw = 0 and repeat:

(a) If j = p, then halt. Else sample fresh randomness rj, set a =

f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = f2(x,w, a, e = 0, rj), z

1 = f2(x,w, a, e = 1, rj), and

send the prover message according to Figure 3.2. Set Dw = Dw + 1
p

if

the output of the distinguisher DV = 1.

3. If |D1,w2 −Dw2| ≥ |D0,w2 −Dw2|+ ε, set ech = 0.

4. Else if |D0,w2 −Dw2| ≥ |D1,w2 −Dw2 |+ ε, set ech = 1.

5. Else if |D1,w1 −Dw1| ≥ |D0,w1 −Dw1|+ ε, set ech = 0.

6. Else set ech = 1.

Figure 3.3: Approximately Learning the Verifier’s Challenge for WI
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is sampled independently at random from ech, Pr[eguess = ech] = 1
2

independently in every

iteration. Thus, the advantage of the distinguisher is at most the probability of abort, which

is 1
2n

.

Hybrid2,ε : In this hybrid, at an intuitive level, the challenger approximates the receiver’s

challenge (i.e., the bit er), and replaces the sender’s oblivious transfer messages with simu-

lated messages, corresponding to the approximated value of er.

That is, the (malicious) receiver sends message r, that could possibly correspond to

OT1(er) for some challenge bit er (or to no er at all). The challenger verifies that r is a valid

message according to the underlying OT scheme. By security of the underlying OT against

malicious receivers (refer Definition 13), for any fixed r sent by a malicious receiver that

the challenger verifies to be a valid OT message, and any auxiliary input z, the following

statement is true: Conditioned on r being the first message of R, either the distribution of

receiver views ViewR(〈S(m0,m1), R(z))〉 ≈c ViewR(〈S(m0,m0), R(z))〉 for all (m0,m1), or,

ViewR(〈S(m0,m1), R(z)〉) ≈c ViewR(〈S(m1,m1), R(z)〉) for all (m0,m1). That is, every r

generated by a malicious receiver that verifies as a valid OT message, behaves like OT1(er)

for some bit er.

In other words, for any distinguisher that has input the view of the verifier, at least one out

of ViewR(〈S(m0,m0), R(z)〉) and ViewR(〈S(m1,m1), R(z)〉) is negl(n)- close to the correct dis-

tribution ViewR(〈S(m0,m1), R(z)〉) (or, both could be negl(n)-close, which we do not discuss

here because the distinguisher is a trivial distinguisher, and the proof becomes easier). When

only one of the distributions ViewR(〈S(m0,m0), R(z)〉) and ViewR(〈S(m1,m1), R(z)〉) is close

to the correct distribution, the challenger computes which distribution is close by sending

many randomly chosen sender messages to the distinguisher, according to all three distribu-

tions, and learning whether the output of the distinguisher on ViewR(〈S(m0,m0), R(z)〉) or

the output of the distinguisher on input ViewR(〈S(m1,m1), R(z)〉) is close to the output of

the distinguisher on input ViewR(〈S(m0,m1, z)〉), upto error ε = 1
poly(n)

.

Formally, the experiment is indexed by an error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

, and proceeds as
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follows.

Step1 : First, guess eguess
$←{0, 1}. Next, compute a = f1(x,w1, r), z

0 = f2(x,w1, r, eguess), z
1 =

f2(x,w1, r, eguess), and send prover message according to Figure 3.2.

Step2 : Then, run the protocol in Figure 3.3 with error parameter ε to compute ech. If

eguess = ech, set the output of the distinguisher on input the view of the verifier in Step1 of

this experiment, as the output of the experiment DV (Hybrid2,ε), and stop.

Else, set count = count + 1 and continue (go to start of while loop).

If count > n, abort and output 0 as the output of the experiment.

Lemma 8. ∣∣Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid1,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid2,ε]
∣∣ ≤ ε+ negl(n)

Proof. For the fixed verifier message OT1(e) corresponding to the receiver challenge bit er,

and witness w ∈ {w1, w2},

• Let Dcorrect,0,w denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the

challenger samples fresh randomness rj, sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = z1 = f2(x,w, e =

0, rj), and send the prover message according to Figure 3.2. We will abuse notation

and also use Dcorrect,0,w to denote the probability that the distinguisher outputs 1 in

this situation.

• Let Dcorrect,1,w denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the

challenger samples fresh randomness rj, sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = z1 = f2(x,w, e =

1, rj), and send the prover message according to Figure 3.2. We will abuse notation

and also use Dcorrect,1,w to denote the probability that the distinguisher outputs 1 in

this situation.

• Let Dcorrect,w denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the chal-

lenger samples fresh randomness rj, sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = f2(x,w, e = 0, rj), z

1 =

f2(x,w, a, e = 1, rj), and send the prover message according to Figure 3.2. We will

abuse notation and also use Dcorrect,w to denote the probability that the distinguisher

outputs 1 in this situation.
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• We note that D0,w1 ,D1,w1 ,D0,w2 ,D1,w2 ,Dw1 ,Dw2 denote the approximate distributions

that the simulator lerans (refer Figure 3.3), while Dcorrect,0,w,Dcorrect,1,w and Dcorrect,w

denote the actual distributions (output by the distinguisher) themselves.

Claim 2. Either of the following statements is true:

• For all witnesses w,

|Pr[Dcorrect,0,w = 1]− Pr[Dcorrect,w = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

• For all witnesses w,

|Pr[Dcorrect,1,w = 1]− Pr[Dcorrect,w = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that there exist V and DV for which the claim is not true.

We will use them to break sender security of the underlying OT. Consider a reduction R

that obtains the first OT message from V and forwards this message to the OT challenger.

The reduction sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0 = f2(x,w, e = 0, rj), z

1 = f2(x,w, e = 1, rj), and

sends (z0, z1) to the OT challenger.

The OT challenger generates either the real message OT2(z0, z1), or a simulated message

OT2(z∗, z∗), for some (fixed) z∗ ∈ {z0, z1}. The reduction forwards this message to the OT.

The reduction mirrors the output of DV and it holds that,

|Pr[DV = 1|real OT message] − Pr[DV = 1|simulated OT message]| ≥ 1
poly(n)

for some poly-

nomial poly(·), for both z∗ = z0 and z∗ = z1, which is a contradiction.

This claim establishes that at least one of the distributions Dcorrect,0,w and Dcorrect,1,w is

negligibly close to Dcorrect,w.

If both Dcorrect,0,w and Dcorrect,1,w are ε-close to Dcorrect,w for w = w1, then for any value of

eguess in {0, 1},
∣∣Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid1,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid2,ε]

∣∣ ≤ ε+ negl(n) and we are done.

Therefore, for the rest of this lemma, we restrict ourselves to the case where for w = w1,

one and only one out of Dcorrect,0,w and Dcorrect,1,w is ε-close to Dcorrect,w. In particular, this

also implies that |Dcorrect,0,w −Dcorrect,1,w| > ε for w = w1.
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If the challenger could “magically” set eguess to 0 if Dcorrect,0,w was close to Dcorrect,w, and

to 1 if Dcorrect,0,w was close to Dcorrect,w, then again we would have that

∣∣Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid1,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|Hybrid2,ε]
∣∣ ≤ ε.

Unfortunately, the challenger cannot magically know which distributions are close, and

will therefore have to approximate these distributions to obtain an answer. We now bound

the probability that the challenger’s approximation ech is incorrect conditioned on |Dcorrect,0,w−

Dcorrect,1,w| > ε, i.e., we show:

Claim 3.

Pr
[
(ech = b)

∣∣(|Dcorrect,1,w−Dcorrect,0,w| > ε)∧(|Dcorrect,w−Dcorrect,b,w| > ε)
]
≤ negl(n) where w = w1.

Proof. We note that for w ∈ {w1, w2},D0,D1,Dw consist of p random samples from the

distributions: Dcorrect,0,w,Dcorrect,1,w,Dcorrect,w.

Then, using a simple Chernoff bound, we have that for w ∈ {w1, w2}:

• Pr[(D0 > Dcorrect,0,w(1 + α)) ∨ (D0 < Dcorrect,0,w(1− α))] ≤ 2 exp−
α2pDcorrect,0,w

2

• Pr[(D1 > Dcorrect,1,w(1 + α)) ∨ (D1 < Dcorrect,1,w(1− α))] ≤ 2 exp−
α2pDcorrect,1,w

2

• Pr[(Dw > Dcorrect,w(1 + α)) ∨ (Dw < Dcorrect,w(1− α))] ≤ 2 exp−
α2pDcorrect,w

2

Setting α = ε
2
, by a simple union bound we have that for w ∈ {w1, w2},

Pr
[(
|Dcorrect,0,w −D0| >

ε

2

)
∨
(
|Dcorrect,1,w −D1| >

ε

2

)
∨
(
|Dcorrect,w −Dw| >

ε

2

)]
≤ 6 exp−

1
2ε

Since ε will always be set to 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·), for w ∈ {w1, w2},

Pr
[(
|Dcorrect,0,w −D0| >

ε

2

)
∨
(
|Dcorrect,1,w −D1| >

ε

2

)
∨
(
|Dcorrect,w −Dw| >

ε

2

)]
≤ 6 exp−

1
8ε

We consider the event that the approximation ech is incorrect, and perform a case-analysis

of this event.
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• Case I: Suppose that the value ech was fixed in Step 5 or Step 6 (i.e., by using witness

w1 to approximate). Recall that one of Dcorrect,0,w and Dcorrect,1,w is at least ε-far from

Dcorrect,w, and the other is at most negl(n)-far, for w = w1. The bit b is estimated

via D0,D1,Dw which each have error at most ε
2
, from the corresponding distributions

Dcorrect,0,w,Dcorrect,1,w,Dcorrect,0,w. Thus, Pr[ech is incorrect in Case I] ≤ negl(n).

• Case II: Suppose that the value ech was fixed in Step 3 or Step 4 of Figure 3.3 (i.e., by

using witness w2 to approximate). Recall that there exists a bit b such that Dcorrect,b,x

is at least ε-far from Dcorrect,w, and Dcorrect,b,w is at most negl(n)-far, for w = w1. By

Claim 2, even for w = w2, Dcorrect,b,w is at most negl(n)-far from Dcorrect,w.

Then, ech is incorrect if Step 3 and Step 4 result in output b = 1− b, which happens if

and only if |Db,w2 − Dw2| > |Db,w2
− Dw2| + ε. However, note that Pr[|Db,w2 − Dw2| >

ε
∣∣|Dcorrect,b,w−Dcorrect,w| = negl(n)] ≤ negl(n) by the Chernoff bounds above. Therefore,

Steps 3 and 4 result in incorrect output ech with probability at most negl(n).

Summing up, Pr
[
ech = b

∣∣|(Dcorrect,1,w −Dcorrect,0,w| > ε) ∧ (|Dcorrect,w −Dcorrect,b,w| > ε)
]
≤ negl(n)

for w = w1.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Hybrid3,ε : In this experiment, the challenger approximates the verifier challenge and

conditions on eguess = ech as before. In Hybrid2,ε, the challenger response OT2(zech
, zech

) was

fixed and did not encode the witness, but the message a still possibly encoded witness w1.

In this hybrid, instead of sampling (a, zeguess) using the witness w1, the challenger simulates

(a, zeguess) without any witness, instead relying on the honest-verifier ZK simulator of the

underlying Σ-protocol.

Formally, the experiment is indexed by an error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

, and proceeds as

follows.

Step1 : First, guess eguess
$← {0, 1}. Next, compute without using the witness w1, a =

f1(x, r, eguess), z
0 = z1 = f2(x, r, eguess), and send prover message according to Figure 3.2.
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Step2 : Then, run the protocol in Figure 3.3 with error parameter ε to compute ech. If

eguess = ech, set the output of the distinguisher on input the view of the verifier in Step1 of

this experiment, as the output of the experiment DV (Hybrid3,ε), and stop.

Else, set count = count + 1 and continue (go to start of while loop).

If count > n, then abort and output 0 as the output of the experiment.

Lemma 9. |Pr[DV(Hybrid1,ε) = 1]− Pr[DV(Hybrid2,ε) = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that there exist V and DV for which the claim is not true.

We will use them to break honest-verifier zero-knowledge of the underlying Σ-protocol.

Consider a reduction R that in all iterations of Step 1, does the following: R first sets

eguess
$←{0, 1}. R then sends eguess to the honest-verifier ZK challenger, and obtains (a∗, z∗),

that is either sampled honestly using the witness w1 and verifier challenge eguess, or sampled

using the honest-verifier ZK simulator and verifier challenge eguess.

The reduction R then sends a∗,OT2(z∗, z∗) to the distinguisher DV as the output of the

challenger between Hybrid1,ε and Hybrid2,ε. Note that the experiment corresponds to Hybrid1,ε

if (a∗, z∗) is sampled honestly using the witness w1, and to Hybrid2,ε if it is sampled using the

honest-verifier ZK simulator. Then, R can just mirror the output of the distinguisher DV

such that, Pr[DV |real (a∗, z∗) = 1]− Pr[DV |simulated (a∗, z∗)] ≥ 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial

poly(·), which is a contradiction.

Hybrid4,ε :

This hybrid is identical to Hybrid2,ε except that in Step1, a = f1(x,w2, r), z
0 = f2(x,w2, r, eguess), z

1 =

f2(x,w2, r, eguess). That is, the challenger starts using witness w2 to compute (a, zeguess).

Lemma 10. |Pr[DV(Hybrid3,ε) = 1]− Pr[DV(Hybrid4,ε) = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 9.
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Hybrid5,ε :

This is identical to Hybrid1,ε, except that in Step1, a = f1(x,w2, r), z
0 = f2(x,w2, r, e =

0), z1 = f2(x,w2, r, e = 1). That is, the challenger now starts using the witness w2 to

compute (a, z0, z1), and the experiment is identical to an honest challenger using w2 to

generate the proof, except it aborts with probability 1
2n

.

Lemma 11. |Pr[DV(Hybrid4,ε) = 1]− Pr[DV(Hybrid5,ε) = 1]| ≤ ε+ negl(n)

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 8.

Hybridw2
:

This is the real experiment corresponding to generating the proof with witness w2, where

the challenger computes a = f1(x,w2, r), z
0 = f2(x,w2, r, e = 0), z1 = f2(x,w2, r, e = 1) and

sends the prover message according to Figure 3.2.

Lemma 12. |Pr[DV(Hybrid5,ε) = 1]− Pr[DV(Hybridw2
) = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 7.

Suppose there exists a verifier V , a distinguisher DV , and a polynomial p(·) such that

Pr[DV (Hybridw1
) = 1] − Pr[DV (Hybridw2

) = 1] = ε′ ≥ 1
p(·) . Consider the family of hybrids

parameterized by ε = ε′

7
.

Then, the distinguisher must necessarily have advantage at least ε′

6
in distinguishing

one pair of consecutive hybrids between the six consecutive pairs Hybridw1
and Hybridw2

,

which is a contradiction, since the distinguisher can have advantage at most ε + negl(n) =

ε′

7
+ negl(n) between each pair of consecutive hybrids. This completes the proof of witness

indistinguishability.
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3.3.4 Distributional Weak Zero Knowledge

In this section, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 9. Assuming oblivious transfer (OT) secure against malicious PPT receivers, the

protocol in Figure 3.1 is distributional weak zero-knowledge against delayed-input verifiers.

Proof. (Overview) The proof of weak zero-knowledge is more involved that WI, because

weak ZK is not closed under parallel composition. We develop an inductive analysis and a

simulation strategy that learns the receiver’s challenge bit-by-bit.

Fix any PPT V ∗, any distinguisher D, any distribution (X ,W ,Z), and any ε > 0.

We construct a simulator Simε that obtains non-uniform advice z, pε = poly(1/ε) random

instance-witness samples (x∗1, w
∗
1), (x∗2, w

∗
2), . . . (x∗pε , w

∗
pε) from the distribution (X ,W). Or, if

the distribution (X ,W) is efficiently samplable, Simε samples (x∗1, w
∗
1), (x∗2, w

∗
2), . . . (x∗pε , w

∗
pε)

these on its own.

At a high level, the simulator uses these instances to approximately-learn the verifier’s

challenge string e (call this approximation ech), and then generates a transcript corresponding

to a random x ∼ X , by using the honest-verifier ZK simulation strategy of the underlying

Σ-protocol, corresponding to verifier challenge ech.

We now describe a sequence of hybrid experiments, where hybrid HybridSimε
corresponds

to our simulator Simε.

3.3.4.1 Proof via Hybrid Experiments

Hybrid0 := Hybrid0,ε :

This hybrid corresponds to an honest prover in the real world. That is, for i ∈ [n], the

challenger samples (x,w)
$← (X ,W) and sends ai = f1(x,w, ri), z

0
i = f2(x,w, ri, ei = 0), z1

i =

f2(x,w, ri, ei = 1) to the verifier.
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Hybrid1,ε :

This hybrid is indexed by a small error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·),

and proceeds as follows. Fix the first message r of the verifier.

1. Run the algorithm in Figure 3.4 parameterized by I = 1 with oracle access to the

distinguisher D, and error parameter ε, to obtain guess ech,1 for the first bit of the

verifier challenge.

2. Next, compute a1 = f1(x,w, r1), z0
1 = f2(x,w, r1, ech,1), z1

1 = f2(x,w, r1, ech,1).

3. For i ∈ [2, n], compute (ai, z
0
i , z

1
i ) honestly.

4. Send prover message according to Figure 3.1 using the ai, zi computed for i ∈ [n].

HybridI,ε for I ∈ [2, n] :

This hybrid is indexed by a small error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·),

and proceeds as follows.

1. Run the algorithm in Figure 3.4 parameterized by I with oracle access to the verifier

V , distinguisher D, and error parameter ε, to obtain guess ech for the first I bits of the

verifier challenge.

2. Next, for i ∈ [I], compute ai = f1(x,w, ri), z
0
i = f2(x,w, ri, ech,i), z

1
i = f2(x,w, ri, ech,i).

3. For i ∈ [I + 1, n], compute (ai, z
0
i , z

1
i ) honestly.

4. Send prover message according to Figure 3.1 using the ai, zi computed for i ∈ [n].
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Algorithm MV,DV to approximate the verifier’s challenge upto the Ith bit.

Set p = n2/ε3, i = 1, ech = ⊥. For fixed verifier message r, while i ≤ I, repeat:

• Set D0 = 0 and for j ∈ [p], repeat:

1. For k < i, sample fresh rk, set ak = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = z1

k = f2(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk, e =

ech,k). Sample fresh ri, set ai = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , ri), z

0
i = z1

i = f2(x∗j , w
∗
j , a, e = 0, ri).

2. For k ∈ [i + 1, n], sample fresh randomness rk and honestly set ak =

f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 0, rk), z

1
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 1, rk)

3. Using (a, z) computed above, send prover message according to Figure 3.1, to-

gether with the instance x∗j . Set D0 = D0 + 1
p if the output of the distinguisher

DV = 1 (w.l.o.g., we assume that the distinguisher DV outputs either 0 or 1).

• Set D1 = 0 and for j ∈ [p], repeat:

1. For k < i, sample fresh rk and set ak = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = z1

k = f2(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk, e =

ech,k). Sample fresh ri, set ai = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , ri), z

0
i = z1

i = f2(x∗j , w
∗
j , a, e = 1, ri).

2. For k ∈ [i + 1, n], sample fresh randomness rk and honestly set ak =

f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 0, rk), z

1
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 1, rk)

3. Using (a, z) computed above, send prover message according to Figure 3.1, and

instance x∗j . Set D1 = D1 + 1
p if the output of the distinguisher DV = 1.

• Set Dw = 0 and for j ∈ [p], repeat:

1. For k < i, sample fresh randomness rk and set ak = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = z1

k =

f2(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk, e = ech,k). For k ∈ [i, n], sample fresh randomness rk and honestly

set ak = f1(x∗j , w
∗
j , rk), z

0
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 0, rk), z

1
k = f2(x∗j , w

∗
j , a, e = 1, rk).

2. Using (a, z) computed above, send prover message according to Figure 3.1, and

instance x∗j . Set Dw = Dw + 1
p if the output of the distinguisher DV = 1.

• If |D1 −Dw| ≤ |D0 −Dw|, set ech,i = 1, else set ech,i = 0.

• Set i = i+ 1 and go to beginning of the while loop. If i = I, output ech.

Figure 3.4: Approximately Learning the Verifier’s Challenge for WZK
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Lemma 13. For all I ∈ [0, n− 1],∣∣Pr[DV = 1|HybridI,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|HybridI+1,ε]
∣∣ ≤ ε

n+ 1

Proof. The only difference between HybridI,ε and HybridI+1,ε is that in HybridI+1, ech,I+1 is

computed according to the algorithm in Figure 3.4 and the challenger sets aI+1 = f1(x,w, rI+1), z0
I+1 =

z1
I+1 = f2(x,w, rI+1, eguess,I+1), and then sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

For the fixed verifier message OT1, for i ∈ [n] and a fixed prefix eprefix = ech,[I], denoting

the first I bits of ech,

• Let Deprefix,0,x denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the chal-

lenger samples random (x,w)
$← (X ,W),

– For j ≤ I, sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = eprefix,j), and using

these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1. Here, eprefix,j denotes the jth

bit of eprefix.

– For j = I + 1, sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = 0), and using these

sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

– For j ∈ [I+2, n], sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = 0), z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej =

1), and using these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

We will abuse notation and also use Deprefix,0,x to denote the probability that the

distinguisher outputs 1 in this situation.

• Let Deprefix,1,x denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the chal-

lenger samples random (x,w)
$← (X ,W) and fresh randomness r,

– For j ≤ I, sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = eprefix,j), and using

these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

– For j = I + 1, sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = 1), and using these

sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

– For j ∈ [I+2, n], sets aj = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = 0), z1

j = f2(x,w, r, ej =

1, rj), and using these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.
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We will abuse notation and also use Deprefix,1,x to denote the probability that the

distinguisher outputs 1 in this situation.

• Let Deprefix,w,x denote the actual distribution output by the distinguisher when the chal-

lenger samples random (x,w)
$← (X ,W) and fresh randomness r,

– For j ≤ I, sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = eprefix,j), and using

these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

– For j ∈ [I+1, n], sets a = f1(x,w, rj), z
0
j = f2(x,w, rj, ej = 0), z1

j = f2(x,w, rj, ej =

1), and using these sends prover message according to Figure 3.1.

We will abuse notation and also use Deprefix,w,x to denote the probability that the

distinguisher outputs 1 in this situation.

Claim 4. Either of the following statements is true:

• For any prefix eprefix ∈ {0, 1}I , e |Pr[Deprefix,0,x = 1]− Pr[Deprefix,w,x = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

• For any prefix eprefix ∈ {0, 1}I , e|Pr[Deprefix,1,x = 1]− Pr[Deprefix,w,x = 1]| ≤ negl(n)

Proof. This claim follows from security of the OT. Assume, for contradiction, that there

exist V and DV for which the claim is not true. We will use them to break receiver security

of the underlying OT. Consider a reduction R that obtains the first OT message from V and

forwards this message to the OT challenger.

The reduction picks (x,w)
$← (X ,W), r

$← {0, 1}∗ and sets aI+1 = f1(x,w, r), z0
I+1 =

f2(x,w, r, e = 0), z1
I+1 = f2(x,w, r, e = 1), and sends (z0

I+1, z
1
I+1) to the OT challenger.

The OT challenger generates either the real message OT2(z0
I+1, z

1
I+1) corresponding to

verifier input, or a simulated message OT2(z∗, z∗), for some z∗ ∈ {z0, z1}. The reduction

sets all other (ai, zi0, z
i
1) for i 6= (I + 1) according to HybridI , and generates sender message

accordingly.

Then, the output of distinguisher DV on input the simulated message is either distributed

identically to Deprefix,0,x or Deprefix,1,x (depending upon whether z∗ is 0 or 1). The reduc-

tion mirrors the output of DV and it holds that, Pr[DV = 1|real OT message] − Pr[DV =
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1|simulated OT message] ≥ 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·), for both z∗ = z0
I+1 and

z∗ = z1
I+1, which is a contradiction.

This claim establishes that for any prefix, at least one of the distributions Deprefix,0,x and

Deprefix,1,x is negligibly close to Deprefix,w,x.

If both Deprefix,0,x and Deprefix,1,x are ε/(n+ 1)-close to Deprefix,w,x, then for any value of

ech,I+1 ∈ {0, 1},
∣∣Pr[DV = 1|HybridI,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|HybridI+1,ε]

∣∣ ≤ ε/(n+ 1) and we are done.

Therefore, for the rest of this lemma, we restrict ourselves to the case where one and only

one out of Deprefix,0,x and Deprefix,1,x is ε
n+1

-close to Deprefix,w,x. In particular, this also implies

that |Deprefix,0,x −Deprefix,1,x| > ε
n+1

.

If the challenger could “magically” set ech,I+1 to 0 if Deprefix,0,x was close to Deprefix,w,x, and

to 1 if Deprefix,0,x was close to Deprefix,w,x, then again we would have that

∣∣Pr[DV = 1|HybridI,ε]− Pr[DV = 1|HybridI+1,ε]
∣∣ ≤ ε/(n+ 1)

Unfortunately, the challenger cannot magically know which distributions are close, and

will therefore have to approximate these distributions to obtain an answer. We now bound

the probability that the challenger’s approximation ech,I is incorrect conditioned on |Deprefix,0,x−

Deprefix,1,x| > ε
n+1

, i.e., we show:

Claim 5.

Pr
[
(ech,I = b)

∣∣(Deprefix,1,x −Deprefix,0,x >
ε

n+ 1
) ∧ (|Dcorrect,w −Dcorrect,b,w| >

ε

n+ 1
)
]
≤ negl(n)

Proof. We note that for the (I + 1)th iteration of Figure 3.4, D0 just consists of p random

samples of a distribution with mean Deprefix,0,x, D1 just consists of p random samples of a

distribution with mean Deprefix,1,x, and Dw just consists of p random samples of a distribution

with mean Deprefix,w,x.

Then, using a simple Chernoff bound, we have:

• Pr[
(
D0 > Deprefix,0,x(1 + α)

)
∨
(
D0 < Deprefix,0,x(1− α)

)
≤ 2 exp−

α2pD0
2 ]

• Pr[
(
D1 > Deprefix,1,x(1 + α)

)
∨
(
D1 < Deprefix,1,x(1− α)

)
≤ 2 exp−

α2pD1
2 ]
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• Pr[
(
Dw > Deprefix,w,x(1 + α)

)
∨
(
Dw < Deprefix,w,x(1− α)

)
≤ 2 exp−

α2pD1
2 ]

Setting α = ε
2n

, and since p = n2

ε3
, by a simple union bound we have that

Pr
[(
|Deprefix,0,x −D0| >

ε

2n

)
∨
(
|Deprefix,1,x −D1| >

ε

2n

)
∨
(
|Deprefix,w,x −Dw| >

ε

2n

)]
≤ 6 exp−

1
8ε . Since ε will always be set to 1

poly(n)
for some polynomial poly(·),

Pr
[(
|Deprefix,0,x −D0| >

ε

2n

)
∨
(
|Deprefix,1,x −D1| >

ε

2n

)
∨
(
|Deprefix,w,x −Dw| >

ε

2n

)]
≤ negl(n).

Recall that one of Deprefix,0,x and Deprefix,w,x is at least ε/(n+ 1)-far from Deprefix,w,x, and the

other is at most negl(n)-far. The bit ech,I is estimated via D0,D1,Dw which each have error

at most ε
2n

, from the corresponding

Deprefix,0,x,Deprefix,1,x,Deprefix,w,x. Thus,

Pr
[
ech,I = b

∣∣ |(Deprefix,1,x −Deprefix,0,x| > ε/(n+ 1))
∧

(|Deprefix,w,x −Deprefix,b,x| > ε/(n+ 1))
]
≤ negl(n).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

HybridSim,ε : This hybrid corresponds to the interaction of the simulator with the verifier

and distinguisher. It is indexed by a small error parameter ε = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial

poly(·), and proceeds as follows.

1. Run the algorithm in Figure 3.4 parameterized by n with oracle access to the verifier

V , distinguisher D, and error parameter ε, to obtain guess ech for the entire verifier

challenge (all n bits).

2. Next, for i ∈ [n], compute (without using the witness), ai = f1(x,w, ech,i, ri), z
0
i = z1

i =

f2(x,w, ech,i, ri) and send prover message according to Figure 3.1.
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Lemma 14.
∣∣∣Pr[DV(Hybridn,ε) = 1]− Pr[DV(HybridSim,ε) = 1]

∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n)

Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that there exist V and DV for which the claim is not true.

We will use them to break honest-verifier zero-knowledge of the underlying Σ-protocol.

Consider a reductionR that does the following: R computes ech using Figure 3.4. R then

sends ech to the honest-verifier ZK challenger, and obtains (a∗, z∗), that is either sampled

honestly using the instance x and witness w, and the verifier challenge ech, or sampled using

the honest-verifier ZK simulator and verifier challenge ech.

The reduction R then sends a∗,OT2(z∗, z∗) to the distinguisher DV as the output of

the challenger between Hybridn,ε and HybridSim,ε. Note that the experiment corresponds to

Hybridn,ε if (a∗, z∗) is sampled honestly using the instance x and witness w, and to HybridSim,ε

if it is sampled using the honest-verifier ZK simulator. Then, R can just mirror the output

of the distinguisher DV such that, Pr[DV = 1|real (a∗, z∗)]−Pr[DV = 1|simulated (a∗, z∗)] ≥
1

poly(n)
for some polynomial poly(·), which is a contradiction.

Suppose the distinguisher DV has a distinguishing advantage ε between Hybrid0 and

HybridSimε
, then it necessarily has advantage at least ε/(n+ 1) in distinguishing one consecu-

tive pair of hybrids between Hybrid0 and HybridSimε
, which is a contradiction. This completes

our proof.

3.3.5 Witness Hiding

It is easy to see that distributional weak zero-knowledge implies witness hiding. Suppose

there exists a distribution Xn and a PPT verifier V ∗ with auxiliary input z, that interacts

with prover P . P samples random X ∼ Xn together with some witness W (X) and generates

a proof for V ∗ – such that V ∗ outputs a witness for X ∈ X with probability γ = 1
poly(n)

for some polynomial poly(·). Then, by the distributional weak zero-knowledge property,

there exists a non-uniform simulator Simε that uses V ∗ to output a witness for X ∼ X

with probability at least γ − ε. Setting ε = γ
2
, we obtain a non-uniform polynomial size
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circuit (Simε, V
∗) that outputs a witness for X ∼ X with probability at least γ/2, which is

a contradiction to the assumption in Definition 18. This implies the following corollary.

Corollary 10. Assuming two-message oblivious transfer (OT) secure against malicious PPT

receivers, the protocol in Figure 3.1 is witness-hiding against non-adaptive verifiers.

3.3.6 Strong Witness Indistinguishability

We note that the proof of Theorem 9 generalizes to also satisfy the following stronger defi-

nition:

Definition 20 (Delayed-input Multi-Distributional ε-Weak Zero Knowledge). A three round

interactive argument (P, V ) for a language L is said to be delayed-input multi-distributional

ε-weak zero-knowledge, if for every efficiently samplable set of distributions (Xi,n,Wi,n) on

RL for i ∈ [p(n)] where p(·) is some polynomial, i.e., Supp(Xi,n,Wi,n) = {(xi, wi) : xi ∈

L ∩ {0, 1}n, wi ∈ RL(x)}, every PPT verifier V ∗ that interacts in the delayed-input setting,

every z ∈ {0, 1}∗, every PPT distinguisher D, and every ε = 1/poly(n), there exists a

simulator S that runs in time poly(n, ε) and generates a simulated proof on input instance

x, where x
$←Xi,n for some i ∈ [p(n)], such that over the randomness of the parties and of

sampling (x,w)← (Xi,n,Wi,n), for every i ∈ p(n)],∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
(x,w)←(Xi,n,Wi,n)

[
D(x, z,ViewV ∗ [〈P, V ∗(z)〉(x,w)] = 1

]
− Pr

(x,w)←(Xi,n,Wi,n)

[
D(x, z,SV ∗,D(x, z)) = 1

]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε(n).

This is because learning using additional distributions can only provide “more” infor-

mation about eapprox to the simulator. The proof of Theorem 9 when repeated with this

additional observation shows that the same protocol satisfies Definition 20. We also note

that Definition 20 directly implies strong witness indistinguishability, giving us the following

corollary.

Corollary 11. Assuming oblivious transfer (OT) secure against malicious PPT receivers,

the protocol in Figure 3.1 is strong witness-indistinguishable against delayed-input verifiers.
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CHAPTER 4

Survey of Subsequent Applications

Can we break or match round-complexity barriers in other, more general settings as well?

Being crucial components of several general multi-party protocols, the non-malleable com-

mitments and weak ZK arguments described in this thesis have had strong implications

to building round optimal secure protocols in many different settings. We highlight a few

interesting examples from our work and subsequent work below.

4.1 Two-Message Non-Malleable Commitments

Non-interactive non-malleability in special settings. The general applicability of

non-malleable commitments within cryptography is well known; a classic and simple ex-

ample is conducting sealed-bid auctions online. The techniques in this thesis can be ex-

tended [KS17b] to imply non-interactive non-malleability in a setting where there are a

fixed polynomial number of participants and a broadcast channel, thereby also giving the

first completely non-interactive method of conducting sealed-bid auctions based on standard

sub-exponential assumptions.

Two Round Coin Flipping. Consider the classic question of secure coin flipping [Blu81]

in a multi-party setting, where parties wish to agree on a shared random string. Note

that the standard model of interaction in this setting is the simultaneous-message model.

The work of [GMP16] establish a lower bound of 4 rounds for secure multi-party coin-

flipping with black-box security from polynomial hardness assumptions (with polynomial

simulation). Using the techniques in this thesis and by moving to the sub-exponential regime
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(with sub-exponential simulation), we can cut this lower bound in half! [KS17b]. This gives

the first two-round bounded multiparty secure coin flipping protocol (with sub-exponential

simulation) from standard sub-exponential assumptions.

Four Round General-Purpose Secure Computation. The two-message non-malleable

commitments described in this thesis have been instrumental in building the first general

purpose multi-party computation protocols with optimal number of rounds of interaction.

One approach [KS17b] to achieve this is to combine the coin-flipping protocol described

above with LWE-based two round semi-malicious secure computation of [MW16] to achieve

general purpose multi-party secure computation, against malicious adversaries, with polyno-

mial simulation in only four rounds (matching a corresponding lower bound). In concurrent

work, Ananth et al. [ACJ17] also rely on our non-malleable commitments and a completely

different approach to build four round MPC based on the sub-exponential Decisional Diffie-

Hellman assumption.

Three Round Concurrent Secure Computation. These tools, both non-malleable

commitments and SPSS ZK, lay at the core of a subsequent work [BGJ17b]. This work built

concurrent secure computation protocols (that remain secure even when many such protocols

may be executed together) requiring only three rounds of interaction between participants.

These tools helped us bring down round complexity from a large constant (estimated to be

approximately 20 in prior work), to only three. [BGJ17b] also showed that when trying to

compute randomized input-less functionalities, the round complexity can be further reduced

to two rounds.

Unexpected Consequence: First Two-Message Statistical WI. Another subsequent

paper [KKS18] relies heavily on these techniques but applies them to a domain that is seem-

ingly unrelated to non-malleability. And yet it turns out that building statistical witness in-

distinguishable arguments reduces to building a special type of statistically hiding, extractable

two-message commitments. These have properties similar to the extractable commitments
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we build in this thesis, except somewhat counterintuitively, they are also statistically hiding.

We refer the reader to [KKS18] for further details on this work.

4.2 Two-Message Distributional WZK/Strong WI/WH Arguments

In this section, we survey some of the follow-up applications of our argument systems. As a

first step, we note that it is possible to extend our techniques to achieve three-round distri-

butional WZK arguments from polynomial (as opposed to quasi-polynomial) assumptions.

Three Round Protocols from Polynomial Hardness Assumptions. The need for

quasi-polynomial assumptions in our two-round protocols is to guarantee soundness: roughly,

we require that a cheating prover should be unable to “maul” the receiver’s challenge while

providing his message. In the two-round setting, this is achieved by ensuring (via complexity

leveraging) that the security of receiver OT message is stronger than the security of the

prover’s response. Three rounds, however, give an opportunity to rewind and extract the

value inside the prover’s message, while relying on (polynomial) hiding of the receiver OT

message. We exploit this opportunity in [JKK17] to build three round arguments, and three

round arguments of knowledge for delayed-input statements, satisfying WH, strong WI and

distributional WZK.

Extractable Commitments. Given weak ZK arguments of knowledge, the first three-

round extractable commitments were constructed [JKK17] by sending a non-interactive sta-

tistically binding commitment to the input in the last round, together with a (distributional)

weak ZK argument of knowledge to establish knowledge of the committed input and random-

ness. The weak ZK property helps prove hiding of this scheme, while the proof of knowledge

property guarantees correct polynomial-time extraction, with overwhelming probability.

Three Round, Two Party, Input-Indistinguishable Secure Computation. The

ideas also helped overcome barriers for general two-party secure computation protocols,

in particular, yielding three round protocols in special settings. Very roughly, one party

(the receiver) generates OT messages corresponding to his inputs, together with the first
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message of a two-round weak ZK argument. Then, the sender generates garbled circuits

corresponding to his own input labels, together with the second message of the two-round

weak ZK argument.

This protocol already satisfies input-indistinguishable security against malicious receivers

(as well as distinguisher-dependent security against malicious receivers), when an honest

sender’s input is sampled from some public distribution. In [JKK17], we formally de-

scribe applications of our techniques to obtaining input-indistinguishable secure computa-

tion, as well as distributional distinguisher-dependent secure computation in three rounds

from polynomial assumptions. In particular, we also note that a large class of functionalities

such as coin tossing, generating common reference strings, oblivious PRFs, etc. (that we

call independent-input functions) are distributional by definition, and can be realized with

distinguisher-dependent polynomial simulation security in three rounds.

Three Round Non-Malleable Commitments from Polynomial Hardness. In an-

other work [Khu17], we used three message strong WI arguments for delayed-input state-

ments as a critical ingredient towards building the only known non-malleable commitments

with respect to commitment based on standard polynomial hardness assumptions, in three

rounds. This helped match the lower bound in [Pas16], and demonstrated yet another ex-

ample of the applicability of notions such as strong WI in situations where use of full-fledged

ZK previously implied that additional interaction was required.

Three Round Coin Flipping, and Four Round MPC from Polynomial Hardness.

In a different subsequent work [BGJ18], we showed how to use three message delayed-input

strong WIAoK, with additional ideas and tools, to design secure computation protocols with

polynomial simulation that only relied on polynomial hardness. The paper [BGJ18] together

with the concurrent work of [BHP17] gave the first MPC protocols that were round optimal

and relied on polynomial hardness assumptions.
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CHAPTER 5

Cryptographic Foundations for Practical Security

In this section, we summarize some work on the foundations of achieving secure computation

while relying on (in)secure hardware assumptions. In recent years, there has been a rich line

of work studying how to enhance the computational capabilities of probabilistic polynomial-

time players by making assumptions on hardware. Two types of hardware assumptions in

particular have had tremendous impact on recent research: tamperproof hardware tokens

and physically unclonable functions (PUFs). Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) were

introduced by Pappu et al. [Pap01, PRT02] but their actual potential has been understood

only in recent years1. Increasing excitement over such physical random oracles generated

various different (and sometimes incompatible) interpretations about the actual features and

formalizations of PUFs.

Very roughly, a PUF is an object that can be queried by translating an input into a

specific physical stimulation, and then by translating the physical effects of the stimulation

to an output through a measurement. The primary appealing properties of PUFs include: (1)

constructing two PUFs with similar input-output behavior is believed to be impossible (i.e.

unclonability), and (2) the output of a PUF on a given input is seemingly unpredictable,

i.e., one cannot “learn” the behavior of an honestly-generated PUF on any specific input

without actually querying the PUF on that input.

There is a lot of ongoing exciting research on concrete constructions of PUFs, based on

various technologies. As such, a PUF can only be described in an abstract way with the

attempt to establish some target properties for PUF designers.

1PUFs are used in several applications like secure storage, RFID systems, anti-counterfeiting mechanisms,
identification and authentication protocols [TB06, GKS07, SVW10b, SVW10a, EKL11, KSW11].
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However, while formally modeling a PUF, one might (incorrectly) assume that a PUF

guarantees some properties that unfortunately exceed the state of affairs in real-world sce-

narios. For example, assuming that the output of a genuine PUF is purely random is clearly

excessive, while relying on min-entropy is certainly a safer and more conservative assump-

tion. Various papers have proposed different models and even attempts to unify them. The

interested reader can refer to [AMS16] for detailed discussions about PUF models and their

connections to properties of actual PUFs. In this thesis, we will briefly overview new tech-

niques to construct unconditionally secure protocols, with straight-line simulation, based

on malicious stateful physically unclonable functions. Again, this involves developing tech-

niques to overcome impossibilities [DFK14] showing that unconditional secure computation

is impossible if an adversary can build malicious stateful PUFs.

A careful inspection of the impossibility result of [DFK14] reveals that it crucially relies on

(malicious) PUFs being able to maintain a priori unbounded state.

In the real world, this result implies that unconditional secure computation of all function-

alities is impossible in a model where an honest player is unable to distinguish maliciously

created PUFs with gigantic memory, from honest (and therefore completely stateless) PUFs.

One could argue that this allows the power of the adversary to go beyond the reach of current

technology.

On the other hand, the protocol of [DFK14] breaks down completely if the adversary

can generate a maliciously created PUF with even one bit of memory, and pass it off as a

stateless (honest) PUF. This would constitute a devastating side-channel attack, and such

a gap forms the starting point for our work. We introduce the malicious bounded stateful

PUF model, where any PUF is allowed to maintain only a-priori bounded state. Informally,

we show [BKO17] that:

Informal Theorem 3. For any two party functionality F , there exists a protocol π that

unconditionally securely realizes F in the malicious bounded-stateful PUF model.

The starting point for our constructions is the UC-secure OT protocol of [DFK14], which
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itself builds upon the works of [OSV13, BFS11]. We begin by giving a simplified description

of the construction in [DFK14].

Suppose a sender S with inputs (m0,m1) and a receiver R with input bit b want to run

a UC secure OT protocol in the malicious stateless PUF model. Then, S generates a PUF

and sends it to the receiver. The receiver queries the PUF on a random challenge string c,

records the output r and then returns the PUF to S. Then, the sender sends two random

strings (x0, x1) to the receiver. In turn, the receiver picks xb, and sends v = c ⊕ xb to the

sender. The sender uses PUF(v ⊕ x0) to mask his input m0 and PUF(v ⊕ x1), to mask his

input m1; and sends both masked values to the receiver. Here PUF(·) denotes the output of

the PUF on the given input. Since R had to return the PUF before (x0, x1) were revealed,

with overwhelming probability, R only knows r = PUF(v⊕xb), and can output one and only

one of the masked sender inputs.

Enhancing [DFK14] in the Stateless PUF Model. Though this was a simplified

overview of the protocol in [DFK14], it helps us to explain a subtle assumption required

in their simulation strategy against a malicious sender. In particular, the simulator against

a malicious sender must return the PUF to the sender before the sender picks random

messages (x0, x1). However, it is evident that in order to extract both messages (m0,m1),

the simulator must know (x0 ⊕ x1), and in particular know the response of the PUF on

challenges (c, c⊕ x0 ⊕ x1) for some known string c.

But the simulator only learns (x0, x1) after sending the PUF back to S. Thus, in order

to successfully extract the input of S, the simulator should have the ability to make these

queries even after the PUF has been returned to the malicious sender. We believe this is

a very strong assumption on the simulator; in particular for the proof to go through, the

simulator’s access to S and the PUF must be non-black box. In real scenarios, such a

simulation strategy enforces that the PUF must be stateless and unbreakable even when it

is in the hands of the PUF’s creator.

Our protocol gets rid of this strong assumption on the simulator, and we give a new sender

simulation strategy that only has black-box access to a malicious S and its PUF. This is also
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a first step in obtaining security against bounded-stateful PUFs – in the protocol of [DFK14],

if the PUF created by a malicious S is stateful, S on receiving the PUF can first change the

state of the PUF (say, to output ⊥ everywhere), and then output values (x0, x1). In this

case, no simulation strategy will be able to extract the inputs of the sender.

We change the protocol in [DFK14], by having S commit to the random values (x0, x1)

at the beginning of the protocol, using a UC-secure commitment scheme. These values are

decommitted only after R returns the PUF back to S, so the scheme still remains UC-secure

against a malicious receiver. Moreover, now the simulator against a malicious sender can

use the straight-line extractor guaranteed by the UC-secure commitment scheme, to extract

values (x0, x1), and query the PUF on challenges of the form (c, c⊕ x0⊕ x1) for some string

c. It then sets v = c ⊕ x0 and sends it to S. Now, the sender masks are PUF(v ⊕ x0) and

PUF(v⊕x1), which is nothing but PUF(c) and PUF(c⊕x0⊕x1), which was already known to

the sender simulator before returning the PUF to S. This simulation strategy works (with

the simulator requiring only black-box access to the PUF’s code) even if the PUF is later

broken or its state is reset in any way.

UC Security with Bounded Stateful PUFs. A stateful PUF created by the sender

can record information about the queries made by the receiver, and replay this information

to a malicious sender when he inputs a secret challenge. Indeed, for PUFs with unbounded

state, it is this ability to record queries that makes oblivious transfer impossible. However,

we only consider PUFs that have a-priori bounded state. In this case, it is possible to design

a protocol, parameterized by an upper bound on the size of the state of the PUF, that in

effect exhausts the possible state space of such a malicious PUF. Our protocol then carefully

uses this additional entropy to mask the inputs of the honest party.

More specifically, we repeat the OT protocol described previously K times in parallel,

using the same (possibly malicious, stateful) PUF, for sufficiently large K > ` (where `

denotes the upper bound on the state of the PUF). Thus, we achieve K OTs such that

an adversary is allowed to receive upto ` bits of additional leakage on the joint inputs of

the sender. At this point, what we require essentially boils down to a one-sided malicious
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oblivious transfer extractor. This is a gadget that would yield a single OT from K leaky OTs,

such that the resulting OT remains secure even when a malicious sender can ask for ` bits of

universal leakage. This setting is incomparable to previously studied OT extractors [IKO09]

because:

• We require a protocol that is secure against malicious (not semi-honest) adversaries.

• The system has only one-sided leakage, i.e., a corrupt sender can request ` bits of

leakage, but a corrupt receiver does not obtain any leakage at all.

For simplicity and because ideal OT is reversible, we consider the setting of one-sided

receiver leakage (instead of sender leakage). To protect against a malicious receiver that

may obtain ` bits of universal leakage, the sender picks different random inputs for each

OT execution, and then uses a strong randomness extractor to extract min-entropy in or-

der to mask his inputs. This in fact suffices to statistically hide the input messages of the

sender [BKO17]. In [BKO17], we also model and devise defenses against malicious PUF en-

capsulation attacks, where an adversary may generate malicious PUFs by creating wrappers

around other honestly generated PUFs.

Motivated by the recent onslaught of side-channel attacks, we believe that an important

direction for future research is to find ways to model and efficiently build resilience against

other kinds of side-channel attacks on hardware-based secure protocols. We hope that the

ideas in this thesis, although developed in context of PUF-based protocols, will provide a

useful toolkit in this broad area of research.
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